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1

Background Theory

“The only fence against the
world is a thorough knowledge
of it.”
John Locke

The research presented in this thesis focuses on developing computational models that
are capable of accurately simulating radiation damage in a variety of materials. In the
most general terms, this involves the intersection of three scientific fields : materials science,
quantum mechanics, and computational physics. Materials science is arguably the first
scientific endeavour humans undertook, harnessing the earth’s natural resources in a manner
that gave our species significant survival advantages. In fact, since the emergence of Homo
sapiens, our historical timeline has been named after the defining material of that period
(from the stone age, bronze age, and iron age, all the way up to the present silicon age). This
ability to efficiently exploit the materials around us is a uniquely human trait, and this thesis
focuses on furthering our understanding of how two specific types of materials are affected
by extremely fast, heavy particles; metals and band gap materials. Both of these materials
properties are determined by their characteristic electronic structures, of which quantum
mechanics is required to accurately describe their physical evolution when irradiated.
The interaction is made up of multiple complex processes, each evolving over distinct
time periods. Initial excitations can lead to the production of point defects, which over
time can lead to defect clustering, and potentially the formation of dislocation loops and
voids. These changes in structure can lead to significantly different physical properties when
compared to an unirradiated material. These transformations occur over the timescales of
almost instantaneous excitation (a few picoseconds), all the way up to geological timescales.
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This poses a real issue when trying to develop robust theoretical models from experimental
observations alone, and this is where a relatively new field, computational science, proves its
worth.
While properly devised experiments are the purest way of verifying the underlying physical
structure of the universe, it can prove extremely difficult (or impossible) to flexibly change
elements of an experiment. A more powerful source of radiation may only be possible by
building another particle accelerator, or more fine-grained spectroscopic data may require an
entirely different laser. Computational physics bridges the gap between theory and experiment in a manner that (given an accurate model), changing the energy or spatio-temporal
resolution of an experiment can in some cases be as simple as changing a number in the
input parameters. Thus the development of physically realistic and robust computer models
means we have the ability to freeze, fast forward, reverse, or zoom in on an experiment in a
way that is not possible when conducting real life experiments.
This rest of this chapter contains a summary of all the theoretical frameworks utilised in
this thesis. It begins with a brief literature review on the results observed from various swift
heavy ion irradiation experiments to date. These results are then analysed in the context of
various models describing the physical mechanisms underlying swift heavy ion irradiation.
These models describe the theoretical processes underpinning swift heavy ion irradiation,
thus subsequently, a description of how these models are computationally implemented is
outlined. The chapter ends with a final overview of the field, and suggests how research will
develop in the near to long term future. A caveat applicable throughout this work : while the
term radiation usually refers to any form of electromagnetic wave, or massive particle (from
an electron to a C60 fullerene), in this thesis the term radiation is restricted to projectiles
with a mass (unless otherwise explicitly stated).

1.1

Experimental Observations and Applications

Most experimental studies on the effects of radiation interacting with materials have been
conducted in particle accelerators. While from a popular science perspective particle accelerators (such a the Large Hadron Collider at CERN) are primarily associated with probing
and testing our understanding of fundamental particle physics at the subatomic scale, they
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are also extremely important for materials science research. Nowadays, particle accelerators
are capable of producing beams with energies ranging from a few keV all the way up to the
tens TeV, and across this vast energy scale a huge spectrum of physical interactions are possible. In the vast majority of cases, when discussing how radiation interacts with materials,
one thinks of an incoming particle colliding elastically with the nuclei of the target. This
radiation may continue to penetrate the material, colliding with more nuclei in the target,
while the ejected target nuclei may also have enough energy to displace other nuclei. This
process is known as a collision cascade, lies on the lower edge of this energy scale, and is not
the subject of this thesis.
As the energy of incident radiation increases (≥ MeV) an interesting phenomenon occurs.
The projectile no longer collides elastically with the nuclei of the target, instead it penetrates
through the material and leaves a characteristic defect distribution (dependent on the physical properties of the target) in a narrow region surrounding the path of the projectile. This
type of projectile is known as a swift heavy ion (SHI), and is the focus of this thesis. The
first experimental study of damage caused by swift heavy ions was on lithium flouride [1],
in 1958. The observed damage was unlike anything seen in cascades. The SHI created a
defect rich amorphous cylinder along its path through the material. This defect distribution
is commonly referred to as an ion track. Since then, ion tracks have been observed in many
other insulators [2, 3, 4, 5], semi-conductors [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], and even amorphous
semi-conductors [13]. Figure 1.1 shows the typical morphology of ion tracks from various
angles.
Various metals [15, 16, 17, 18] have also been irradiated with swift heavy ions, however,
the damage observed is distinct from that of band gap materials. Metals show a remarkable
resistance to ion track formation, with defects (if any) taking the form of dislocation loops
or isolated clusters at the centre of the projectile’s path. This is a topic explored in depth
later on in the thesis. It is important to stress that SHI irradiation is not exclusively a
destructive process, for example pre-existing defects in Ni have been shown to decrease
following irradiation via various swift heavy ions [19].
The ability to produce such precise and novel structural modifications in materials has a
huge number of applications in nanotechnology. By far the most commonly used industrial
application for swift heavy ions is in the production of track etched membranes [20]. Chemical

3
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(a) Side profile of ion tracks formed in InP. [6]

(b) Top down profile of ion tracks in GeS. [14]

Figure 1.1: Typical ion track images. Permission has been granted to republish this material.
etching is a form of pore production in a material, and the use of swift heavy ions allows for
the process to be more delicately controlled and manipulated. First a polymer is irradiated
by swift heavy ions, producing ion tracks in the material. These ion tracks have unique
mechanical, optical, and chemical properties when compared to the undamaged bulk. When
an etching chemical is applied to the material, it reacts more strongly to the ion track
region, thus producing controllable micro and nanoporous membranes. This has applications
in a wide variety of industries, from the biosensing, where bacteria are too large to pass
through a fabricated membrane, to the purification of water via deionising, to the filtering of
electromagnetic radiation. Swift heavy ions can also be used to precisely modify band gaps,
something crucial in the fabrication of quantum wells and quantum dots [21, 22]. Figure 1.2
illustrates a typical track etched membrane, and a membrane capable of preventing the
transfer of bacteria. Outside of nanofabrication, swift heavy ions may also play a crucial role
in the production of a viable high temperature superconductor. It has been shown that the
columnar defects formed via SHI irradiation of Bi-2212 leads to huge increases in the critical
superconducting current [23]. A good historical account of how amorphous materials can be
modified by swift heavy ion from an engineering stand point can be found in work by Rizza
in 2015 [24].
A deeper understanding of the physical processes governing swift heavy ion irradiation
also has a number of very important applications. The biggest determining factor in the
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operational lifetime of an extraterrestrial satellite, is how long the electrical components can
withstand the intense environment of space. Finally, perhaps the most important application is in the nuclear industry. Inside a nuclear reactor, reactions with actinide-bearing
components can produce heavy particles in the energy range of swift heavy ions. A deep
understanding of the underlying damage mechanisms can thus also have a impact on the
design of safe nuclear reactors, and also safe methods of nuclear waste immobilisation. Swift
heavy ions have produced a variety of defects in materials, and in turn have an even wider
variety of applications. This is a significant enough motivation for the study of SHI irradiation to be worthwhile endeavour, and the rest of this chapter will summarise how this has
been achieved to date.

(a) Typical track etched membrane. [20]

(b) Bacteria prevented from passing through a
membrane.

Figure 1.2: Images of track membranes fabricated with swift heavy ions. Permission has
been granted to republish this material.

1.2

Stopping Power

The main distinction between different types of radiation is how energy is transferred from
the incident ions to the material they are travelling through. This process is quantified by

5
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the stopping power, and is defined as the energy lost by the ion as it travels through the
target material.
S=

dE
dr

(1.1)

S is the stopping power, E kinetic energy and r distance travelled. It is a quantity that
represents the sum of all the ways in which energy can be transferred from the radiation to
the material, including chemical and nuclear reactions, emission of radiation, kinetic energy
transfer via collisions, and changes in internal state of the projectile or target. This is broadly
categorised into two distinct stopping power regimes, nuclear energy deposition, where the
kinetic energy of the incident radiation is deposited directly to the nuclei in the material,
and the other is electronic energy deposition, where the kinetic energy is transferred to the
electrons in the material. In reality a projectile will transfer kinetic energy to the material
via a combination of both of these, hence the total stopping power S can be written,
S = Sn + Se ,

(1.2)

where Sn is nuclear stopping, and Se is electronic stopping. The relationship between
nuclear and electronic stopping is summarised in figure 1.3. A particle with a relatively low
incident energy (∼ keV/amu) has a significant nuclear interaction cross-section, thus energy
is predominantly lost via elastic collisions with the nuclei in the target material. High energy
ions (≥ MeV/amu) pass through a material much faster, this results in a much lower nuclear
interaction cross section. Thus damage caused by ions in this energy range is a result of
elastic electronic excitation in the target material. It is also important to stress that in the
intermediate ranges a complex mixture of both processes exists. All of the work presented
in this thesis is centred on the regime where electronic stopping is the dominant energy loss
mechanism.

1.2.1

Time scales for defect creation

A knowledge of the time scales at which the complex dynamics occur during swift heavy
ion irradiation is key for any descriptive model. While the precise time scale for these
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effects is highly material dependent, distinct processes do emerge on a relative time scale.
Firstly electron-electron scattering causes a local electronic temperature to be established
(determined via a Fermi-Dirac distribution) within a few to a hundred femtoseconds [25].
Energy diffuses amongst the electrons on a picosecond scale, and electron-phonon scattering
allows energy to transfer from the electrons to the lattice from anywhere between a few
hundred femtoseconds and multiple picoseconds. Thermal equilibrium of the lattice occurs
between the tens and hundreds of ps. Due to the large discrepancy between electron-electron
thermalisation, and the thermalisation of the system as a whole, the temperature of the
electronic system is usually assumed to be established instantaneously.

10
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Figure 1.3: Graph illustrating the constituent stopping power contributions of an Fe ion
travelling through Fe. Data obtained from SRIM [26].
A similar analysis for band gap materials is more complex, as carriers (electron-hole pairs)
have a number of extra generation and recombination processes that occur. During carrier
excitation, impact ionisation also contributes to carrier generation. It occurs when an excited
electron transfers some energy to a bound electron, generating an extra electron-hole pair
in the process. This occurs within 10 fs to a ps. Conversely, an extra carrier de-excitation
process is Auger recombination (the opposite of impact ionisation), occuring on a time scale
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of a few ps to ns.

1.3

Descriptive Models

The various defect distributions that arise in materials following swift heavy ion irradiation
have been described. It has also been established that these defects occur due to energy
being transferred to the electrons in the target material (as well as the associated time scales
on which this energy transfer occurs). The next logical step is to review the models that
have been developed to account for the physical processes that occur and in turn describe
the defect distributions observed when a swift heavy ion passes through a target medium.

1.3.1

Coulomb Explosion Model

One of the first attempts to describe the physics occuring during swift heavy ion irradiation
was the Coulomb explosion model [27], developed by R. Fleischer et al in 1965. The basic
idea behind the model is that as the swift heavy ion enters the medium, electrons in the target
are displaced by the Coulombic repulsion with the electrons in the projectile. This causes
an ionisation of the material around the path of the projectile, and thus the electromagnetic
repulsion between the positive charge nuclei results in disordering of the target. This model
provided a successful description of the defects observed at the time, but two significant
shortcomings exist within the model.
Firstly, the model is basically qualitative in nature, so the development of a robust atomistic model that can simulate the effects of the Coulomb explosion in any material is yet to be
achieved. Thus a proper analysis of its validity in the realm of ion track generation is still in
question. Most attempts involve artificially charging a cylindrical region at the centre of an
MD cell, and observing the dynamics afterwards. This approach has been sucessfully used
to model SHI irradiation in a number of insulating materials [28, 29, 30]. It has also been
moderately successful in describing ion sputtering from the surfaces of a variety of materials,
including Si [31], and Al2 O3 [32].
The second criticism is how the model fails to account for the damage observed in metals.
Disorder should only occur if the charge neutralisation time of the material is greater than
10−14 seconds. This time, τ , can be determined by,
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r
τ=

m0
,
ne2

(1.3)

where m is electron mass, 0 is the permittivity of free space, n is the conduction electron
density, and e is the electronic charge. This value is smaller than 10−14 s in metals, so electrons can return to the ionised core and neutralise the target before the Coulomb explosion
occurs, hence the model can not be used to explain defect formation in metals. More recent time-dependent density functional theory simulations [33] also suggest that swift heavy
ions do not cause the ejection of electrons from the target material, but in way that maintains charge neutrality. This scenario is better illustrated by structural relaxation methods
(described next).

1.3.2

Bond Weakening Model

A model less explored, but capable of describing electronic excitation, while maintaining
charge neutrality, is the bond weakening model. In regions of high electronic excitation,
a material’s electron density can be sufficiently altered so that the interatomic forces also
change. This in turn can contribute to materials modification. The model has mainly been
applied to ultrafast laser irradiation. However the underlying physical mechanisms involved
in swift heavy ion irradiation and ultrafast laser irradiation are the same. They both cause
electronic excitation, but swift heavy ions cause a much higher magnitude of energy to be
deposited into a smaller region of the target material. A comprehensive review of the physics
underlying the structural relaxation model was conducted by Bennemann in 2004 [25]. Itoh
et al [34] specifically discuss the model in relation to swift heavy ion irradiation.
The physical mechanisms that occur in the model are illustrated in figure 1.4. Each electronic temperature has a uniquely associated potential energy surface (PES), which describes
the interatomic forces of the material. As the electronic temperature of tungsten increases,
the minimum of the PES also shifts to a larger volume. This indicates an increase in the
equilibrium lattice parameter at increasing electronic temperatures. At high enough temperatures, the minimum disappears, implying the interatomic forces become repulsive at
all interatomic separations. A number of previous computational and experimental results
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indicate that this type of bond weakening can considerably contribute to materials modification. Sciaini et al [35] showed that bismuth melted within 190 fs following ultrafast laser
irradiation, much faster than the time for electron-phonon scattering to occur. This type of
melting is known as non-thermal melting, and has also been observed in ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations in silicon [36]. Other similar simulations have verified the same effect
in silicon [37], but also found that the bonds actually strengthen in aluminium and gold.
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Figure 1.4: The change in the energy of a W unit cell as a function of volume, for various
electronic temperatures. [38]
The main disadvantage in utilising this model is the difficulty in accurately deriving usable
electronic temperature dependent potential energy surfaces. The most promising present day
method is to implement them into molecular dynamics ready interatomic potentials. This
way a sufficiently sized simulation can be carried out to study the effects of SHI irradiation
(explored in detail in this thesis). However, only a few of these potentials exist [39, 38,
40, 41]. An alternative method is to employ ab initio molecular dynamics [33], however
these simulations are limited to hundreds of atoms, meaning the cell dimensions required
for ion track formation is impossible with current computational power. Unfortunately a
large simulation cell is the only way to properly validate past experimental observations of
ion tracks. This is due to the nature of tracks themselves, they are nanometer in width and
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micrometer depth, so accurate reproduction requires a large enough MD volume to contain a
melted region at the centre, surrounded by enough undamaged crystal that boundary effects
have not contributed to the induced damage (this will be discussed in more detail in this
chapter).

1.3.3

Inelastic Thermal Spike Model

By far the most ubiquitous model used to describe swift heavy ion irradiation is the inelastic
thermal spike (iTS) model, of which the foundations were developed by Dessauer in 1923 [42].
The model assumes the electrons and nuclei of the material are split up into two separate,
but interacting media. The entire system can then be described by a set of coupled second
order differential equations. As the swift heavy ion traverses the material, the energy is
deposited within the electronic subsystem, causing significant excitation. This energy then
diffuses throughout the electronic system, while also being transferred to the lattice via a
process known as electron-phonon coupling. This in turn leads to localised heating of the
lattice, and depending on the deposited energy may lead to melting and residual defect
creation post recrystallisation. Figure 1.5 illustrates the physics of the iTS model.
The inelastic thermal spike model has many variants. A detailed description of each
implementation, their respective parameterisations, and a review of the materials they have
been used to model is contained in the next section.
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Figure 1.5: Diagram illustrating the processes that contribute to defect creation following
swift heavy ion irradiation. (1) Swift heavy ion travels through material and transfers energy
to electrons. (2) Energy diffuses through electronic system. (3) Electron-phonon coupling
transfers energy from electrons to lattice, causing local melting. (4) Some lattice recrystallisation, resulting in the final observed defect distribution.

1.4

Computational Models

The models described previously are all qualitative in nature. They described the physical
mechanisms that occur during SHI irradiation, but not how to quantitatively simulate them.
This section contains a chronological review of how the inelastic thermal spike model has
been traditionally implemented.

1.4.1

Two-Temperature Model

The two-temperature model (2TM) was the first attempt to computationally implement the
physics of the inelastic thermal spike model, and was developed by Lifshits et al in 1960 [43].
The separate electronic and lattice subsystems are described by a set of coupled second order
differential equations so energy lost by one system is gained by the other. These thermal
diffusion equations are described below.

∂Te
− ∇.[κe ∇Te ] = −G(Te − Ti ) + A(r[vion ], t),
∂t
∂Ti
Ci (Ti )
− ∇.[κi ∇Ti ] = +G(Te − Ti ),
∂t

Ce (Te )
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Here the subscript e references the electronic system, and i the lattice. T is the temperature, t is time, v is velocity. C is the specific heat capacity, κ the thermal conductivity, G
the electron-phonon coupling, and A is the characteristic source term for the irradiation.
The specific heat capacity is defined as the amount of energy required to change one cubic
metre of a material’s temperature by one degree Kelvin. Thus it is a measure of a material’s
ability to store heat. The lattice component of the specific heat is measurable from past
experiments. However, the electronic component proves a little more complicated. Elementary statistical mechanics predits a constant electronic specific heat of 23 kB per electron in 3
dimensions. In reality, at low temperatures the value is much lower due to Pauli’s exclusion
principle inhibiting the homogeneous excitation of electrons with the same quantum state.
A quantum mechanical description of the electronic specific heat takes the form,
Z
Ce =

∞

g()

−∞

∂f (, µ, Te )
 d,
∂Te

(1.6)

where g() is electronic density of states (DOS) at the energy , µ is the chemical potential
at electronic temperature Te , and f (, µ, Te ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function at these
values. Various metals have been characterised in this way by Lin et al. [44]. However, the
majority of 2TM experiments have utilised a number of approximations for the electronic
specific heat [45]. A low temperature approximation is imposed via the Sommerfeld-Drude
model [46, 47, 48, 49]. This approximation states that the electronic specific heat capacity
is described by a homogeneously excited free electron gas,

Ce (Te ) =


π 2 kB ne Te
,
2
TF

(1.7)

where ne is the electron density, and TF is the Fermi-temperature, defined as,

TF =


~2
(3π 2 ne )2/3 .
2me kB

(1.8)

This low temperature linear approximation becomes constant at the classical limit of 32 kB
per electron at Te > π32 TF . One clear problem arises in the application of this approximation to band gap materials, namely that electrons in a band gap are bound and unable to
contribute to excitation instantaneously. Most past work attempts to overcome this hurdle
by assuming hot electrons in a band gap material behave in a similar fashion to a metal [50].
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Thus the same free electron gas approximation described has been used for materials such
as quartz [45]. Another approximation involves neglecting the low temperature limit completely, and assuming that the electronic specific heat takes the classical form of 32 kB per
electron [51, 52, 53]. However, both of these approximations fail to account for the vital
contribution from the band gap itself. Thus an ab initio calculation of the specific heat (for
both metals [44] and band gap materials [54]) ensures the most physically realistic possible
parameterisation is taken into account. This is a central issue dealt with in this thesis, and
will be discussed in more detail later. It is also worth noting that while these methods are
currently the best possible avenue for accurate high temperature parameterisations, they still
have a contain a number of approximations. One is to due to the fact DFT only accounts for
the valence electrons in the material, and as SHI irradiation can excite electrons to temperatures up to 100,000K (if even only for a few fs), core electrons will be excited at this level of
excitation. Another, perhaps more fundamental limitation, arises from neglecting the motion
of the lattice itself. As the lattice melts, crystal symmetry is broken, and the resulting sharp
peaks and troughs in the equilibrium density of states get strongly smeared. However, the
work of Zhang et al [55] show that for metals, this contribution is not significant enough to
invalidate electronic specific heats derived by ground state ab initio methods.
The thermal conductivity determines a material’s ability to transfer heat. It is made up
of both a lattice and electronic component, and in metals the electronic part significantly
dominates due to the availability of free electrons. At low temperatures the thermal conductivity of a metal, κ, is determined using the Wiedemann-Franz law, κ = LT σ, where L
is the Lorentz number, and σ is the electronic conduction. It is also worth noting that this
assumes equilibrium conditions between the electrons and lattice. A more general form of
the electronic thermal conductivity from the Sommerfeld-Drude model takes the form,
1
(1.9)
κe = ve 2 Ce τe ,
3
where ve is the electron velocity, and τe is the electron relaxation time. A number of
other approximations have been used to simplify this expression [56, 57], leading to κe ≈
κ0 TTei , where κ0 is the thermal conductivity at room temperature. In band gap materials
the situation is more complicated, as both the electronic and thermal conductivities are
significant. It is customary to describe the electronic component in terms of the electronic
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diffusivity, De ,
κe = De Ce

(1.10)

Initial attempts to estimate De involved recasting equation 1.9 such that,
1
(1.11)
De = vF l,
3
where l is the electron-electron mean free path. An upper bound equal to the material’s
interatomic distance yields a diffusivity of roughly 2 cm2 /s [58] . However this completely
neglects all temperature dependencies, severely limiting the predictive power of the model.
The diffusivity can be related to the electron mobility, µe , using the Einstein-Smoluchowski
relation,
1
(1.12)
De = µe kB T
e
Here, e is the charge on an electron. The electron mobility is a well known quantity for
a number of band gap materials (at room temperature), thus allowing the diffusivity to be
calculated. Dufour et al [45] then suggested a method for incorporating a temperature dependence which is based on Toulemonde’s upper bound of 2 cm2 /s (for all materials based
roughly on interatomic distances). Recently, however, there has been attempts to characterise the temperature dependent mean free paths using Monte Carlo methods to model
electron transport in silicon [59], based on analytical models by Pop et al [60, 61]. While
this marks a significant leap forward in calculating the electronic diffusivity of a band gap
material, the work by Akkerman et al [59] only treats two lattice temperatures, 300 K and
1000 K. A much more complete dataset of the electronic and lattice temperature dependence
of this diffusivity is required for a truly predictive model.
The next key parameter in equation 1.4 is the electron-phonon coupling, G. It describes the
rate of energy exchange between the lattice and electrons. An excellent general description
for the interaction between electrons and phonons in a material can be found in the classic
textbook by Ziman [62]. A complex set of interactions occur between an excited electronic
and lattice system, and treatments involve considering non-adiabatic perturbations to the
adiabatic approximation in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [63]. This involves com-
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plex quantum field theory considerations, and are beyond the scope of this thesis. However,
as it is critical in the context of swift heavy ion irradiation modelling, a concise description
of how the term has been considered follows.
Due to the highly non-equilibrium nature of the dynamics induced by swift heavy ion
irradiation, there remains a significant uncertainty in the electron-phonon coupling of all but
a few materials. Thus in the vast majority of literature, the electron-phonon coupling term
is treated as a fitted parameter (fitted to determine the correct melt radius). This leads to
extra problems in the case of band gap materials [58], where,
De Ce
(1.13)
λ2
λ is the electron-phonon mean free path length. In this equation, initial approximations
for both De and Ce mean that despite G being fitted to melt radii, there is far too much
uncertainty in every component parameter for the method to be useful. One of the most
common methods for calculating G is via high resolution optical pump probe reflectivity
experiments. Here a material is initially pulsed via femtosecond laser, exciting the electrons. A number of other pulses follow, and via measuring the transient reflectivity (which
is dependent on both the lattice and electronic temperatures, which naturally fits into the
2TM) the electron-phonon relaxation time can be determined. This has been achieved for
metals [64, 65], and band gap materials [66]. These experimental results also can vary appreciably, as they rely on an accurate parameterisation of the reflectivity to the electronic
temperature.
These results also only apply to the temperatures at which the experiments were conducted. To maximise the predictive accuracy of the model, a solid theoretical method for
deriving an electronic temperature dependent electron-phonon coupling is key. So far this
has only been achieved for metals. The method is based on work conducted by Allen et
al [67], in which the phonon spectrum of a material is calculated over a number of different
electronic temperatures. The electronic temperature dependent electron-phonon coupling
term can be written as,
G=

2πg(F )kB
G0 (Te ) =
υ

Z

Z
dω



d α F (,  + ~ω, ω) f () − f ( + ~ω)
2
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Here, g(F ) is the density of states per unit cell at the Fermi energy, υ is the unit cell
volume, f () is the Fermi-Dirac distribution at temperature Te , ω is the phonon frequency,
and α2 F is the Eliashberg function. This method has been used to derive the temperature
dependent electron-phonon coupling of numerous metals, including Bi [68], W [65], and
Au [69]. A temperature dependent parameterisation was proposed by Lin et al [44], with a
number of extra metals also characterised. Despite the difficulties of accurately determining
the electron-phonon coupling, recent work has achieved significant successes in bridging the
gap between theoretical and experimental postulates in tungsten [65].
A similar extension for band gap materials is even more complex, and thus remains undetermined. This is due to the fact that the electron-phonon coupling in equation 1.14
depends on the density of states at the Fermi level, which is zero in a band gap material.
The best possible parameterisation would come from treating the temperature dependence
of equation 1.13,
G(Te ) =

De (Te )Ce (Te )
,
λ(Te )2

(1.15)

where, Ce (Te ) could be determined via ab initio methods [44], and the diffusivity and
mean free path can be determined by the same method outlined by Akkerman et al [59].
The final electronic component of equation 1.4 is the source term. This describes the
characteristic spatial and temporal energy deposited into the electronic system as the swift
heavy ion penetrates through the material. This spatial deposition is characterised by the
velocity of the impinging ion, the so called ’velocity effect’, where increasing the velocity of
an ion results in a more concentrated level of electronic excitation [2, 70]. Traditionally the
spatial deposition is taken to be Gaussian, and the temporal deposition is exponential. The
source term is normalised so integration over time and space results in the corresponding
electronic stopping power, Se , of the swift heavy ion [71].
Z
Se =

∞

t=0

Z

rmax

2πA(r[vion ], t)r dr dt

(1.16)

r=0

Here τ is the characteristic temporal deposition time (usually assumed to be 1 fs, the
time to slow down delta ray electrons [53]) and rmax is the maximum spatial distance of the
excited electrons laterally from the centre of the cell (this is assumed to be 5σ, where σ is
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the standard deviation of the Gaussian spatial deposition). The source term can be split up
into individual temporal and spatial contributions following a change of variable.
A(r[vion ], t) = AD(r[vion ])τ −1 e−τ

−1 t

,

(1.17)

Where the spatial component can be expressed as,

r2
D(r[vion ]) = √
exp − 2 ,
2σ
2πσ 2


Se

(1.18)

and where r is the lateral distance from the centre of the projectile’s path. The spatial
0
region in which most of the excitation occurs is defined by the mean absorption radius, rion
,
and is determined via Bohr’s principle of adiabatic invariance [72]. This can be calculated
easily for a non-relativistic ion travelling through a band gap material by linking the transit
time of the passing ion to the reaction time of the electrons, resulting in,
0
rion
=

~vion
,
2Eg

(1.19)

where Eg is the material’s band gap. This mean absorption radius is used as the standard
deviation of the spatial component. A calculation of this quantity for metals is much more
difficult, and thus the broadly applicable source term suggested by Waligorski [73] is the
most accurate source term formulation to date. This was based on deriving an analytical
expression for the energy deposited by charged particles (in the same energy range as SHIs).
The main improvement stems from accounting for the maximum and minimum energy range
of the initial excited delta electrons.
Due to uncertainty in the parameterisation of the two-temperature formalism, the initial
applications of the model relied on making a number of broad assumptions in order to gain
any physical insights. The best early application of the model to metals was achieved by
Wang et al [71]. By choosing a valence electron number of two for all the metals studied
(Ti, Zr, Co, Al, Cu, Nb, Ag, Fe, Be, Ga, and Ni), the work examined which materials
should be sensitive to defect creation via swift heavy ion irradiation (with a number of good
agreements with experimental data). The main message from this work is that the sensitivity
of a material to electronic excitation is determined by the mean free path (equation 1.13).
The simplicity of this parameter in describing a materials response to SHI irradiation forms
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a significant portion of investigation in this thesis.
While the model was capable of making a few predictions when applied to metals, initial
implementations for band gap materials required even broader assumptions in the parameterisation. Thus the mean free path was fitted to experimental track radii, allowing for the
prediction of thresholds for damage creation, and track radii values outside the experimental
data. Toulemonde et al [58] describes a thorough analysis of the descriptive power of the
two-temperature model when applied to band gap materials. This work also stresses the
mean free path as the pivotal parameter, and compares various insulators mean free path to
band gaps. A general inverse relationship is observed between the mean free path and band
gap.
Looking past an incomplete knowledge in the parameterisation of the two-temperature
model, a number of key difficulties remain. The first is that while insulating materials are
the most sensitive in forming defects when irradiated by SHI, the coupled heat diffusion
equations (eq 1.4) have no means of explicitly treating the dynamics of carriers in a band
gap. Secondly, most implementations of the model use a continuum formulation. This means
there are no well defined atomic positions, so individual atomistic detail is impossible. Once
a region of the model is above the melting temperature of the material, it is assumed to
form an ion track. Thus processes such a superheating, shock waves, volume changes during
phase transitions, and the specific nature of the defect distributions observed are impossible
with the model. The proceeding section describes a hybrid model which overcomes these
coarse grained limitations [72].

1.4.2

Two-Temperature Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a simulation technique where a discrete set of particles evolve
deterministically according to Newton’s equation of motion. This method of simulation allows the user to explicitly track the trajectory of each individual particle.
The catalyst for work aimed at studying the effects of electronic excitation within a molecular dynamics context was a model proposed by Caro and Victoria in 1989 [74]. While the
work was not motivated by swift heavy ions, it proved pivotal in incorporating electronic
effects into molecular dynamics simulations. The idea was to model the electronic contri-
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butions in radiation damage cascade (lower energy ions which interact elastically with the
target nuclei) simulations via a damping force in the MD equations. This is analogous to the
electrons acting as a viscous medium which slows down the lattice dynamics (as in cascades
the lattice is initially excited, with energy being transferred to the cooler electrons). This
idea was built upon in further research by Finnis et al [75].
The model outlined by Duffy and Rutherford [76] forms the basis of all of the models
used throughout this thesis. The key premise is that energy from the electronic system
(which is described by the tradiational two-temperature formalism in equation 1.4), can
transfer energy stochastically to a molecular dynamics cell via an inhomogeneous Langevin
thermostat. The lattice heat diffusion in equation 1.4) is replaced by a modified version of
Newton’s second law.
∂vi
= Fi (t) − γi vi + F̃i (t),
(1.20)
∂t
where mi and vi are the mass and velocity of the atom i at time t, Fi is the deterministic
force on i determined by the interatomic potential, γi is the frictional force allowing energy
to be transferred to the electronic subsystem, and F̃i is the stochastic force allowing energy
to transfer from the electronic subsystem. This hybrid two-temperature and molecular dynamics model will be referred to as the 2T-MD model throughout this thesis, and a more
detailed description of the implementation is contained in the methodology.
Despite the 2T-MD model being relatively new in comparison the original 2TM formalism,
it has been applied to swift heavy ion irradiation in metals [77], semi-conductors [78, 79],
and insulators [54, 80]. Each of these pieces of work highlight how much accessing individual atomistic trajectories within this hybrid model leads to much richer results. The most
successful demonstration of the two-temperature models validity in the context of radiation
damage simulations did not come in the domain of studying swift heavy ions, but in the
physically similar area of laser irradiation. Daraszewicz et al [81] showed excellent agreement between experimental and simulated Bragg peaks for a variety of laser irradiated gold
nanofilms. This work demonstrates that, despite all of the valid criticisms within utilising
the two-temperature for electronic excitations (summed up well in the work by Klaumunzer [72]), it remains the most successful simulation model, at least when applied to metals.
The application of this hybrid approach to band gap materials also forms a significant portion
mi
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of this thesis. However, significant doubts still remain with regards to applying equation 1.4
to band gap materials (no band gap terms are explicitly characterised within the model), so
other more complex extensions of the model will be explored next.

1.4.3

Extending the inelastic thermal spike model

The first attempt at incorporating band dynamics into the carrier subsystem (no longer
just electrons, as holes must also be considered) was achieved by Van Driel in 1987 [82].
The entire development of the model was fuelled by a motivation to understand ultrafast
dynamics in silicon following laser irradiation. In fact, to this day, very few papers have been
published applying the model to swift heavy ion irradiation [83, 84]. The central basis in the
development of the model is that carrier concentration and band gap vary spatially in semiconductors and insulators, something unable to be accounted for by regular incarnations
of the TTM. The implementation is based on a reformulation of Boltzmann’s transport
equations, by taking into account the conservation of carrier density as well as carrier energy.
Only electrons which have been excited to the conduction band (and corresponding holes in
the valence band) can carry energy. Thus an extra conservation equation is required to deal
with carrier generation and recombination.

∂N
− ∇ · J = Ge−h − Re−h
∂t

(1.21)

Here N is the concentration of carriers (electron-hole pairs, as the model is assumed to be
charge neutral), Ge−h is the carrier generation rate, and Re−h is the carrier recombination
rate. J is the carrier current density.


2N
N
∇Eg +
∇Te
J = −D(Ti ) ∇N +
kB Te
2Te

(1.22)

D is the ambipolar diffusivity of a bound electron-hole pair and Eg is the band gap. The
temperature of the holes and electrons are assumed to be equal. The carrier energy density,
U , is the total energy in the carrier subsystem.
U = N Eg + 3N kB Te ,
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This key term is made up of two components, the energy to excite the electrons across the
band gap (N Eg ), and the kinetic energy of the carriers once they have been excited 3N kB Te .
The next equation describes the generation of carrier energy following SHI irradiation,

∂U
Ce−h
−∇·W = −
(Te − Ti ) + A(r[vion ], t)
∂t
τep

(1.24)

W is the carrier energy flux density, Ce−h is the electron-hole specific heat capacity, τep is
the electron-phonon relaxation time, and A(r[vion ], t) is the same source term as described
previously. The two terms on the right hand side of equation 1.24 represent a sink (when
Te > Ti ) and source term for carrier energy respectively. The carrier energy flux density,
which describes the amount of carrier energy crossing a given area, is,
W = (Eg + 4kB Te )J − (∇κe + ∇κh )∇Te

(1.25)

Here κe and κe are the electron and hole thermal conductivities respectively. Using equation 1.23, the carrier specific heat Ce−h takes the form,
Ce−h =

∂Eg
∂U
=N
+ 3N kB ≈ 3N kB
∂Te
∂Te

(1.26)

In simplified terms, a swift heavy ion will deposit energy into the carrier subsystem, with
1/3 of the energy going into exciting carriers across the band gap, and 2/3 contributing to
their kinetic energy [85].
Recombination in Si, Re−h , is dominated by two competing processes, Auger recombination, and impact ionisation [82, 86].
− Re−h = −γN 3 + δ(Te )N

(1.27)

Here γ and δ are the Auger and impact ionisation coefficients respectively. The Auger
process reduces the total number carriers, as an electron and hole recombine, and energy
subsequently gets transferred to another electron in the conduction band. Impact ionisation
is the opposite of this process, an excited electron can excite a bound electron in the valence
band, while itself still remaining in the conduction band. Both of these processes are non-
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radiative, and do not change the total carrier energy (Auger process results in an increase in
kinetic energy, and impact ionisation results in a decrease in kinetic energy). However, Auger
recombination does increase the temperature of the carrier subsystem, which can increase
the rate of energy transferred to the lattice (depending on the electron-phonon coupling).
There exists a whole host of other process which can cause carrier excitation / de-excitation
in band gap materials, highly dependent on the properties of the material (band gap, impurity
level, etc), and are discussed in more detail by Duffy et al [87]. Other examples of excitation
processes include Schokeley-Read-Hall recombination, electron trapping and self-trapping.
However, none of these processes are significant in silicon (where impact ionisation and
Auger recombination are the dominant excitation mechanisms). The lattice subsystem in
this extended two-temperature model is identical to that of the traditional formalism,

Ci (Ti )

Ce−h
∂Ti
− ∇.[κi ∇Ti ] =
(Te − Ti )
∂t
τep

(1.28)

Again this parameterisation is based on experimental measurements. These parameters
neglect the highly non equilibrium carrier and lattice systems. Thus a more thorough knowledge of temperature dependence in these parameters would increase the physical accuracy of
the simulations. The parameterisation of the carrier subsystem is subject to the exact same
limitations as the regular two-temperature model : a temperature dependent electron-phonon
coupling for most band gap materials is currently unknown and the thermal conductivity is
still usually treated via a modification to the Wiedemann-Franz law [88] (which applies to
metals).


κe−h (Te ) =

5
−p
2



kB
q

2
q µe−h N Te

(1.29)

Here κe−h is the bound electron-hole thermal conductivity, q is the charge, p is a correction factor, and µe−h is the electron-hole mobility, where µe−h = 1/2(µe + µh ). The electron
and hole mobilities of conventional semiconductor materials are well known from experiment
and theory [86], however, again as in the case of swift heavy ion irradiation, the highly non
equilibrium nature of the carrier and lattice subsystem mean an accurate temperature de-
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pendence is currently unknown. A simple carrier mobility temperature dependence proposed
by Baccarani et al [89] states,

µ(Te ) = µ0

Ti
Te

(1.30)

Here µ0 is the equilibrium carrier (electron or hole) mobility at 300 K. While this continuum implementation of the extended inelastic thermal spike model has only once been
applied to swift heavy ion irradiation [84], the same dynamics have been widely modelled
for ultrafast laser irradiation simulations [90, 91, 92]. The initial formulation in Si [86]
showed good agreement with experimental reflectivity experiments [93], while also showing
that Auger recombination plays a significant role in determining the carrier concentration.
It was also the first simulation to show that long lasting non equilibrium temperature distributions exist between the carrier and lattice subsystem. More recently the model has been
used to explain the increase in reflectivity in GaAs following laser irradiation, which is due
to band gap shrinking during electronic excitation [94]. A recent comparison between the
regular TTM and the extended version have shown that thermal equilibrium takes much
longer when accounting for specific carrier dynamics [90]. Recent use of the model by Zhang
et al has also shown that increasing the laser intensity is more efficient than increasing the
pulse duration in the excitation of carriers in germanium [95]. Another comparison between
the regular and extended TTM was conducted by Sim et al [96]. Interestingly, they showed
that carrier temperatures are much lower in the extended implementation, as carriers absorbing high peak intensities transfer their energy to acoustic and optical phonons almost
instantaneously.
Despite the successes in the model described above, this continuum implementation still
suffers from the same drawbacks as its original TTM counterpart. Namely, an inability
to examine the microstructural evolution of defects within the material. Thus the next
section will describe how this molecular dynamics can be incorporated into this extended
two-temperature continuum formalism.
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1.4.4

Extended two-temperature molecular dynamics

The creation of a hybrid extended two-temperature and molecular dynamics model follows
the exact path as described previously. In this augmented continuum-atomistic approach,
the lattice evolves as described by equation 1.20, with a modified frictional coefficient, γi .

γi = γep =

mN
Natoms τep
V

(1.31)

V is the volume of the cell, Natoms is the number of atoms in that cell, N is the carrier
density, m is the mass of the atomic species, and τep is the electron-phonon relaxation
time. This atomistic-continuum hybrid has also only once been applied in the study of
swift heavy ion irradiation, in Ge [83]. The ambipolar diffusivity was found to be the
parameter most sensitively correlated to defect creation. It has also been sparingly used for
ultrafast laser irradiation in band gap materials [97, 98, 99]. However, the ability of the
model to output atomistic level detail on damage distributions, and account for processes
such as superheating, volume changes and shock wave generation, mean that the model has
significant benefits over its continuum analogue. Lipp et al [97] specifically show that the
diamond structure of silicon contributes to a reduction in its stability when homogeneously
melted by ultrashort laser pulses.
In summary, swift heavy ions are a particular form of radiation, which interact with materials by transferring energy to the target’s electrons. Depending on the level of excitation,
and the characteristic material properties, this energy transfer can eventually lead to a permanent defect rich cylindrical region perpendicular to the SHIs trajectory, known as an ion
track. An in depth understanding of how these ion tracks can be controlled and manipulated
has a huge range of potential engineering applications. There have been various attempts at
modelling SHI irradiation (all described in this chapter), with the two-temperature model
being the central model investigated within this thesis. However a number of legitimate criticisms means a modified version of the model is required when studying band gap materials.
This thesis will focus on modelling swift heavy ions in both metals and band gap materials,
using both the regular and extended two-temperature molecular dynamics formalisms. The
next section outlines the computational techniques employed to model SHI irradiation.
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Methodology

“Physicists like to think that all
you have to do is say, these are
the conditions, now what
happens next?”
Richard Feynman

This chapter contains a description of the simulation techniques employed in this thesis
to model swift heavy ion irradiation. The techniques can be broadly grouped into two
types of atomistic simulation, classical methods and quantum mechanical methods (often
referred to as ab initio methods). The ability to analyse swift heavy ion irradiation requires
systems containing hundreds of thousands to millions of atoms, that evolve over hundreds
of picoseconds, thus the ability to fully account for the electrons quantum mechanically
is extremely difficult. Instead a modified version of classical molecular dynamics (MD)
is employed with many of the relevant parameters derived from density functional theory
(DFT), this ensures that large MD simulations are exploiting as much ab initio derived
information as possible.

2.1

Classical Molecular Dynamics

Classical molecular dynamics is a simulation technique based on the idea that the dynamics
of your system, regardless of how big and complex, can be determined by solving Newton’s
equation of motion for each constituent part. This involves treating the entire atom (nucleus
and electrons) as an inert sphere, with the forces between them derived as follows. Consider
the scenario of N interacting particles, Newton’s second law takes the form,
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d2 r i
,
i = 1, 2, ..., N.
(2.1)
dt2
Here mi is the mass, ri is the position vector, and Fi is the force of the ith particle in the
system. These forces can be derived from,
Fi (r1 , r2 , ..., rN ) = mi

Fi (r1 , r2 , ..., rN ) = −∇ri U (r1 , r2 , ..., rN ),

(2.2)

where U (r1 , r2 , ..., rN ) is the potential energy function due to that configuration of particles. This potential energy function takes the form of an empirical interatomic potential
in classical MD simulations, thus if an appropriate interatomic potential is chosen, accurate
phase spaces of our system can be explored. There are numerous ways in which empirical
potentials are derived, ranging from fitting to experimentally known quantities, to taking
into account ab initio results.

2.1.1

Integration Schemes

Equation 2.1 yields 3N coupled second order differential equations, which determine how
the system evolves in time. The equations are solved computationally by translating them
into difference equations and applying an appropriate integrator, which should ideally fulfil
a number of criteria, listed below :
(i) Time reversal invariance : this property ensures that when integrating a trajectory
forward in time (with a timestep +∆t), the entire trajectory can be revisited to using
−∆t.
(ii) Accuracy : it should duplicate the actual trajectory as closely as possible.
(iii) Efficient : the calculation of the forces is expensive, thus an integrator that can reliably
use as large a timestep as possible while maintaining accuracy is invaluable.
(iv) Symplectic : this property ensures that the volume in phase space is preserved when
moving from one configuration to another. This allows the total system energy to be
conserved.
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One of the most common MD integrators is the Verlet algorithm [100]. It is be derived by
adding two third-order Taylor expansions for the positions, r(t), to each other, one forward
and one backward in time t. The velocity is denoted v, acceleration a, and ȧ the third
derivative of r with respect to time.
r(t + ∆t) = r(t) + v(t)∆t +

1
1
a(t)∆t2 + ȧ(t)∆t3 + O(∆t4 )
2
6

(2.3)

1
1
a(t)∆t2 − ȧ(t)∆t3 + O(∆t4 )
(2.4)
2
6
All terms of higher than order three are grouped into O(∆t4 ). Adding the two expressions
gives,
r(t − ∆t) = r(t) − v(t)∆t +

r(t + ∆t) = 2r(t) − r(t − ∆t) + a(t)∆t2 + O(∆t4 )

(2.5)

This is the basic form of the Verlet algorithm. The algorithm is a good integrator for
Newton’s laws of motion, as the third order terms actually cancel out, meaning it is an order
higher in accuracy than a Taylor series expansion up to a. This algorithm is also simple
to implement, accurate and stable, and time reversible. However it also has significant
drawbacks. It does not explicitly calculate velocities, which are essential for calculating the
kinetic energy of our system. The velocity can be calculated from,
1
[r(t + ∆t) − r(t − ∆t)] + O(∆t4 )
(2.6)
2∆t
This is far from ideal, as the positions need to be saved for three successive timesteps.
The revised velocity Verlet algorithm [101] overcomes this hurdle and is summarised below.
v(t) =

1
r(t + ∆t) = r(t) + v(t)∆t + a(t)∆t2
2
1
a(t + ∆t) = − ∇U (r(t + ∆t))
m
1
v(t + ∆t) = v(t) + (a(t) + a(t + ∆t))∆t
2

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

The positions are first updated from the previous values of position, velocity, and accel-
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eration. The acceleration can then be recalculated from the potential energy function with
updated position, and finally the velocity is updated. This algorithm dynamically updates
in two steps, with a force calculation in between. It yields the positions, velocities, and
accelerations all at the same time (9N values to update for an N particle system), while
maintaining all of the advantages of the original Verlet algorithm.

2.1.2

Thermostats

Integrating equation 2.1 results in the exploration of a phase space where the number of
particles N , volume V , and energy E are constant. This is known as the microcanonical
(NVE) ensemble. However, in reality scientific experiments are usually conducted under
specific conditions of temperature and pressure, thus ensembles reflecting these conditions
need to be formulated.
If the NVE ensemble is connected to a heat bath, the canonical ensemble is generated
(also known as the NVT ensemble, as the number of particles, volume, and temperature T
are kept constant). By controlling the pressure of the canonical ensemble the NPT ensemble is produced (also known as the isothermal-isobaric ensemble), the unit cell vectors are
allowed to change, meaning this ensemble is the ideal choice for equilibration simulations, as
the sample is allowed to geometrically expand or contract to find its relaxed structure. An
ensemble that extends on the NPT ensemble is the NST ensemble (constant stress), which
allows anisotropic deformation of the simulation cell in response to a stress. Thermostats
can be broadly categorised into two types, local and global. A global thermostat acts instantaneously and equally on all the particles in a simulation. A description of two global
commonly used thermostat follows.
2.1.2.1

Berensden thermostat & barostat

The simplest way to maintain a constant temperature in an MD simulation is to rescale the
velocities of each particle at each timestep. However, this completely fixes the temperature
of your system (allowing no fluctuations), which also constrains the kinetic energy of your
system, and thus only a limited portion of the true canonical ensemble is explored. A
modification of this velocity rescaling method was formulated by Berensden [102], which
allowed for more realistic temperature fluctuations. The idea now is that the velocities are
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rescaled at each step so that,
1
dT
= (T0 − T )
dt
τT

(2.10)

where T is the temperature, t is the time, T0 is the target temperature, and τT is the
strength of the thermostat coupling. This results in a velocity rescaling factor,
h
i1/2
∆t  T0
χ= 1+
−1
τT T

(2.11)

where χ is the rescaling factor, and ∆t is the timestep. The empirical choice of τT is
extremely important as it has a considerable effect on the phase space explored. As τT → ∞
the thermostat becomes inactive, τT → 0 results in unrealistically low temperature fluctuations, and τT = ∆t is the same result as simple velocity rescaling. Berensden also proposed
a similar way to control the pressure of an MD simulation,
1
dP
= (P0 − P )
dt
τP

(2.12)

where P is pressure, P0 is the target pressure, and τP is the strength of the barostat
coupling, which similarly rescales the MD box volume by,
χ = 1 − βT

∆t
(P0 − P )
τP

(2.13)

where βT is the isothermal compressibility and the positions are rescaled by χ1/3 . This
thermostat and barostat also suffers from an inability to sample the true canonical ensemble,
which leads to the question of why use it at all? Although it is not recommended to use
this as your final thermostat in MD simulations, it is an extremely fast and efficient way to
thermostat a system that is far from equilibrium, once it has reached the desired temperature
and pressure, a more physically accurate algorithm can be employed.
2.1.2.2

Nosé-Hoover thermostat & barostat

A method for globally thermostating an MD system which also leads to a physically real
canonical distribution was proposed by Nosé and Hoover[103, 104]. This is achieved by
adding a virtual degree of freedom to the system, which simulates the influence of a heat
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bath on the physical degrees of freedom. The entire system (including the virtual degree
of freedom) samples the micro-canonical ensemble, allowing the real degrees of freedom to
sample the true canonical ensemble. The modified equation of motion takes the form,
F(t)
dv
=
− χ(t)v(t)
(2.14)
dt
m
The thermostat friction coefficient, χ, is controlled by the first order differential equation,
i
dχ(t)
1 h 2
=
mv − gkB T0
dt
QT

(2.15)

QT = gkB T0 τT2

(2.16)

where QT is the thermostatting mass, g is the number of real degrees of freedom in the
system, τT is the strength of thermostat coupling, and T0 is the target temperature. The
term in brackets in equation 2.15 shows that the strength of the friction term is proportional
to the difference between the instantaneous kinetic energy (1/2)mv 2 and the average kinetic
energy (3N/2)kB T . A choice of large QT (corresponding to weak coupling) can lead to poor
temperature control, as well as increased simulation times before equilibrium is reached.
Small QT values lead to larger amplitudes of the temperature fluctuation.
The equations of motion for Nosé-Hoover barostat are fomulated similarly. Another virtual
degree of freedom corresponding to an isotropic piston acting on the system is added to the
equations of motion.
F(t)
dv
=
− [χ(t) + η(t)]v(t)
dt
m

(2.17)

1
dη(t)
=
V (t)[P − P0 ]
dt
QP

(2.18)

QP = gkB T0 τP2

(2.19)

dV (t)
= 3η(t)V (t)
dt

(2.20)
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Here η is the barostat friction coefficient, QP is the barostat mass, V is the volume of
the cell, P the pressure, P0 the target pressure, and τP the barostat coupling strength. The
barostat mass suffers from the same behaviour described previously for thermostat mass.
Although this algorithm allows for sampling of the canonical ensemble, it can be unstable if
the system under study is far from equilibrium.

2.1.3

Interatomic potentials

As mentioned previously, the validity of the physical interactions in an MD simulation are
determined by the interatomic potential, U (r1 , r2 , ..., rN ), which describes how the potential
energy of a system of N atoms varies depending on co-ordinates r1 , r2 , ..., rN . The atomic
motions are considered by Taylor expanding the potential energy function in terms of 1-body,
2-body,..., N -body terms,

U (r1 , r2 , ..., rN ) =

N
X
i=1

Vi (rj ) +

N X
N
X

Vij (rij ) +

N
N X
N X
X

Vijk (ri , rj , rk ) + ....,

(2.21)

i=1 j6=i,k k6=i,j

i=1 j6=i

where the Vi is the one body contribution (usually zero unless there is an external field
present). Vij is the two body contribution, which in some cases is enough to approximate
U (r1 , r2 , ..., rn ) alone, rij is the distance between the ith and jth atom. Vijk is the three
body contribution, which is determined by the spatial location of each constituent particle,
ri , rj , and rk .
The forces are evaluated via equation 2.2, and this step is by far the most computationally
expensive. This leads to an inherent trade-off between the detail of the encapsulated physics
and the simulations time and length scales. Interatomic potentials are generated in a number
of ways, depending on where on this trade-off continuum one wishes to lie. Given a functional
form one can choose parameters that reproduce experimentally measured quantities, or one
can quantum mechanically solve the equations of motion for a given configuration of particles,
and then generate a functional form from this. We utilise both types of potentials, but the
latter model is sometimes preferred as it increases transferability, which is the ability of a
potential to accurately reproduce physical quantities that weren’t explicitly parameterised.
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This thesis investigates the study of both metallic and band gap systems, with the relevant
interatomic potentials described below.
2.1.3.1

Extended Finnis-Sinclair potential

Traditionally atomistic simulations employed empirical pair potentials. This posed significant hurdles in the case of metallic systems, as only 10% of the experimentally known
cohesive energies could be accounted for. The remainder is contained in density dependent,
geometry independent energy. This problem was overcome with the Finnis-Sinclair potential [105], via the addition of an attractive density dependent term derived from a second
moment approximation of the tight-binding density of states. This also had its shortcomings,
however, as certain equilibrium properties of fcc metals were badly reproduced.
The extended Finnis-Sinclair potential [106] successfully remedied these problems and is
capable of accurately modelling fcc metals, bcc metals, and alloys. The potential energy
takes the form,
N

N

N

X
1 XX
Vij (rij ) +
F (ρi ) ,
U (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) =
2 i=1 j6=i
i=1

(2.22)

where F (ρi ) is a functional describing the energy of embedding an atom, i, in electronic
density, ρi .
ρi =

N
X

φ(rij ) .

(2.23)

i=1,j6=i

Here φ(rij ) is the electronic charge density on atom i by j. The repulsive interactions
between atoms is described by

(
Vij (rij ) =

2
3
4
(rij − c)2 (c0 + c1 rij + c2 rij
+ c3 rij
+ c4 rij
) : rij < c
0
: rij > c,

(2.24)

Here c is a cut-off between the second and third nearest neighbours and c1 , c2 , c3 , and
3
4
c4 are fitted material dependent parameters. The rij
and rij
terms were added to the new
parameterisation as the original potential underestimated the repulsive forces at extended
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lengths. The embedding function F is expressed,

√
F (ρi ) = A ρi ,

(2.25)

where A is another potential parameter, and the linear superposition of the each atoms
electron density function is calculated by,

(
φ(rij ) =

(rij − d)2 + B 2 (rij − d)4
0

: rij < d
: rij > d.

(2.26)
(2.27)

d again is cut-off taken to be between the second and third nearest neighbour distance. B
is the parameter added to the original potential to allow for the more accurate treatment of
fcc metals and bcc-fcc alloy systems.
2.1.3.2

Tersoff Potential

Tetrahedral semiconductors are even more difficult to empirically parameterise than metals.
This is due to the open diamond structure, coupled with the fact that the liquid phase is more
dense than the solid phase. One of the most successful attempts at generating an interatomic
potential for silicon was achieved by Tersoff [107], based on work by G. Abell [108], which
fundamentally parameterised chemical potentials using LCAO (linear combination of atomic
orbital) theory (and thus is classified as a semi-empirical potential).
The Tersoff potential describes covalent systems, and abandons the N -body form of equation 2.21, instead coupling two and higher body contributions into one functional form, with
a bond order term included as an angular term. This is ideal for simulating covalent systems
as the electrons are localized between the atoms, so covalent bonds have a strong directional
dependence. Therefore, the energy of such a system is not simply dependent on the distances
between the atoms but also on the angles. It reproduces covalent systems by realistically
simulating the interaction environment, so the more neighbours an atom bonds with, the
weaker each bond will be. The potential energy can be written as,
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U (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) =

N X
N X
N
X

UT ersof f (i, j, k, ri , rj , rk ) =

i=1 j6=i k6=j

1X
Uij ,
2 i6=j

(2.28)
(2.29)

where the indices i, j, k indicate the atoms involved in the intermolecular interactions, and
ri , rj , rk are the position vectors of the specific atoms involved in a given interaction. The
potential energy function is,
Uij = fC (rij ) [fR (rij ) − γij fA (rij )] ,

(2.30)

where fR and fA are the repulsive and attractive pair potential terms respectively:

fR (rij ) = Aij exp(−aij rij ) , fA (rij ) = Bij exp(−bij rij )

(2.31)

The energy of each atom is governed by fC (r), a smooth cut-off function, which reduces
the magnitude of the potential between Rij and Sij . The form of the cut-off function is,

fC (rij ) =




 1
1

2


 0

h

+ 12 cos π

rij −Rij
Sij −Rij

i : rij < Rij
: Rij < rij < Sij

(2.32)

: rij > Sij

γij expresses a dependence that can increase or decrease the attractive component of the
force relative to the repulsive component, according to the local environment,
γij = (1 + Lηiji )−δi
Lij =

X
k6=i,j

(2.33)
ωik

z 
}|
{
βi
fC (rik ) g(θijk ) exp αi (rij − rik )

(2.34)

Here L is the effective co-ordination number (no. of nearest neighbours) of atom i, taking
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into account the relative distances of neighbours j, and k. The exponential is a term whose
strength depends on the difference in bond length of ij and ik. The value for this ωik describes
the behaviour of the material far from equilibrium, and can be taken to be a constant (= 1)
in silicon, which greatly simplifies the implementation of the potential.

g(θijk ) = 1 +

c2i
c2i
−
d2i
d2i + (hi − cos θijk )2

(2.35)

g(θijk ) is the angular term dependent on the angle between ij and jk bonds, with constants
c and d determining the strength of the overall angular dependence. Tersoff was unable to
find a parameter set that successfully predicted both the elastic and surface properties of Si
simultaneously, thus two parameter sets exist, the T2 parametrisation of surface properties,
and the T3 parameterisation of elastic behaviour. However, despite these faults it still
remains one of the most widely used potentials for silicon.
2.1.3.3

Modified Tersoff Potential

The modified Tersoff potential was developed in 2007 by T. Kumagai et al. [109], after it
proved impossible to accurately reproduce both elastic constants and melting properties
simultaneously with the original Tersoff functional form. To reproduce both of these properties, the functional form of the Tersoff was modified as follows,

fC (rij ) =




 1
1
2

+

9
16

h
cos π



 0

rij −Rij
Sij −Rij

i

−

1
16

h
cos 3π

rij −Rij
Sij −Rij

i : rij < Rij
: Rij < rij < Sij

(2.36)

: rij > Sij .

The cut-off function was modified so it has continuous second order derivatives.

γij = (1 + Lηiji )−δi
Lij =

X
k6=i,j

(2.37)
ω

ik
z 
}|
{
fC (rik ) g(θijk ) exp αi (rij − rik )βi
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Here γij and Lij have the same meaning and form, but in the modified Tersoff the ωik
term, which describes the system far from equilibrium, is not taken to be a constant.

g(θijk ) = c1i + go (θijk ) ga (θijk )
c2i (hi − cos θijk )2
go (θijk ) =
c3i + (hi − cos θijk )2


ga (θijk ) = 1 + c4i exp −c5i (hi − cos θijk )2 ,

(2.39)

The potential accurately reproduces both the elastic constants and melting point of diamond Si, and the new angular dependent term g(θijk ) is the most significant contributor in
reproducing the correct melting temperature.

2.1.4

Periodic Boundary Conditions

The entirety of this thesis focuses on SHI irradiation in bulk materials. A macroscopic volume
contains ∼ 1023 particles, so when doing MD simulations of ∼ 106 particles, one must be
careful not to disproportionately account for surface effects. The use of periodic boundary
conditions (PBC) ensures that results from smaller MD simulations can be analogously
compared to macroscopic behaviours. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of PBCs in a typical
MD simulation.
The original MD cell (on the left) is surrounded by infinitely many identical ’virtual’ images
in each dimension (on the right). As the simulation proceeds, each cell evolves identically, so
any particle that leaves a boundary of the original cell re-enters from the opposing side. This
is not complication free however, as a particle may interact with both a nearby particle, and
its corresponding image in the neighbouring virtual system. This is overcome by ignoring
interactions with particles beyond a certain cut-off radius, rcut , thereby bounding rcut to less
than half the simulation cell length.
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Figure 2.1: Periodic boundary conditions in a typical MD simulation. Left : actual simulation
cell. Right : 2D periodic boundary conditions surrounding the original simulation cell.

2.2

Two-Temperature Molecular Dynamics

Classical molecular dynamics is a simulation method which is incapable of explicitly treating
the electrons in a material, and as SHI irradiation primarily results in electronic excitation,
modifications are required to encompass these processes. Two-temperature molecular dynamics (2T-MD) is an augmented version of classical MD which can simulate this highly
excited electronic system. The premise is based on treating the electrons and atoms as two
separate, but interacting, subsystems. The temperature of the electrons evolve according
to a heat diffusion equation (solved via finite difference methods), and the atoms positions
evolve according to a modified version of classical MD, with energy being exchanged while
the systems are out of thermal equilibrium with each other.

2.2.1

Finite Difference Method

The electronic temperature is treated as a continuum system, surrounding the MD cell, and
evolves according to Fourier’s law of heat conduction,
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∂Te
− ∇.[κe ∇Te ] = −G(Te − Ti ) + A(r, t),
(2.40)
∂t
Ce (Te ) is the electronic specific heat capacity, κe is the electronic thermal conductivity, G
is the electron phonon coupling, and A(r, t) is the temporal and spatial dependent source
term. This equation describes how energy evolves in the electronic system as follows : the SHI
transfers energy into the centre of the material via the source term, the electronic specific
heat determines the electronic temperature (Te ) rise due to this deposition, the thermal
conductivity describes how energy dissipates throughout the electronic subsystem, and the
electron-phonon coupling determines energy transfer from the electrons to the ions (and is
proportional to the temperature difference between the Te and the lattice temperature (Ti )).
Equation 2.40 can be equated to the more general heat diffusion equation,
Ce (Te )

q̇
∂T
− α∇2 T = ,
(2.41)
∂t
C
T is temperature, t is time, q̇ is a heat source or sink, C is specific heat, and α is thermal
diffusivity. This partial differential equation is solved using Euler’s method, which a spacecentred, forward in time integration algorithm. For a temperature Tin (at time step n, and
of grid point i) the forward in time implementation can be Taylor expanded and rearranged
to,


∂T
∂t


i





n
n
Ti+1
− Tin ∆t ∂ 2 T
Ti+1
− Tin
∆t2 ∂ 3 T
−
,
=
−
−
·
·
·
≈
∆t
2 ∂t2 i
6
∂t3 i
∆t

(2.42)

for equally space timesteps ∆t, and leads to a truncation error O(∆t). The space-centred
integration is the forward difference and backward difference added together,


F orward :

∂T
∂x


n





n
Ti+1
− Tin ∆x ∂ 2 T
∆x2 ∂ 3 T
=
−
−
− ...,
∆x
2 ∂x2 i
6
∂x3 i
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Backward :


Central :

∂T
∂x



∂T
∂x



n

n





n
Tin − Ti−1
∆x ∂ 2 T
∆x2 ∂ 3 T
=
+
−
+ ...,
∆x
2 ∂x2 i
6
∂x3 i

(2.44)



n
n
− Ti−1
Ti+1
∆x2 ∂ 3 T
Tin+1 − Tin−1
=
−
−
...
≈
∆x
6
∂x3 i
∆x

(2.45)

for equally spaced grid lengths ∆x, and leads to a truncation error of O(∆t2 ). The second
derivative is calculated as follows,





∂ 2T
∂x2



∂ 2T
∂x2



n

n



∂ ∂T
=
∂x ∂x

≈

n −T n
Ti+1
i
∆x



forward difference - negative difference
∆x→0
∆x

= lim
n

−
∆x

n
Tin −Ti−1
∆x

=

n
n
− 2Tin + Ti−1
Ti+1
∆x2

(2.46)

(2.47)

Inserting these numerical solutions into equation 2.41, the one dimensional heat diffusion
equation can be expressed via a finite difference scheme as,
n
T n − 2Tin + Ti−1
q̇
Tin+1 − Tin
− α i+1
= .
2
∆t
∆x
C

(2.48)

Rearranging for Tin+1 gives,
Tin+1

=

Tin

 n

n
Ti+1 − 2Tin + Ti−1
q̇
+ ∆t α
+
,
∆x2
C

(2.49)

which is also known as the 1-D explicit finite difference solution to Fourier’s law of heat
conduction and is illustrated in figure 2.2 . It is explicit as the temperature at time n+1
explicitly depends on the temperature at time n. The forward in time, space-centred nature
of the algorithm is evident in figure 2.2.
∆t and ∆x must be chosen carefully to ensure the stability of this algorithm, and this is
provided by defining the Fourier mesh number, F , as,
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Tin+1
∆t
n
Ti−1

Tin

n
Ti+1

time

∆x

space

Figure 2.2: 1-D (spatial) finite difference schematic. The algorithm is constrained to forward
in time movement, but varies in both spatial directions. The dark vertical lines at the edge
of the schematic are the boundary nodes.

∆t
(2.50)
∆x2
This can be thought of as the ratio of timestep to the time it takes to equilibrate a region
of length ∆x, and in this 1-D case must satisfy 0 < F < 12 , or else the algorithm becomes
unstable and oscillates wildly. The algorithm can be expanded to 3-D as follows,
F =α

n+1
Ti,j,k

n+1
Ti,j,k

 n

n
n
n
n
n
n
Ti+1,j,k + Ti−1,j,k
+ Ti,j+1,k
+ Ti,j−1,k
+ Ti,j,k+1
+ Ti−1,j,k−1
− 6Ti,j,k
q̇
+
,
=
+ ∆t α
∆x2
C
(2.51)
q̇
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
= Ti,j,k
+ F [Ti+1,j,k
+ Ti−1,j,k
+ Ti,j+1,k
+ Ti,j−1,k
+ Ti,j,k+1
+ Ti−1,j,k−1
− 6Ti,j,k
] + ∆t ,
C
(2.52)
n
Ti,j,k

with new a new stability criteria of 0 < F < 61 . Thus the size of the timestep must satisfy
2
∆t < ∆x
. Equation 2.52 applies under the assumption that ∇.[α∇T ] = α∇2 T , but the
6α
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more general (and hence more complicated) case, where α can vary spatially, takes the form,

n+1
Ti,j,k



n
n
+ Ti,j,k
)
∆t κ 12 (Ti+1,j,k
n
n
(Ti+1,j,k
− Ti,j,k
)+
=
n
)
∆x2
C(Ti,j,k


n
n
n˙
qi,j,k
+ Ti,j,k
)
∆t κ 21 (Ti−1,j,k
n
n
(T
−
T
)
+
·
·
·
+
∆t
(2.53)
i−1,j,k
i,j,k
n
n
)
∆x2
C(Ti,j,k
Ci,j,k

Here the electronic thermal conductivity has an explicit spatial dependence. To simplify
this relationship, κ is assumed to be constant locally, and is taken to be the average value
between the current and neighbouring cells. An adaptive timestep is also utilised, so at each
timestep the ’worst case scenario’ for the Fourier mesh number, F , is chosen, ensuring the
stability of the electronic subsystem.
2.2.1.1

Electronic Boundary Conditions

Various boundary condition choices are available for the edge cells in figure 2.2. In our
simulations the edge cells surround the simulation in all three spatial dimensions. These
boundary conditions are;
• Dirichlet Boundary Conditions : Also known as infinite flux boundary conditions, here
the edge cell is fixed at a finite temperature, T = T0 , where T0 is the target temperature.
• Neumann Boundary Conditions : Also known as zero flux boundary conditions, here
the temperature of the edge cell is taken to be the value at the corresponding neighbour,
= 0 in this region.
thus dT
dt
• Robin Boundary Conditions : Also known as partial or variable flux boundary conditions, here the temperature of the edge cell is taken to be a fixed proportion of the
neighbouring cell’s temperature. Thus dT
= −k(T − T0 ) + T0 , where k is the fraction
dt
of the neighbouring temperature that is ’targeted’.
A typical approach when simulating SHI irradiation in a new material is to initially use
Neumann BCs. This allows the system to be tested for energy conservation and algorithm
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stability. When this is verified the more physically realistic Robin BCs are chosen, as these
conditions simulate energy dissipation into bulk materials.

2.2.2

Inhomogeneous Langevin Thermostat

In 2T-MD, the electrons and ions are split up into two separate subsystems. This section will
describe how the ions (also called atoms, lattice, or nuclei) are treated within the 2T-MD
model, and is a method derived by D. Duffy and A. Rutherford [76]. The principal idea
is to modify the MD equations of motion according to Langevin dynamics, which describes
the movement of particles in a viscous medium. This viscous medium will represent the
electronic subsystem, and the modified equation of motion takes the form,
∂vi
= Fi (t) − γi vi + F̃i (t),
∂t
where mi and vi are the mass and velocity of atom i at time t,
mi

(2.54)

• Fi (t) is the deterministic force on i due to the interatomic potential.
• γi vi is the frictional force due to the electrons.
• F̃i (t) is a stochastic force with random magnitude and orientation.
Thus the last two terms on the right of equation 2.54, which are the Langevin modifications
to Newton’s second law, allow energy to be lost and gained by the MD system. F̃i (t) is
a stochastic force which returns energy from the electrons to the ions. It is formulated
√
as follows, F̃i (t) = ΓÃi (t), where Ãi (t) is a three dimensional vector with components
randomly distributed in [−1, 1]. Γ is the stochastic friction coefficient, and will be described
in more detail later. F̃i (t) must satisfy two important time-averaged conditions ;

hF̃i (t)i = 0,

hF̃i (t) · F̃j (t0 )i ∝ δij δ(t − t0 )

(2.55)
(2.56)

The first states that over a significant period of time, F̃i (t) must not behave as a net source
or sink. Equation 2.56 is known as the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which describes how
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the drag felt by a particle as it moves through a viscous medium can give rise to Brownian
motion. In the standard homogeneous Langevin thermostat every atom in the MD simulation
is thermostatted to a target temperature, the inhomogeneous case allows for each atom to
be thermostatted to the electronic temperature of the corresponding continuum electronic
cell. This leads to the stochastic friction term,
Γ=

j
kB Tej
6γep
,
∆t

(2.57)

j
is the electron-phonon friction of the j th electronic finite element cell, Tej is the
Where γep
electronic temperature of the corresponding cell, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and ∆t is the
timestep. The electron-phonon friction term can be calculated at each point in the finite
electronic temperature grid using,

γep =

V mGep
,
3kB N

(2.58)

Here, V is the volume of the cell, m is the mass of the atomic species, Gep is the electronphonon coupling constant of the material, and N is the number of atoms in the cell. Thus
as the size of the grid gets larger, N also increases, reducing γep . The friction term in
equation 2.54 is made up of two forms of energy loss, the electron-phonon friction which has
just been discussed, and electronic stopping, which is inelastic electron scattering of ballistic
atoms.

γi = γep + γes

for vi > vcut ,
for vi ≤ vcut ,

γi = γep

(2.59)

Here γi is the total electron friction coefficient, γes is the electronic stopping friction, vi is
the velocity, and vcut is the cut-off velocity for which electronic stopping becomes significant.
From equations 2.54 and 2.58 the difference between the contributions from electron-phonon
coupling and electronic stopping are evident. Electron-phonon coupling allows energy to flow
from to and from the lattice (depending on the temperature gradient between the lattice and
electrons), whereas electronic stopping is only an energy loss mechanism for the lattice.
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Figure 2.3 illustrates these processes, and highlights how the MD cell is now indirectly
thermostatted to a heat bath. The lattice will reach local equilibrium with the electrons,
which are thermostatted to the heat bath, thus eventually driving both subsystems to the
chosen ambient temperature. Energy can only be removed from the system through the electrons. This is justified as lattice heat diffusion is extremely slow in comparison to electronic
heat diffusion.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the thermodynamic coupling and processes in 2T-MD model

2.2.3

Simulation Setup

The schematic for a SHI simulation using this 2T-MD implementation is shown in figure 2.4.
The electronic subsystem is divided into a number of coarse grained electronic temperatue
cells (which will be referred to as CETs), and the MD cell is divided up into coarse grained
ionic temperature cells (CITs).
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MD
Cell

y
x

Electronic Temperature Grid

(a) Top View

Swift Heavy Ion

z
x

(b) Side View

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the 2T-MD simulation setup for swift heavy ion irradiation. The
grey boxes are CETs, the black boxes are the CITs, Robin boundary conditions are represented by the dashed grey line, and the periodic boundary conditions of the MD by the
thick black line. The swift heavy ion travels perpendicular to the page in figure 2.4a, and
vertically through the cell in figure 2.4b
.
The volume of each of these cells is roughly 1000 Ȧ3 . The number of CETs extends far
beyond the MD cell in the xy direction, which ensures the boundary conditions imposed
on the electronic system does not drive the temperature in the simulation artificially. The
number of CET = CIT in the z-direction, and the simulation is setup so that all the atoms
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in a given CIT are assigned the electronic temperature of the overlapping CET. Energy
deposited into the electronic system is represented by a Gaussian distribution in space, and
exponentially decaying in time. More accurate distributions based on work by Waligorski [73]
have been proposed, but are beyond the scope of this thesis.

2.3

Extended Two-Temperature Molecular Dynamics

A key criticism levelled at the 2T-MD model is its validity when applied band gap materials.
The model was developed for metals, and its application to band gap materials is based on
the assumption that hot electrons in a band gap material behave the same way as electrons
in a metal. The extended inelastic thermal spike (eiTS) model was developed specifically
to account for band gap processes (such a carrier generation and recombination), and the
extended two-temperature molecular dynamics model is the implementation of the eiTS that
is explored in this thesis. The basic idea remains the same, in that an augmented continuumatomistic approach is utilised, where the electrons, or in this case electron-hole pairs, and
the lattice are split into two separate interacting subsystems. The model is described in the
background section of this thesis. A description of the more complicated finite difference
solver follows.

2.3.1

Carrier finite difference solver

Due to the presence of an extra conservation equation, the finite difference solver for the
extended 2T-MD is significantly more complicated than the regular version. Equations 1.21
and 1.24 are rewritten as follows :

∂N
∂t



− ∇ · D(Ti )∇N




2N
− ∇ · D(Ti )
∇Eg
kB Te




N
− ∇ · D(Ti )
∇Te
2Te
= Ge−h − Re−h
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∂U
∂t

=⇒

∂U
∂t



− ∇ · (Eg + 4kB Te )J


+ ∇ · (∇κe + ∇κh )∇Te
Ce−h
(Te − Ti ) + A(r[vion ], t)
= −
τep


+ ∇ D(Ti )(Eg + 4kB Te )∇N




2N
∇Eg
+ ∇ · D(Ti )(Eg + 4kB Te )
kB Te




N
∇Te
+ ∇ · D(Ti )(Eg + 4kB Te )
2Te


+ ∇ · (∇κe + ∇κh )∇Te
Ce−h
= −
(Te − Ti ) + A(r[vion ], t)
τep

(2.61)

In this form, equations 2.60 and 2.61 are computationally solved via Euler’s method for
each individual component (∇N , ∇Eg , ∇Te , etc), with the summation yielding the final
solution. It is important to stress that this model explicitly tracks the carrier concentration
N and carrier energy U . The carrier temperature Te is calculated from equation 1.23.

2.4

Te - dependent interatomic potentials

The vast majority of MD simulations that explore electronic excitation assume that the
ground state interatomic potential remains valid regardless of how ’hot’ the electrons are.
The main reason for this assumption is due to the difficulty in developing Te dependent
interatomic potentials. In this thesis the contribution of these Te dependent potentials
is explored for two different systems, tungsten and silicon. The physical basis for these
potentials is that the bonding characteristics of material change significantly in regions of
high electronic excitation, which was discussed previously by the bond weakening model.
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2.4.1

Tungsten

The most commonly used interatomic potentials for tungsten adopt the embedded atom
model (EAM), of which the extended Finnis-Sinclair is a particular example (and described
in section 2.1.3.1). The potential energy, U of such an N atom system is described by,
N

U=

N

N

X
1 XX
Vij (rij ) +
F (ρi )
2 i=1 j6=i
i=1

(2.62)

Vij is the pair repulsion between atoms i and j. F (ρi ) is a functional describing the energy
of embedding an atom, i, in electronic density, ρi .
√
F (ρi ) = −A ρi = −A

 X
N

 12
φ(rij )

(2.63)

i=1,j6=i

Here A is an embedding term, which is empirically derived for each material in question. Electronic temperature dependence is built into this potential via modifications to
the embedding energy functional, F (ρi ) [38], and is derived by fitting the potential to high
temperature DFT free energy-volume surfaces. This Te dependent embedding term is thus,
N

F (ρi , Te ) = A

DF T

N

1 XX
(ρi , Te ) + dE(Te ) −
Vij (rij )
2 i=1 j6=i

(2.64)

ADF T is the free energy calculated via DFT, and dE is the constant energy shift at each
electronic temperature so the energy splines to zero at infinity. The resulting energy-volume
curves for various electronic temperatures are show in figure 2.5.
As the electronic temperature of tungsten increases, three significant changes can be observed. Firstly, the minima of the free energy shifts to larger volumes, implying the equilibrium lattice parameter increases with increased electronic excitation. Secondly, the depth of
the potentials get shallower for larger Te , which indicates that the melting temperature of
tungsten decreases for increasing Te , as less energy is required to excite a particle out of this
potential well. Finally, at 30,000 K and above, there is no minimum in the energy-volume
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Figure 2.5: Energy-volume curves for various Te in W, data reproduced from [38]. As the
electronic temperature increases the bonding characteristics of the material change (equilibrium lattice paramter and well depth).
curve, thus the potential is completely repulsive. The implementation of these potentials was
achieved by generating DFT energy-volume curves between 0 K and 40,000 K, in increments
of 5,000 K. Potentials at intermediate values were obtained by cubic splining.

2.4.2

Silicon

Electronic temperature dependent interatomic potentials for silicon based on the well known
modified Tersoff (MOD) potential [109] (described in section 2.1.3.3) have been developed
by Shokeen and Schelling [39]. Conversely to W, the potentials are constructed using the
force matching method [110], in which the potential is fit such that it reproduces the DFT
cohesive free-energies for the diamond, fcc, bcc and simple cubic structures at several different
volumes. The functional form of the potential is assumed to remain unchanged under this
electronic excitation. Unfortunately the MOD potential was not properly contained in the
software package DL POLY. Thus the first substantial piece of work contained in this thesis
was the correct implementation of the MOD potential. Figure 2.6 shows the energy-volume
curve obtained from the correctly performing potential. It is in excellent agreement with
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published results [109].
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Figure 2.6: Cohesive free energy per volume for diamond silicon using the MOD interatomic
potential
The corresponding energy-volume curves for the Te dependent potentials are shown in
figure 2.7, all of which agree with the original work [39]. An unrelaxed vacancy defect energy
of 2.85 eV was also obtained using the potential, which is also in agreement with the past
results. To ensure that the forces using the interatomic potential were also correct, a selection
of simulations were setup to reproduce the thermodynamic results obtained by the original
authors [111].
Figure 2.8 illustrates the thermal expansion of each of the elevated Te dependent potential
under NPT simulations for various different lattice temperatures.
The lattice with 300 K and 600 K Te potentials both expand by about 7.5% from 0 to 1800
K. The more excited potentials become unstable between 200 K (Te = 30000 K) and 600 K (Te
= 15000 K), the point at which the data terminates is where the lattice becomes unstable and
melts. This clearly illustrates that electronic excitation can cause the melting temperature
of silicon to decrease significantly. Once the potential was proven to work as expected, the
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Figure 2.7: Energy-volume curves for various Te in silicon
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Figure 2.8: Thermal expansion of various Te potentials in silicon
Te dependence for intermediate values was implemented as follows. The functional form of
the Te dependent potentials is assumed to remain unchanged (see section 2.1.3.3), and each
parameter in the potential is taken to vary as a sixth order polynomial;
Γ(Te ) =

6
X

an (kB Te )n

n=0
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Here Γ represents any of the default MOD parameters, and an is the polynomial coefficient.
It was noticed during the implementation of this Te dependence that there were a number
of significant errors for the coefficients of two parameters in the potential in the original
paper, c4 , which makes up the angular dependent term (and is attributed to being the
main component in accurately reproducing the melting temperature of silicon), and α, an
angular dependent term which is used to describe the system when far from equilibrium
(something which is also clearly important for highly non equilibrium electronic excitation).
The polynomials for α were completely recalculated with existing data, and the corrected
values for both parameters are contained table 2.1.
Parameter
c4
α

a0
1.0
1.9

a1
0.18
-0.39672

a2
0.0
-0.112842

a3
0.0
0.089009

a4
0.0
0.01201

a5
0.0
0.0

a6
0.0
0.0

Table 2.1: Corrected polynomial values for c4 and α.

2.5

Quantum Mechanical Methods

An all encompassing description of atomistic interactions requires quantum mechanics, which
can be summarised by the many-body Schrödinger equation :
ĤΨ({rn }, {RN }) = EΨ({rn }, {RN })

(2.66)

Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, E is the energy of the system, and Ψ is the many-body
wavefunction of the system, which depend on the set of electronic positions, {rn }, and nuclear
positions, {RN }, respectively. The Hamiltonian for this many-body system is,
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n
N
~2 X 2 X ~2 2
∇i −
∇I
Ĥ = −
2me i
2M
I
I
n

+

N

e2
1X
ZI ZJ e2
1X
+
2 i6=j 4π0 |ri − rj | 2 I6=J 4π0 |RI − RJ |
−

N,n
X
i,I

ZI e2
,
4π0 |RI − ri |

(2.67)

where the electrons are denoted by lower case variables and subscripts, and the nuclei are
described by upper case variables and subscripts. The first line of equation 2.67 is the kinetic
energy of the electrons and nuclei respectively, the second line is the electron-electron and
nuclear-nuclear potential energy respectively, and the third line is the electron-nuclei potential energy. Due to the complexity of this equation, the many-body Schrödinger equation is
impossible to solve for even the most primitive systems. Thus realistic simplifications that
do not significantly compromise the physics, but do ensure the system is computationally
tractable, must be made.

2.5.1

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

The forces acting on both the electrons and nuclei are of the same order of magnitude
(due to their electric charge, e). However, the difference in mass between both particles
is multiple orders of magnitude, thus nuclei have a much smaller velocity relative to the
electrons. The separation of these nuclear and electronic motions allow for the construction
of a wavefunction that explicitly depends on the electronic positions alone. This reduced
Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian [63], HBO , ignores the kinetic energy of the nuclei,
ĤBO

N,n
n
n
X
~2 X 2 1 X
e2
ZI e2
=−
∇i +
−
2me i
2 i6=j 4π0 |ri − rj |
4π0 |RI − ri |
i,I

(2.68)

This leads to a new wavefunction for the electrons, Φ, which only depends parametrically
on the nuclear positions,
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ĤBO Ψ({rn }, {RN }) = E({RN }) Φ({rn }, {RN }),

(2.69)

Despite the simplifications contained equation 2.68, the solution to this wavefunction is
still computationally impossible for most systems (it is also important to note the explicit
dependence of the energy eigenvalues, E, on the nuclear positions, {RN }). Thus further
simplifications are necessary.

2.5.2

The Hartree and Hartree-Fock approximation

The next step in simplifying the many-body Schrödinger equation comes from separating
the multi-electron wavefunction, Ψ, into the product of individual electron wavefunctions,
φi .
Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ) = φ1 (r1 )φ2 (r2 ) . . . φn (rn )

(2.70)

Plugging equation 2.70 into the Schrödinger equation, and using reduced units, (e =
4π0 = ~ = me = 1), results in,




N,n
n
n
X
1
ZI
1X 2 1X
−
∇i +
φ1 (r1 ) . . . φn (rn ) = E[φ1 (r1 ) . . . φn (rn )] (2.71)
−
2 i
2 i6=j |ri − rj | i,I |RI − ri |

The solution of equation 2.71 using the variational principle leads to the Hartree equation.


n

1X
1
− ∇2 +
2
2 i6=j

Z


N
|φi (r 0 )|2 3 0 X
ZI
dr −
φj (r) = E 0 φj (r)
0
|r − r |
|RI − r|
I

(2.72)

Equation 2.72 is an extremely important step in making quantum mechanical calculations
computationally possible for non-trivial systems. This is due to the fact that equation 2.72
describes a set of independent Schrödinger equations for each individual electron wavefunction (a 3n-dimensional function is reduced to n 3-dimensional functions). Here the first term
is the kinetic energy of the individual electron in question, the second term is the interaction
of the electron with all the other electrons in a ’mean field’ average, and the third term is
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the interaction of the electron with all of the nuclei. A few problems remain, the first being
that the electron wavefunctions (which we want to solve) themselves appear in the electronelectron interaction of the effective Hamiltonian. This is overcome using the self consistent
field method, which assumes initial estimate for φ, and iteratively solves equation 2.72 until
convergence is achieved.
Another fundamental problem exists when using the Hartree approximation, and that
is that Pauli’s exclusion principle is not satisfied when assuming that the many-electron
wavefunction can be split up into the product of individual electron wavefunctions. Pauli’s
exclusion principle states that the electronic wavefunction needs to be anti-symmetric, or,
Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ) = −Ψ(r2 , r1 , . . . , rn )

(2.73)

This can be achieved by assuming the wavefunction takes the form of a Slater determinant,

1
Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ) = √
n!

φ1 (r1 ) φ2 (r1 ) . . . φN (r1 )
φ1 (r2 ) φ2 (r2 ) . . . φN (r2 )
..
..
..
.
.
.
φ1 (rn ) φ2 (rn ) . . . φN (rn )

(2.74)

Plugging this into the Schrödinger equation leads to the Hartree-Fock equation :

N

1 2 X
ZI
∇ −
2
|RI − r|
I
−

!

n Z
X
|φi (r 0 )|2 φk (r) 3 0
φk (r) +
dr
0|
|r
−
r
i

n
X
φ∗ (r 0 )φk (r 0 )φi (r)
i

i

|r − r 0 |

d3 r 0 = Ek φk (r).

(2.75)

The last term on the left of the Hartree-Fock equation is the exchange interaction term,
and is a direct result of including the anti-symmetric Slater determinant for the wavefunction. This term has no classical counterpart. It creates repulsion between electrons of the
same spin (due to Pauli’s exclusion principle). There is still one fundamental concept that
is not properly accounted for using the Hartree-Fock approximation, the electron-electron
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interaction is treated as the sum of the interactions between each electron and the ’mean
field’ average of the others. This gives rise to electron correlation, which describes how
much an electron is influenced by the presence of all the others, and without it electrons in
Hartree-Fock theory end up getting too close to one another.

2.5.3

Density Functional Theory

DFT is by far the most widely used method for electronic structure calculation, and it is
arguably the most widely used simulation technique across all of the physical sciences [112].
The main ideas behind DFT stem from the fact that the wavefuntion is an extremely complex
quantity, so how can this be simplified? Equation 2.76 represents the probability of finding
electrons at r1 , r2 , . . . , rn .
Ψ∗ (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn )Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ) = |Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rn )|2

(2.76)

The intergral of this probability in all of space will result in the total number of electrons
in the system, n.
Z

|Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rn )|2 dr1 dr2 . . . drn = n

(2.77)

The integral of the probability of finding an electron, n(r) (described in equation 2.76,
and is a true observable), over space is thus also the total number of electrons in the system.
Z
n(r) dr = n

(2.78)

If the electron density is considered instead, the problem is instantly made more simple (a
3n-dimensional problem is reduced to a 3-dimensional problem), but the question remains,
is the electron density a valid replacement for the multi-electron wavefunction? To more
formally introduce the essential equations in DFT, it is useful to rewrite the electronic
Hamiltonian (with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation included) with the electron-nuclei
interaction represented as an external potential, Vext , which act on each electron due to the
spatial distribution of the nuclei. This external potential is the only term which distinguishes
one material from another, as electron-electron interactions are identical.
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n

n

n

X
1
1X 2 1X
∇i +
−
Vext (ri )
Ĥ = −
2 i
2 i6=j |ri − rj |
i

(2.79)

The validity of using electron density as a quantity in quantum mechanical calculations
was rigorously derived in two seminal theorems by Pierre Hohenberg and Walter Kohn in
1964 [113]. The proof of each is not included, but a description of each follows. The first
theorem states that the external potential, Vext , and hence the total energy of the ground
state system (as the other components of equation 2.79 are not unique), is a unique functional
of the ground state electron density, n(r). Equation 2.80 summarise this results.
Ψ0 (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ) = Ψ[n0 (r)],

(2.80)

Ψ0 is the ground state wavefunction, Ψ is the unique functional (a function which outputs
another function), and n0 is the ground state electron density. This in turn allows us to
define the ground state of any observable, O0 , as,
O0 = O[n0 (r)] = hΨ[n0 (r)] | Ô | Ψ[n0 (r)]i

(2.81)

Thus any operator, Ô, is also a functional of the ground state electron density. The second
theorem states that electron density that minimises the energy of this functional is the true
ground state density of the system.
Ev [n0 (r)] ≤ Ev [n(r)]

(2.82)

Here Ev is the energy of a system in a given external potential, n0 is the ground state
electron density, and n(r) is any electron density. It is important to stress that the actual
form of this functional is unknown. The total energy is formulated as follows,
Z
E[n] = F [n] + Vext [n] = F [n] +

Vext (r)n(r)d3 r

(2.83)

Thus the total energy functional, E[n], is made up of two separate functionals, one due
to the external potential functional, and the universal functional, F [n], which is made up
of the electronic kinetic energy, and electron-electron interactions. The external poten-
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tial functional is relatively straightforward, the challenge is in determining what makes up
the universal functional (here is where exchange and correlation exist). The Kohn-Sham
approach considers a fictitious system of non-interacting electrons where the ground state
density is the same as in the real system. The total energy of this non-interacting electronic
system becomes :
E[n] = Tni [n] + Vne [n] + Vee [n] + ∆T [n] + ∆V [n]

(2.84)

Tni [n] is non-interacting electronic kinetic energy, Vne [n] is electron-nuclear interaction,
Vee [n] is the classical electron-electron repulsion (which includes self interaction, the influence
presence an electron will have on itself), ∆T [n] is the correction required to obtain the correct
kinetic energy, and ∆V [n] is the correction required to obtain the correct electron-electron
repulsion. The correction terms are grouped together, along with the quantum mechanical
terms (exchange and correlation) into one term known as the exchange-correlation term,
Exc [n]. The energy is thus,
E[n] = Tni [n] + Vne [n] + Vee [n] + Exc [n]

(2.85)

The density can be expressed as a basis set of single electron wavefunctions, φi ,
n(r) =

n
X
i=1

|φi |2 ,

(2.86)

The minimisation of this energy functional leads to a set of one electron eigenvalue equations similar to those described previously in Hartree-Fock theory.


N

X
ZI
1
1
+
− ∇2 −
2
|RI − r| 2
I

Z


n(r 0 )
0
dr + Vxc (r) φi (r) = Ei φi (r)
|r − r 0 |

(2.87)

Ei is the energy eigenvalue, and equation 2.87 is known as the Kohn-Sham equation. The
exchange-correlation term is also defined as,
Vxc (r) =

δExc [n(r)]
,
δn(r)

(2.88)

which is a functional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy, with respect to a change
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in the electron density. Despite the similarity of equation 2.87 and the Hartree-Fock equation,
it is important to distinguish some of their key differences. In the Kohn-Sham model, no
knowledge of the form of the wavefunctions is assumed, as in Hartree-Fock, but instead we
are formulating the density 2.86. In Kohn-Sham theory, ignorance is shifted into a single
parameter, Vxc (r). This shift results in DFT being an exact theory. If the form of the
exchange-correlation interaction is known, the energy is exactly known (the problem arises
in knowing Vxc (r) ). Hartree-Fock theory can be seen analogously as the reverse of this. It
is inherently approximate as a theory (it is incapable of accounting for correlation), and it
does not suffer from electron self interaction.
There are two significant aspects of DFT that have contributed to its enormous success in
applications to real world systems. One is the variety of ways in which exhange-correlation is
accounted for (which will be discussed in detail later), and the second is the pseudopotential
approximation. The pseudopotential approximation states that in a solid, electrons close
to the nucleus do not significantly contribute to the chemical, mechanical, or electronic
properties of the material, thus it is possible to model the Coulombic interaction of the core
electrons as a simpler pseudopotential. This simplification allows for the computation of
larger systems, leading to an increase in tractability.
2.5.3.1

Exchange-correlation functionals

A key tenet of DFT is to group all of the difficult to deal with interactions into a single
functional known as exchange-correlation. Exchange is typically a small contribution, and
correlation even smaller, thus even somewhat crude methods for estimating Vxc (r) can lead
to accurate results. The first successful attempt is known as the local density approximation (LDA) [114], and it treats the generally inhomogeneous electronic system as locally
homogeneous.
LDA
Exc
[n]

Z
=

n(r)xc (n) dr

(2.89)

LDA
Exc
is the exchange-correlation energy predicted by LDA. xc (n) is the exchange-correlation
energy per particle of a uniform electron gas and is characterised from Quantum Monte-Carlo
data. LDA tends to favour electron densities that are more homogeneous than in reality. It
tends to overestimate the binding energies of molecules and the cohesive energy of solids (op-
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posite trend to Hartree-Fock). It also underestimates band gaps, and in some cases predicts
metallic behaviour for semiconductors.
The success of LDA was built upon by attempting to incorporate the effects of inhomogeneities. This was achieved by considering the gradient of the local electron density.
This method is know as the generalised gradient approximation (GGA), and the exchangecorrelation functional takes the form,
GGA
Exc
[n]

Z
=

n(r)xc (n)Fxc [n, ∇n] dr ,

(2.90)

xc (n) is the same exchange-correlation energy found in LDA, and Fxc is an enhancement
factor. Unlike LDA, there are many approaches in which this enhancement factor can be
applied. The method by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [115] is used here. GGA leads to an
improvement in binding energies, atomic energies, lattice constants (not in all cases), and
angles. It predicts better band gaps than LDA, but still far from actual values. Electron self
interaction still remains a key problem.
A method developed to overcome self interaction is the utilisation of hybrid functionals,
where a portion of the exchange contribution is taken from Hartree-Fock, and portion from
DFT. This mixing can lead to results that are significantly more accurate in comparison to
either method when used independently. Two hybrids are used in this thesis, PBE0 [116]
and HSE [117]. The exchange-correlation energy of PBE0 takes the form,
PBE0
Exc
= aExHF + (1 − a)ExPBE + EcPBE

(2.91)

ExHF is the exchange contribution from Hartree-Fock, and ExPBE is the portion taken from
DFT (in this case the PBE functional, which is a form of the generalised gradient approximation). EcPBE is the correlation contribution (all of which must be taken from DFT, as it is
not accounted for in HF theory). a is the proportion of exchange taken from Hartree-Fock,
and is usually taken to be 0.25, a value obtained via perturbation theory. The PBE0 functional leads to much more accurate energies for molecular systems, but now suffers from an
overestimation of band gaps in semiconductors.
Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof formulated a screened Coulomb approach which solved
inaccuracies in the band gap of semiconductor systems. The approach involves splitting
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exchange into short and long range contributions, with a screening function tuning between
these both these limits. The screening function is parameterised by ω, so when ω = 0, the
short range component is sole contributor to exchange, and vice versa for ω → ∞. The HSE
screened Coulomb potential hybrid density functional takes the form,
HSE
= aExHF,SR (ω) + (1 − a)ExPBE,SR (ω) + ExPBE,LR (ω) + EcPBE
Exc

(2.92)

ExHF,SR is the short ranged component of the Hartree-Fock exchange energy, ExPBE,SR is
the short ranged component of the DFT exchange contribution (in this case again the PBE
approach to the generalised gradient approximation), ExPBE,LR is the long ranged component
of the DFT exchange energy, EcPBE is the correlation energy, ω is the screening parameter
for the exchange contribution, and a is the proportion of exchange taken from Hartree-Fock.
Standard values of ω = 0.2 and a = 0.25 yield accurate results for many systems. The
screening function means that at ω = 0 the functional is identical to PBE0, and at ω → ∞
the functional reproduces PBE.
2.5.3.2

High temperature DFT

Up until this point the exact nature of DFT is only applicable to the ground state properties
of the system in question. Extending this to systems at finite temperature is extremely
important for SHI applications, as the electrons can reach temperatures up to 1,000,000 K.
The extension of the Kohn-Sham theorems to encompass systems at finite temperature was
achieved by Mermin in 1965 [118]. The central idea is to construct approximate free-energy
functionals, which in turn allow the determination of the equilibrium free-energy at various
electronic temperatures. The electronic free-energy is,
F = E − Te S,

(2.93)

where F is the free-energy, E is the internal energy, Te is the electronic temperature, and
S is the entropy. The energy, E, is made up of the same components described previously,
only now they apply to a certain equilibrium temperature (and not the ground state). The
electronic entropy, S , is a sum over all occupied and unoccupied states,
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S = −2kB

X
i


fi ln(fi ) + (1 − fi ) ln(1 − fi ) ,

(2.94)

where fi is the occupancy of the excited electrons, and can be described by a Fermi-Dirac
distribution.
fi =

1

(2.95)
+1
i is the corresponding energy of i, µe is the chemical potential, Te is the electronic temperature, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The equilibrium density for the excited electrons
that minimises the free-electron functional takes the form,
e(i −µe )/kB Te

n(r) =

n
X
i=1

fi |φi |2 ,

(2.96)

where φ again is a basis set of single electron wavefunctions. Thus all the constitiuent
energy quantities that depend on the electron density have an inherent temperature dependence (via the occupation term in equation 2.96). While Mermin put the high temperature
DFT on the same robust theoretical level as ground state DFT (by extending the Kohn-Sham
equations to high tempeartures), there are still some important caveats in actually applying
the theory in these extreme conditions. These have been discussed in the previous chapter.

2.6

Track radius determination

The creation of ion tracks in silicon forms a substantial part of the research contained in this
thesis, and as ion tracks are defect rich cylindrical regions, quantifying the radius of said
track accurately is a key indicator of the extent of disorder in a given simulation. A number
of approaches were considered, and a brief description and analysis of each follows. The MD
simulation cell is setup to be centred at (0,0,0), and the energy is also centrally deposited,
thus the ’cylindrical’ ion track is also centred at the origin. The first two approaches involved picking the edge region of an ion track by eye, and using structural analysis modifiers
contained in the OVITO [119] visualisation package to determine the radius. Figure 2.9
demonstrates ion track images analysed with these modifiers. Figures 2.9 (a) and (c) il-
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lustrate the various structures in the cell. Figures 2.9 (b) and (d) contain images of the
Wigner-Seitz analysis of the same simulation cell. Wigner-Seitz defects are determined as
follows : first a reference Wigner-Seitz cell is created from the initially undamaged reference
cell, then a Wigner-Seitz cell is constructed for the final configuration. Cells are subsequently compared, and any initial cell where an extra atom has moved into is counted as
an interstitial defect, and any initial cell which now lies empty is counted as a vacancy defect.
Analysing the various images in figures 2.9 show that there is negligible difference between
the ion track edge when highlighting a lack of diamond structure, and Wigner-Seitz defects.
Despite this consistency, there are numerous disadvantages to attempting to determine track
radii via eye. The most significant is the inhomogeneous nature of the track, (a) and (b) are
far from a perfect circle (the track radius varies between 25.73 Å and 28.39 Å). Likewise, (c)
and (d) show large variations in track radius longitudinally. Thus the ability to accurately
(and consistently) determine the radius of an ion track by eye is doubtful. There is also
significant discussion on how valid comparisons are between ion track measurements made
between Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS-c) and small angle xray scattering
(SAXS) experiments. RBS-c experiments measure the ratio of damaged to perfect crystal,
and SAXS measures the spatial change in electron density. It is postulated that the discrepancy between both methods arises due to small defect channels that occur on the edges of
the ion track. RBS-c experiments are sensitive to these defects, and at high electronic stopping powers a larger proportion of these channels are formed, meaning RBS-c measurements
overestimate track radii in comparison to SAXS. As a correspondence between simulation
and experiment is pivotal, a more comprehensive approach to determining track radii was
chosen.
As SAXS experiments examine changes in electron density, a plot of particle density (or
volume) vs distance from the centre of the cell allows for a more direct comparison with
any future results. The following was achieved using the voro++ [120] software package
in conjunction with OVITO : a Voronoi cell is constructed from our simulation cell, which
results in each atom having a polyhedron which is determined by the orientation of its nearest
neighbours. This polyhedron has a corresponding volume, and this volume gives an accurate
measurement of the local packing fraction. Thus when each particle’s volume is converted
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(a) Top view - diamond modifier

(b) Top view - Wigner-Seitz defects

(c) Vertical slice - diamond modifier

(d) Vertical slice - Wigner-Seitz modifier

Figure 2.9: Images of ion track simulations in silicon using various structure analysis modifiers. (a) and (c) use illustrate diamond structure, with blue representing cubic diamond,
black labels atoms with cubic diamond as first or second nearest neighbours, and grey represents amorphous structure. (b) and (d) represent Wigner-Seitz defects, where blue is a
vacancy, and red an interstitial.

to a density, a graph of density vs distance from the centre of the simulation cell can be
obtained. Figure 2.10 illustrates a typical example of this.
The ion track can clearly be seen as overdense region, and the radius is the point at which
this region ends. This corresponds to the first turning point in the curve when the relative
density drops below one (26.01 Å). This method for determining track radii is significantly
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Figure 2.10: Relative density vs distance from the centre of a typical SHI irradiated silicon
cell.
more robust and detailed, as it takes into account every atom in the simulation cell, it allows
direct comparison with SAXS experiments, and it also illustrates thermodynamic properties
of the material under investigation (the density of crystalline silicon has been shown to
increase in the process of melting, which is verified in figure 2.10). This method is inherently
more statistically robus, as the relative density of every atom in the cell is taken into account,
as opposed to focusing on treating the radius of a certain slice of the ‘pseudo-cylindrical’ ion
track (and potentially averaging across a variety of these slices).
In summary, the main technique used to simulate SHI irradiation in this thesis is an
augmented formulation of molecular dynamics. However, due to the inherently quantum
mechanical nature of the systems under investigation, as many parameters as possible that
are put into the MD simulations are derived via ab initio methods (with explicit temperature dependence if possible, as SHI irradiation is an extremely non-equilibrium interaction).
The theory behind these techniques has been described thoroughly, as well as the methods required to accurately quantify the level of damage caused in a typical SHI simulation.
The next chapter will describe how all of these methodologies were combined to successfully
describe defect formation in various fcc and bcc metals.
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Swift heavy ion irradiation of metals

“For me too, the periodic table
was a passion. ... As a boy, I
stood in front of the display for
hours, thinking how wonderful
it was that each of those metal
foils had its own distinct
personality.”
Freeman Dyson

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the established defect distributions (and their
evolution) following swift heavy ion irradiation of various bcc and fcc metals using atomistic
two-temperature molecular dynamics (2T-MD). There are a number of motivations for this.
Firstly, metals have been broadly overlooked when it comes to SHI irradiation as it has been
assumed that the rapid redistribution of free electrons means that damage is highly unlikely.
The results that follow conflict with this predominant view. Another important reason is to
do with the two-temperature model itself. There still remains criticism of how accurately it
applies to situations with significant electronic excitation. The best parameterisation of the
electronic system possible for the two-temperature model exists for simple metallic systems.
Thus the reliability and applicability of the model itself can be strengthened by reproducing
past experimental results and/or predicting interesting outcomes that may be verifiable in
future experiments.
The chapter is split into two sections, one for two bcc metals (iron and tungsten), and one
for two fcc metals (nickel and copper). Each section begins with an introduction into the
model parameters. This is followed by a description of the simulation setup, and a detailed
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analysis of the system throughout various swift heavy ion irradiations. A number of different
bcc and fcc metals were chosen to highlight how a multitude of factors contribute to defect
creation, and there are clear and significant differences in each metal investigated. Although
research on SHI irradiation of monatomic metals has been rare, the comparisons between
simulations and literature are made where possible, and the results agree extremely well.

3.1

Body-centred cubic metals

The two body-centred cubic metals chosen for investigation were iron and tungsten. The
reason being experimental literature exists on which the simulations can be compared, as
well as good data on the electronic parameters, and accurate interatomic potentials derived
with the same functional form.

3.1.1

Model parameters for body-centred cubic metals

3.1.1.1

Electronic system

The key parameters that determine the temperature evolution of the electronic subsystem
are the electronic thermal conductivity, (κe ), the electronic specific heat capacity, (Ce ), the
electron-phonon coupling, Ge , and deposition profile of the incoming SHI, A. The biggest
hurdle in utilising the 2T-MD model arises from a lack of depth in knowledge about one
or many of these parameters. Fortunately in the case of Fe and W, most of these are well
characterised, including explicit temperature dependences. At this point it is worth recasting
the electronic heat diffusion equation in a way that clearly illustrates how the parameters
influence electronic temperature evolution.
κe (Ti ) 2
Ge (Te )
A(r, t)
∂Te
=
∇ Te −
(Te − Ti ) +
,
∂t
Ce (Te )
Ce (Te )
Ce (Te )
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
(a)

(b)

(3.1)

(c)

(a) describes the rate at which energy gets transferred laterally through the electronic
system (also called the diffusivity). (b) describes the rate of energy transfer to the lattice,
and, (c), the source term, describes how much energy gets initially transferred from swift
heavy ion to the electrons in the metal. The electronic specific heat outlined by Lin et al. [44]
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was used, which states the electronic specific heat depends on the derivative of the Fermi
function and the electronic density of states.
Z
Ce =

∞

g()

−∞

∂f (, µ, Te )
 d
∂Te

(3.2)

g() is electronic density of states (DOS) at the energy , µ is the chemical potential at
electronic temperature Te , and f (, µ, Te ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function at these
values,
f (, µ, Te ) =

1
e

(i −µ) /kB Te

+1

(3.3)

The chemical potential can be obtained by equating the number of electrons, Ne , to the
integral product of the Fermi-Dirac distribution with the DOS across all energy levels.
Z
Ne =

∞

g()f (, µ, Te ) d

(3.4)

−∞

This allows for the calculation of a temperature dependent electronic specific heat capacity,
and figure 3.1 illustrates this relationship for iron and tungsten.
For the majority of ranges of electronic temperatures considered, the electronic specific
heat of iron is significantly greater than that of tungsten. The cause of this is due to differences in the electronic density of states, and is outlined in the work of Lin [44]. The
number of available electronic states around the fermi level is key in determining any materials behaviour (and is the distinguishing difference between band gap materials and metals).
As iron has a much higher proportion of available density of states at the Fermi level, the
corresponding electronic specific heat is lower at lower electronic temperatures. As the temperature increases, the smearing effect of the Fermi-Dirac distribution allows the population
of states either side of the Fermi level in tungsten (which eventually saturates). In Fe, at
the highest electronic temperatures the same smearing reduces the number of available, resulting in an increase in the electronic specific heat. These differences in these Ce (Te ) will
contribute to pronounced differences in the temperature evolution of the electronic system
of W and Fe. The first contribution is in the temperature rise due to the energy deposition,
and is illustrated by (c) in equation 3.1. So for a given constant energy deposition, tung-
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Figure 3.1: Graph of the electronic specific heat capacity vs electronic temperature for
tungsten and iron. Data reproduced from the work of Lin et al. [44]. The electronic specific
heat of iron is higher than that of tungsten for the majority of the electronic temperatures.
sten, which has a consistently lower electronic specific heat, will reach significantly higher
electronic temperature than iron.
The electron-phonon coupling constant is obtained in the same way as described by Lin
et al. [44]. A detailed approach is based on quantum field theory, and is beyond the scope
of this thesis. However in simple terms, the electrons and lattice are assumed to have two
distinct temperatures, thus the occupations can be described by Fermi-Dirac and BoseEinstein distributions respectively. Near room temperature only electronic states near the
Fermi level contribute to scattering processes, allowing a simplified value for the electronphonon coupling to be obtained. At high electronic temperatures the thermal excitation of
electrons below the Fermi level contribute significantly to the electron-phonon coupling, so
the DOS again plays a key role. After making an assumption that the probability of an
electron scattering from one energy state to another is independent of the electronic states
themselves, when summed over all scattering angles, the electronic temperature dependent
electron-phonon coupling term simplifies to equation 3.5.
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π ~ kB λ hω 2 i
Ge (Te ) =
g(F )

∞



∂f
g () −
∂
−∞

Z

2


d

(3.5)

Ge (Te ) is the electron-phonon coupling, λ is the electron-phonon mass enhancement factor,
hω 2 i is the second moment of the phonon spectrum, and g(F ) is the density of states at the
Fermi level. Figure 3.2 illustrates this relationship for iron and tungsten. At 300 K there is
an order of magnitude difference between the respective e-p coupling values, after which the
e-p coupling of iron significantly decreases, while the e-p coupling of tungsten signficantly
increases. At roughly 20 000 K the values converge, and for both materials the e-p coupling
decreases at a similar rate (with a difference of about 20%). During a typical SHI irradiation,
it is rare for the electrons in the material to exceed 20 000 K for a period of time (and spatial
region) long enough for this area of the graph to be a significant contributor to the electronic
temperature evolution. Therefore the most important portion of figure 3.5 is where the e-p
coupling of iron is significantly greater than that of tungsten, with convergence at higher
temperatures. From this region it is expected that the rate of energy exchange between the
electronic and lattice subsystems will be greater in iron than in tungsten.
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Figure 3.2: Graph of the electronic-phonon coupling vs electronic temperature for tungsten
and iron. Data reproduced from the work of Lin et al. [44]. The electronic specific heat of
iron is higher than that of tungsten up to 20.000 K, after which the trend reverses.
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However, by analysing (b) in equation 3.1, Ge (Te ) is not the sole contributor. It is actually
the ratio of the e-p coupling to the electronic specific heat that determines this rate of
−1
exchange. This ratio is Ge (Te )/Ce (Te ) = τep
, where the inverse of τep is the electron-phonon
coupling strength. Figure 3.3 illustrates that this coupling strength is significantly greater
for iron for all realistic elevated electronic temperatures in a SHI simulation. Thus energy
will flow from the electrons to the lattice significantly faster for iron than tungsten. It is
important to emphasise that this information does not necessarily mean iron will damage
more or less than tungsten for the same energy deposition, as the thermal properties of the
lattice (heat capacity, melting temperature, latent heat of melting, etc), and the rate at
which energy disperses throughout the electronic system, are also crucial in determining the
produced defect distributions.
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Figure 3.3: Graph of the electronic-phonon coupling strength vs electronic temperature for
tungsten and iron. The coupling strength is greater for iron than tungsten up to 20 000 K.
After this point this trend reverses.
The source term takes the form described in Khara et al. [121] (and previously described in
chapter 2). All metals had a characteristic spatial deposition radius taken to be 1 nm (which
is the diameter of the electronic temperature voxcells), and characteristic deposition time
1 fs, which corresponds to the thermalisation time for the initially produced delta electrons.
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Changing both of these parameters by up to an order of magnitude was found to have little
impact on the electronic temperatures. The final term to discuss in the electronic subsystem
is the electronic thermal conductivity, κe , which describes how heat diffuses in the electronic
system. For all metals studied, this is assumed to be the same as the thermal conductivities
determined by various experiments in the handbook [122]. While these values are the total
thermal conductivity (made up of both lattice and electronic contributions), it is well known
that the electronic contribution is dominant in metals due to the availability of free electrons.
A complete description of these thermal conductivities would also have explicit electronic
and lattice temperature dependences. However, this work also assumes that the thermal
conductivity is lattice temperature dependent only. Again from looking at (a) equation 3.1,
the important parameter is not only the electronic thermal conductivity, but its ratio to
the electronic specific heat. This ratio is called the electronic diffusivity, De . Figure 3.4
illustrates the electronic thermal conductivity and diffusivity for iron and tungsten. As the
diffusivity is a function of both the electronic and lattice temperature, this diffusivity takes
the form of a surface plot.
κe is significantly greater in tungsten for every electronic temperature. This also holds
true for the diffusivity across a majority of the temperature ranges. The only point at which
they are similar is at extreme electronic excitation. Thus for a given energy deposition,
temperature will spread faster throughout the electronic subsystem in tungsten. This can
have two effects. If the e-p coupling (and initial deposited energy) is high enough, a large
thermal conductivity can cause a larger region of the lattice to melt. However, if the ep coupling is not high enough, this spread of energy in the electronic system can actually
reduce the number of defects produced, as the energy will dissipate throughout the electronic
system before being transferred to the lattice. This highlights the necessity of computational
simulations, as the possible interaction dynamics could go in either direction.
Summarising the electronic 2T-MD parameterisation for iron and tungsten, iron has the
greater electronic specific heat, meaning it will reach lower initial electronic temperatures.
Iron also has the stronger electron-phonon coupling, so energy will transfer from the electronic
system to the lattice faster in iron. Finally, tungsten has the greater electronic thermal
conductivity, meaning electronic energy will be diffuse faster through the electronic system
for tungsten. The next step, before running 2T-MD simulations, is to describe the properties
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(a) Electronic thermal conductivity vs lattice temperature for bcc metals.

(b) Temperature dependent diffusivity surface of iron. (c) Temperature dependent electronic diffusivity surface
of tungsten.

Figure 3.4: Graph of the (a) electronic thermal conductivity vs lattice temperature, (b)
electronic diffusivity vs temperature for iron, and (c) the electronic diffusivity vs temperature
for tungsten. The data clearly shows that energy will flow significantly more quickly through
the electronic system of tungsten.
of the lattice, ie - the properties of the interatomic potentials utilised.
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3.1.1.2

Interatomic potential properties

All metals studied in this chapter use the Extended Finnis-Sinclair potential, as described
in sections 2.1.3.1. The potential successfully reproduces both bcc and fcc bulk material
properties. The bulk properties predicted by the potential for Fe are summarised in table 3.1.
Pot
Exp

a (Å)
2.87
2.87

Ec (eV)
4.273
4.28

Evf (eV)
1.86
1.79

C11 (MBar)
2.263
2.26

C12
1.406
1.40

C44
1.155
1.16

Tm (K)
2100
1811

Lm (kJ mol−1 )
17.25
13.80

Table 3.1: Bulk properties of iron calculated using the extended Finnis-Sinclair potential. a
is the lattice parameter, Ec is the cohesive energy, Evf is the vacancy formation energy. C11 ,
C12 , and C44 are elastic constants, Tm is the melting temperature, and Lm is the latent heat
of melting. The first line illustrates the bulk properties obtained with the potential, and
the second line gives the corresponding experimental results. All values are taken from the
original paper [106].
The results obtained using the potential in table 3.1 illustrate that the extended FinnisSinclair is an excellent choice for modelling swift heavy ion irradiation. The main inaccuracy
comes from an overestimation of the melting temperature and the latent heat of melting,
thus any damage distribution obtained with this potential will be slightly underestimated
in comparison to experiment. The same properties for tungsten are contained in table 3.2.
Again, the bulk properties are in general very good, but now there is a quite a significant
overestimation in the melting temperature. Thus defect thresholds obtained with this potential are expected to be higher in experimental samples.
Pot
Exp

a (Å)
3.160
3.16

Ec (eV)
8.916
8.90

Evf (eV)
3.71
3.95

C11 (MBar)
5.31
5.32

C12
2.06
2.04

C44
1.626
1.631

Tm (K)
4500
3700

Lm (kJ mol−1 )
29.71
35.40

Table 3.2: Bulk properties of tungsten calculated using the extended Finnis-Sinclair potential. a is the lattice parameter, Ec is the cohesive energy, Evf is the vacancy formation energy.
C11 , C12 , and C44 are elastic constants, Tm is the melting temperature, and Lm is the latent
heat of melting. The first line illustrates the bulk properties obtained with the potential,
and the second line is the corresponding experimental results. All values are taken from the
original paper [106].
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3.1.2

Swift heavy ion irradiation of body-centred cubic metals

3.1.2.1

Simulation setup

The iron simulation cell was constructed from a two atom basis, and multiplied by 140x140x60
in the x, y, and z directions, resulting in a 2,352,000 atom cell. This cell was initially equilibrated using an NPT ensemble, at 300 K, and 1 atm for 200 ps. This ensured the equilibrium
3
structure was obtained, with resulting cell dimensions of approximately 401x401x172 Å ,
with periodic boundary conditions. For the 2T-MD implementation the lattice was discretised into coarsed grained ionic temperature cells (CIT), each with a volume of roughly
3
1000 Å , resulting in 40x40x17 CIT cells. The coarse grained electronic temperature cells
(CET) had the same dimension, but extended three times further in the x and y directions,
thus the number of CETs was 120x120x17. The extension of the CET cells beyond the
CIT cells provides a mechanism for the transport of electronic energy out of the central cell.
As the swift heavy ion travelled perpendicularly through the centre of the cell, electronic
energy was confined via Neumann boundary conditions in the z-direction. The halo region
of the extended electronic cells in the x and y direction were governed by Robin’s boundary
conditions which converged to 300 K. A variable timestep was chosen for the electronic finite
difference solver (determined by the Fourier mesh number), and 1 fs timestep was chosen
for the molecular dynamics timestep. The simulations were run for between 150 and 200 ps,
long enough to ensure the defect distribution had reached a steady state.
The same approach was taken for tungsten, with the exception that the relaxed cell dimen3
sions were approximately 441x 441x189 Å and the resulting number of CIT and CET were
44x44x19 and 132x132x19 respectively. Unfortunately due to the extreme computational
nature of the simulations (which took more than 8 days on 40 cores with 64 GB of RAM),
repeated simulations for accurate statistics was not possible. However, the number of particles (2.4 million), and the dimensions of the cell, mean that each run was similar to doing
repeated simulations of a typical 100,000 atom cell. A large cell was chosen (over repeated
simulations with a smaller cell) to accurately allow more complex defect distributions (such
as dislocation loops) to form.
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3.1.2.2

Temperature evolutions

The time evolution of the local lattice and electronic temperatures at the centre of the bcc
simulation cells during a 60 keV/nm SHI irradiation are illustrated in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the electronic and lattice temperatures at the centre of an iron and
tungsten cell irradiated by a 60 keV/nm SHI. The electronic temperatures are denoted by a
dashed line, and the lattice temperatures by a solid line.
As iron has the larger specific heat, it attains a lower peak electronic temperature compared
to tungsten. At these extremely high levels of electronic excitation, both the electron-phonon
coupling strength and electronic diffusivity of tungsten is greater than in iron, thus the rate
of electronic temperature dissipation is larger in tungsten for the first picosecond. After 1 ps
this trend reverses, resulting in a similar time at which the lattice and electronic equilise
for both metals. The initial lattice temperatures of tungsten established immediately after
the SHI irradiation is higher than in iron (due to the smaller electronic specific heat). It
is interesting to note how the interatomic potential properties (notably the interplay of
the lattice thermal conductivity and specific heat) result in the rate of change of lattice
temperature to be greater in iron than in tungsten. Both metals also reach roughly the
same peak lattice temperature. The most pronounced difference between the dynamics of
these two metals comes after the lattice and electronic temperatures first equalise. In the
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case of iron, once they meet they stay equilibrated, and begin to cool down to the ambient
background temperature. Tungsten is significantly different, as the extremely high electronic
diffusivity causes the electronic temperature to fall below the lattice temperature, eventually
equilibrating after roughly 80 ps.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the signficant differences in the cross sectional electronic temperatures
of iron and tungsten at various times during a SHI irradiation event. In both cases an initial
electronic temperature spike in the centre begins to spread throughout the cell via diffusion,
while energy also transfers to the lattice via electron-phonon coupling. The most striking
difference observed is due to the significantly higher electronic diffusivity of tungsten. It
is so high that energy diffuses to the edges of the cell quickly, while also resulting in the
temperature at the centre of the cell to be lower in comparison to the same region in iron.
Interestingly, despite these extreme differences in the electronic temperature profiles, the
corresponding lattice temperature cross-sections, shown in figure 3.7 end up being remarkably
similar. This is due to a combination of the differences in the thermal properties of the lattice
(the specific heat and thermal conductivity) and the electron-phonon coupling. It is clear
from figure 3.7 that the difference in the melting temperatures of each material will be a key
factor in determining how damaged each cell will be. Despite the similar lattice temperature
profiles, a much wider region of the iron cell exceeds this melting temperature, also for a
more sustained period of time. At 20 ps about 20 nm of the iron cell is close to the melting
temperature, only 5 nm of the corresponding tungsten cell is close to the melting temperature.
Thus from these results it is expected that tungsten will be significantly more resistant to
SHI radiation damage than iron.
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Figure 3.6: Cross-section of electronic temperatures in bcc metals at various times during a
60 keV/nm SHI event.
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Figure 3.7: Cross-section of lattice temperatures in bcc metals at various times during a
60 keV/nm SHI event. The dashed horizontal line illustrates the melting temperature of
each respective interatomic potential.
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3.1.2.3

Defect evolutions

A side and top profile view of defect creation and evolution in iron following a 60 keV/nm
SHI irradiation event are illustrated in figure 3.8 and figure 3.9, respectively. 10 ps after
irradiation a large molten region is established at the centre of the cell. As the melt front
in the simulation proceeds to recrystallise, a halo of vacancies form. There are also a small
number of isolated interstitial clusters in this halo region. This halo of defects leads to an
imbalance in the number of available lattice sites at the central region of the cell, resulting in
an excess of atoms, and thus the formation of a column of interstitial clusters. As the lattice
begins to cool towards ambient temperatures these interstitial clusters form edge dislocation
loops with Burgers vectors of orientation b = 12 h111i and b = h100i. The total length of
dislocations with b = 21 h111i is 336 Å, and for b = h100i this length is 106 Å. The most
significant deviation between the WS and dislocation images is at 10 ps, there appears to
be an anomalous distribution of defects outside of the central cylinder in the WS images.
This is due to reflection of a pressure wave created following SHI irradiation. This nonphysical artefact significantly skews the WS defect distributions in the beginning period of
the simulation. It is discussed in more detail later.
Figure 3.8 and figure 3.9 emphasise a significant property of defect formation due to SHI
irradiation in metals. The majority of the initially formed amorphous region in a metal
ends up recrystallising, with a few defect clusters and isolated defects remaining. Thus it
fair to say that ion tracks formed in metals are totally different to the ion tracks formed in
band gap materials, as the defect distribution that remains is not a cylindrical amorphous
region adjacent to the ion tracks path. It also stresses a number of significant advantages in
employing the 2T-MD model over the regular two-temperature model. The two-temperature
model assumes that any region that exceeds the melting temperature forms an ion track.
This continuous ion track does not form in Fe. Also, the ability to observe complex defect
structures like dislocation loops is impossible without the availability of full atomistic detail.
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(a) 10 ps

(b) 10 ps

(c) 30 ps

(d) 30 ps

(e) 50 ps

(f) 50 ps

(g) 150 ps

(h) 150 ps

Figure 3.8: Side profile of defect evolution in Fe during a 60 keV/nm simulation. The left
column illustrates Wigner-Seitz defect evolution, with red particles representing interstitials
and blue particles vacancies. The right column shows dislocation loop creation (the green
loops are b = 12 h111i and red are b = h100i ). The dark grey regions are a regions which
deviate from the perfect lattice. The width and height of these images correspond to 441 Å
81
and 189 Å respectively.
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(a) 10 ps

(b) 10 ps

(c) 30 ps

(d) 30 ps

(e) 50 ps

(f) 50 ps

(g) 150 ps

(h) 150 ps

Figure 3.9: Top profile of defect evolution in Fe during a 60 keV/nm simulation. The left
column illustrates Wigner-Seitz defect evolution, with red particles representing interstitials
and blue particles vacancies. The right column shows dislocation loop creation (the green
loops are b = 12 h111i and red are b = h100i ). The dark grey regions are a regions which
deviate from the perfect lattice. The width and height of these images correspond to 441 Å
respectively.
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The formation of dislocation loops in iron has been verified in pure polycrystalline Fe
irradiated with C60 fullerenes [15]. C60 fullerenes are capable of attaining much higher
electronic stopping powers when compared to traditional monatomic swift heavy ions. The
work notes that dislocation loops in Fe exhibit several different shapes, including two quasiparallel dislocation lines joined near the surface. The right hand column of figure 3.8 shows
a strikingly similar structure. As the amorphous core begins to recrystallise a number of
dislocations loops form, all of which are quasi-parallel to the direction of travel of the SHI.
This is an important result, as dislocation loops of this type can, over time, lead to swelling,
a loss in ductility, and an increase in hardness. Interestingly, experiments involving cascade
damage in iron show similar features. Yao et al [123] showed that when thin foils of Fe were
bombarded with 150 keV Fe+ ions at an irradiation temperature of 300 K, interstitial dislocation loops with b = 12 h111i and b = h100i formed. When the irradiation temperature was
increased to 500 K, only loops with b = h100i formed. This result has also been validated via
other types of radiation damage experiments at various other temperatures [124]. Another
piece of research verifies that for electronic stopping powers under 40 keV/nm damage observed in Fe is lower than corresponding cascade experiments, but above this threshold the
material begins to undergo significantly more damage than at any other previous stopping
power [18].
The next logical question to address is whether or not a similar defect evolution occurs in
tungsten. Figure 3.10 highlights the similarities and differences. Both the WS and dislocation
analysis show a similar defect geometry, but quite clearly there are significantly fewer defects.
Figure 3.10 (c) illustrates the time evolution of WS defects in both bcc metals. Throughout
the entire simulation there is an order of magnitude of difference in the number of WS defects
created in tungsten. Due to tungsten’s much larger diffusivity, the final defect distribution
is established 10 ps faster than in iron. This evolution also illustrates how significant defect
recombination is in both these metals. Like iron, tungsten also exhibits the creation of
both b = 21 h111i and b = h100i loops, although of a smaller length. The total length of
dislocations with b = 12 h111i is 135 Å, and for b = h100i this length is 33 Å. The formation
of dislocation loops agrees with a cascade experiment carried out by Yi et al [125], however
that experiment also found that vacancy dislocation loops were also formed (at roughly an
equal ratio to interstitial dislocation loops).
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(a) 80 ps WS image

(b) 80 ps dislocation image
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Figure 3.10: (a) and (b) demonstrate the final defect distribution in tungsten following a
60 keV/nm SHI simulation. (a) illustrates Wigner-Seitz defect evolution, with red particles
representing interstitials and blue particles vacancies. (b) shows dislocation loop creation
(the green loops are b = 12 h111i, red are b = h100i). The dark grey regions are a regions
which deviate from the perfect lattice. (c) illustrates the time evolution of WS defects in
both bcc metals. (d) emphasises the defect morphology in bcc metals, a halo of isolated
vacancies surrounding clusters of interstitials.
Unfortuntately, there simulated defect distributions observed in figure 3.10 do not agree
quite as well with one SHI experiment in W. This recent work by Dube et al [17] found
that the defect clusters formed in pure polycrystalline W when irradiated by 120 MeV Au+7
ions, however the clusters formed were vacancies. This was achieved by measuring positron
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annihilation times, a time which will strongly depend on the local electron density. After
irradiation this annihilation time increased, indicating that the electron density decreased, ie
- vacancy defects formed. However, it is worth nothing that the pure polycrystalline tungsten
did have significant vacancy defects present before irradiation. Thus it is possible that the
defects present significantly influenced the creation of vacancy clusters after irradiation.
Older work carried out by Dunlop et al [16] found tungsten to be completely defect free
following irradiation by 4.9 GeV lead ions (corresponding to an electronic stopping power of
approximately 70 keV/nm). However, there was one key difference between this experimental
work and the simulations here. The experiment was conducted at temperatures between 15 K
and 25 K, and at these low temperatures tungsten has an even higher thermal conductivity.
It is approximately 4000 Wm-1 K-1 . Figure 3.11 shows the electronic and lattice temperature
evolutions at the centre of a W cell equilibrated at 20 K, and subject to an intense SHI
irradition of 100 keV/nm. From this graph it is easy to see why tungsten was resistant
to defect formation at this temperature. The huge electronic thermal conductivity forces
energy to dissipate so quickly through the electronic system that no significant energy is
transferred to the lattice. The peak lattice temperatures are several thousand degrees under
the melting temperature, and the system equilibrates within 12 ps (far faster than for the
room temperature case).
Thus far it has been observed that both iron and tungsten disorder significantly when
irradiated by high energy swift heavy ions. The general distribution is that of a cloud of
isolated vacancy defects, and clusters of insterstitials along the trajectory of the SHI. Both
show the formation of interstitial loops with Burger’s vectors b = 12 h111i and b = h100i.
Tungsten is significantly more resistant to damage than iron. However a more quantitative
analysis and comparison of the defect distributions in both metals at various swift heavy ion
irradiation energies is required.
Figure 3.12 highlights the sensitivity of each metal to defect creation at various swift heavy
ion irradiation energies. (a) shows the number of Wigner-Seitz defects created in both metals
at stopping powers ranging between 10 keV/nm and 100 keV/nm, and clearly demonstrates
various consistent features. A small number of defects are created in iron at Se as low as
10 keV/nm, whereas defects are not created in tungsten until somewhere between 30 keV/nm
and 40 keV/nm. In both metals the number of WS defects increases linearly with increasing
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Figure 3.11: Graph of temperature evolutions at the centre of a tungsten cell at 20 K,
following irradiation by a SHI with an electronic stopping power of 100 keV/nm. The blacked
dashed line represents the melting temperature for the interatomic potential.
Se .
Figure 3.12 (b) and (c) show the evolution of dislocation loop lengths in iron and tungsten,
respectively, for the same electronic stopping powers. It is interesting to note in iron, the
small amount of damage created in the 10 keV/nm simulation was completely made of point
defects, as no dislocation loops are formed. At 20 keV/nm both b = 12 h111i and b = h100i
dislocation loops form. In tungsten, the first stopping power where dislocations loops are
observed is at 40 keV/nm, and this consists only of a dislocation with Burger’s vector b =
1
h111i. There appears to be quite a complex dependence on the length of dislocations and
2
electronic stopping power in both metals. However, this is more than likely due to only one
simulation being possible for each stopping power. A general trend does emerge though,
the total dislocation loop length tends to increase with increasing stopping power, with a
larger proportion of b = 12 h111i over b = h100i dislocation loops. This agrees with previous
literature studies, where continuum elasticity estimates show that the b = 21 h111i loop is
more energetically favourable, explaining its dominance [126].
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Figure 3.12: The sensitivity of defect creation in bcc metals at various electronic stopping
powers. (a) shows the number of WS defects vs stopping power for both iron and tungsten.
(b) shows the the length of dislocations loops found in iron at various Se . (c) shows the
the length of dislocations loops found in tungsten at various Se . There is a clear trend for
defects to increase with increasing stopping power. The total dislocation loop length in
general increases also, but there is a more complex interdependence on the evolution of each
type of dislocation loop with increasing stopping power.
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This synergy was observed in a number of simulations, as dislocation loops with b = h100i
are never observed on their own, they only form in-between two b = 12 h111i, or connected to
a single b = 21 h111i loop. Similar observations were concluded by Marian et al [126], where
the formation of h100i only occurs due to the overlap of two 12 h111i loops. The emergence
and growth of a h100i between two interacting 21 h111i loops (which subsequently get smaller)
is shown in figure 3.13.

(a) 50 ps

(b) 60 ps

(c) 150 ps

Figure 3.13: A side profile view of the growth of a h100i (in red) loop at the expense of two
1
h111i (in green) during a SHI irradiation of iron. A small h100i loop is observed at 50 ps,
2
10 ps later this loop is larger. At 150 ps the h100i is clearly seen to grow even more, while
the 21 h111i loop below has significantly reduced in size.
There exists a potentially significant non-physical artefact in all of these simulations due
to the lattice cell sizes available for study. As a cell extended in the z-direction in desirable
to obtain adequate damage statistics, the lengths in the x and y are somewhat compromised.
Thus during a simulation the pressure wave created following irradiation spreads outwards
and ends up reflecting back to the centre. In reality this pressure wave would dissipate into
the bulk. This reflected pressure wave at the beginning of each simulation causes areas of the
simulation cell to undergo larger displacements than usually expected, so defect statistics are
exaggerated in the first picoseconds. Figure 3.14 illustrates this effect, a defect distribution
in the shape of an ’X’ is formed, when in reality only the cylindrical core should be defect
rich.
To mitigate this effect, another iron cell was tested containing the same number of atoms,
3
but with dimensions of 802x802x43 Å . This cell, greatly extended in the x and y-directions,
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Figure 3.14: Image of the WS defect distribution at 15 ps in a 60 keV/nm irradiation of
tungsten. The reflected pressure wave causes an ’X’ like distribution of defects to form.
exhibited a similar reflected pressure wave, and also the same defect distributions described so
far. Thus with current computational power, this non-physical effect can not be overcome by
simply increasing the x and y directions of the simulation cell. However, this may be overcome
by applying a pseudo-thermostat/barostat at the lattice boundary, and is something to look
into in the future.

3.2

Face-centred cubic metals

The two face-centred cubic metals chosen for investigation are nickel and copper. Nickel
has been shown to be extremely resistant to damage formation following swift heavy ion
irradiation, and while copper has very similar bulk properties, the electronic systems are
significantly different to warrant an in depth comparison.
3.2.0.1

Electronic system

The key parameters that govern the electronic subsystem for nickel and copper are derived in
the exact same way as outlined in section 3.1.1.1. The electronic specific heat for both metals
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Figure 3.15: Graph of the electronic specific heat capacity vs electronic temperature for
nickel and copper. Data reproduced from the work of Lin et al. [44]. The electronic specific
heat of copper is higher than that of nickel for the majority of the electronic temperatures.

is shown in figure 3.15. At low electronic temperatures the specific heats are comparable,
with nickel being slightly greater than copper, convergence occurs at about 10 000 K, and
they diverge significantly at higher temperatures, with copper having the greater specific
heat. This result implies that the initial temperature reached after irradiation for nickel will
be substantially higher than copper. A comparison with the bcc metals also yields interesting
differences. The gradient of the electronic specifics heats of the bcc metals is larger than
that of the fcc metals for the first 10 000 K, the specific heats at high electronic temperatures
are lower (especially if comparing tungsten to copper). Thus for large electronic stopping
powers, the initial temperatures reached by fcc metals will in general be lower than their bcc
counterparts.
The electron-phonon coupling and electron-phonon coupling strength versus electronic
temperature for both fcc metals are shown in figure 3.16. At low temperatures the electronphonon coupling is more than an order of magnitude greater for nickel than copper, however
this decreases quickly, with the values converging at roughly 5000 K. At high temperatures
copper has a much higher electron-phonon coupling. The values of these e-p coupling values
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are also significantly smaller than the corresponding e-p coupling values for the bcc metals.
Thus the electronic and lattice systems of iron and tungsten are more strongly coupled than
those of nickel and copper. As mentioned previously, the important quantity for determining
the rate of energy exchange between the electrons and lattice is not the e-p coupling, but
its ratio with the electronic specific heat. This coupling strength is illustrated in figure 3.16
(b). The most prominent difference is seen in nickel at high electronic temperatures, the
coupling strength is an order of magnitude less than any of the other metals studied, such a
large contrast would be expected to have a significant impact on the temperature evolution.
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(a) E-p coupling vs electronic temperature for fcc metals. (b) E-p coupling strength vs electronic temperature.

Figure 3.16: Graph of the (a) electronic-phonon coupling vs temperature and (b) e-p coupling
strength vs temperature for copper and nickel. The e-p coupling of copper is significantly
greater than nickel during significant electron excitation. For the majority of relevant temperatures this is also the case for the inverse relaxation time. At very high temperatures the
rate of exchange between the electrons and lattice is greater for nickel.
When the coupling strength is compared with the bcc metals, it is evident that the energy
transfer between the two subsystems is much faster for bcc metals than their fcc counterparts
(for the relevant electronic temperatures explored during typical SHI irradiations). However
it is important to stress again that this does not necessarily indicate whether bcc metals will
be more susceptible or resistant to defect creation, as it will depend on the interplay between
all of these parameters and the lattice properties.
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The final electronic parameters are the thermal conductivity and the analagous diffusivity.
Figure 3.17 illustrates the temperature dependences of these quantities. Here copper appears
to be special as it has a significantly higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity in comparison
to all of the other metals studied. This means that energy will quickly dissipate through
the electronic subsystem of copper. Couple this with the smallest initial rise in temperature
following irradiation in comparison to the other metals (due to having the largest electronic
specific heat), may point towards a resistance to defect creation. This is also dependent on
the bulk properties of interatomic potential. It is interesting to note that the rate of energy
diffusion in the electronic systems of both nickel and iron are very similar.
3.2.0.2

Interatomic potential properties

The bulk lattice properties of nickel and copper are shown in tables 3.3 and 3.4 respectively,
and it is evident that the properties of these fcc metals are more accurate than that of the bcc
metals. There is less than a 10% difference the experimental and potential for the majority
of the properties. Thus the lattice contribution to defect kinetics is more accurate for these
fcc metals. While nickel’s associated bulk properties (a higher melting temperature, latent
heat of melting, and cohesive energy) suggest it is should be more resistant to defects than
copper, the difference is far less prominent than in the case of tungsten and iron. Couple this
with the difference in electronic properties : copper having the abnormally high diffusivity,
and nickel having an extremely low electron-phonon coupling at excited temperatures, and
it is difficult to predict which will be more susceptible to damage.
Pot
Exp

a (Å)
3.520
3.52

Ec (eV)
4.437
4.44

Evf (eV)
1.624
1.60

C11 (MBar)
2.450
2.45

C12
1.485
1.40

C44
1.182
1.25

Tm (K)
1800
1728

Lm (kJ mol−1 )
13.74
17.47

Table 3.3: Bulk properties of nickel using extended Finnis-Sinclair potential. a is the lattice
parameter, Ec is the cohesive energy, Evf is the vacancy formation energy. C11 , C12 , and C44
are elastic constants, Tm is the melting temperature, and Lm is the latent heat of melting.
The first line illustrates the bulk properties obtained with the potential, and the second line
is the corresponding experimental results, all values are taken from the original paper [106].
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Figure 3.17: Graph of the (a) electronic thermal conductivity vs lattice temperature, (b) electronic diffusivity vs temperature for nickel, and (c) electronic diffusivity vs temperature for
copper. The thermal conductiviy and diffusivity of copper for all temperature combinations
is significantly larger.
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Pot
Exp

a (Å)
3.610
3.61

Ec (eV)
3.490
3.49

Evf (eV)
1.280
1.28

C11 (MBar)
1.684
1.684

C12
1.214
1.214

C44
0.754
0.754

Tm (K)
1300
1358

Lm (kJ mol−1 )
9.16
13.05

Table 3.4: Bulk properties of copper using extended Finnis-Sinclair potential. All parameters
are identical to those described in table 3.3.

3.2.1

Swift heavy ion irradiation of face-centred cubic metals

3.2.1.1

Simulation setup

The simulation setup for the fcc metals followed the exact same form as previously described
for the bcc metals, with the only differences highlighted in table 3.5.
Number of atoms
3
MD cell dimension (Å )
Number of CIT
Number of CET

Ni
2,420,000
388x388x176
39x39x17
117x117x17

Cu
2,420,000
399x399x181
40x40x18
120x120x18

Table 3.5: Details of the simulation setup for nickel and copper.

3.2.1.2

Temperature evolutions

The time evolution of the local lattice and electronic temperatures at the centre of the fcc
simulation cells during a 100 keV/nm SHI irradiation is illustrated in figure 3.18. Significantly
different behaviour is observed when nickel is compared to copper.
Nickel achieves a far higher initial electronic temperature (as it has the lower electronic
specific heat), however, at these elevated temperatures the electron-phonon coupling strength
is so weak, that none of this energy is transferred from the electrons to the lattice. Thus
the energy is allowed to slowly diffuse throughout electronic subsystem (and exit at the
boundaries), resulting in the the lattice remaining at ambient temperatures throughout the
entirety of the simulation. It takes roughly 40 ps for the electronic and lattice temperatures
to first equalise, an order of magnitude greater than in any other metal presented here.
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Figure 3.18: Evolution of the electronic and lattice temperatures at the centre of an iron
and tungsten cell irradiated by a 100 keV/nm SHI. The electronic temperatures are denoted
by a dashed line, and the lattice temperatures by a solid line.
This result ensures that nickel will be completely resistant to SHI damage, even at the most
extreme levels of excitation.
Copper, on the other hand, follows a more familiar trajectory. It has the largest electronic specific heat of all the metals studied, so at the extreme electronic stopping powers
of 100 keV/nm, it has a peak electronic temperature similar to bcc metals irradiated by
60 keV/nm. The extremely strong diffusivity, alongside an e-p coupling strength comparable
with the bcc metals, causes the lattice and electronic temperatures to equalise at roughly
3 ps. The strong diffusivity forces the electron temperature to decrease below the lattice
temperature (like in tungsten), and the systems equilibrate after 100 ps. It is worth observing that interatomic properties of copper here cause the peak lattice temperatures to
be a few thousand Kelvin lower than the bcc metals. However, copper has a lower melting
temperatures (1300 K), so damage may still occur.
Figure 3.19 illustrates the cross-sectional electronic temperature of both metals at various
time during a 100 keV/nm irradiation. Nickel has a diffusivity very similar to iron, and
a similar electronic temperature distribution is obtained in figure 3.20 (a). In fact, the
differences in the electronic distributions between nickel and copper, are extremely similar
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to the differences observed between iron and tungsten. The most notable exception is in
how quickly the electronic temperature of the copper cell reaches ambient temperature (due
to the enormous diffusivity). Figure 3.20 illustrates the corresponding cross-sectional lattice
temperatures. Figure 3.20 (a) highlights how the low e-p coupling strength of nickel prevents
any transfer of the energy from the electrons to the lattice. Figure 3.20 (b) again looks similar
to the temperature distributions in the bcc metals. Thus copper, despite having an extremely
large diffusivity, may be susceptible to damage via SHI at extremely large values of electronic
stopping power.
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Figure 3.19: Cross-section of electronic temperatures in fcc metals at various times during a
100 keV/nm SHI event.

3.2.1.3

Defect evolutions

It has already been established that regardless of the energy deposited into the electronic
subsystem of nickel, no damage will ensue due to the low rate of transfer between the electrons
and the lattice. Thus this section will only focus on defects in copper. Defect formation in
copper follows the exact same trajectory as described in the bcc metal section. An initially
large molten cylindrical defect distribution is established at the centre of the simulation cell.
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Figure 3.20: Cross-section of lattice temperatures in fcc metals at various times during a
100 keV/nm SHI event. The dashed horizontal line illustrates the melting temperature of
each respective interatomic potential.
This begins to cool and recrystallise, during which a number of isolated vacancies form. Thus
there are less available lattice sites at the centre of cell, which leads to the formation of small
interstitial clusters. These clusters take the form of dislocation loops with various Burger’s
vectors, including 16 h112i Shockley dislocations, 16 h100i stair-rod dislocations, and 21 h001i
Hirth dislocations.
Figure 3.21 illustrates various analyses of this final defect distribution. Figure 3.21 (a)
clearly illustrates the halo of isolated vacancy defects, with interstitial clusters at the centre.
Figure 3.21 (b) is a dislocation analysis of the same frame, illustrating that the dislocation
loops are made up of these interstitial clusters. Figure 3.21 (c) and (d) show a top down
view of the same cell. It is obvious that copper is significantly more resistant to radiation
damage than either iron and tungsten, as following this 100 keV/nm irradiation only 60
Wigner-Seitz defects remain. An experiment carried out by Paschoud et al [127] found the
existence of stacking fault tetrahedra, small interstitial clusters and interstitial dislocation
loops in copper following irradiation from 230 MeV Ne and 440 MeV Ar ions, however this
was due to nuclear stopping, so a comparison is not possible.
The lack of damage observed here in nickel has also agrees well with all experimental data
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to date [16, 15]. However, it is worth noting that the reason for this lack of damage disagrees
with significant work carried out by Wang et al [71]. Wang predicts that copper will be more
insensitive to damage than nickel, as nickel has the higher electron-phonon coupling at room
temperature. This work proves that this picture is incomplete, as at high levels of electronic
excitation the e-p coupling of nickel is so low that it is completely insensitive to any damage.

(a) Side profile of Wigner-Seitz defects

(b) Side profile of dislocation loops

(c) Top view of Wigner-Seitz defects

(d) Top view of dislocation loops

Figure 3.21: Wigner-Seitz images and dislocation loop images of copper after irradiation
with a 100 keV/nm SHI. In (a) and (c), the red particles are interstitial defects, and the blue
particles are vacancy defects. In (b) and (d), the green represents are Shockley loops, the
purple represents Stair-rod loops, and the red represent Hirth loops. The dark grey regions
are a regions which deviate from the perfect lattice.
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3.2.2

Conclusion and summary

In conclusion, a series of simulations was carried out involving the swift heavy ion irradiation
of various bcc and fcc metals. The 2T-MD model was utilised, as the parameterisation of
the electronic system is excellent, and access to atomistic detail allows for the visualisation
of complex defect kinetics. In the case of the bcc metals, tungsten is far less susceptible
to damage than iron, due to the bulk properties of the lattice. However, when damage
occurs, it follows the same distribution in both metals. Due to the significant proportion
of recrystallisation in metals following swift heavy ion irradiation, damage in bcc metals
consisted of a halo of isolated vacancy defects, with multiple clusters of interstitials at the
centre. This significant level of recrystallisation also implies a significant deviation in the
morphology of ion tracks formed in metals and band gap materials. The interstitial clusters
took the form of dislocation loops, and two kinds were observed, those with Burger’s vectors b
= 12 h111i and b = h100i. These dislocation loops have been verified in a previous experiment
in which polycrystalline Fe was irradiated by C60 fullerenes [15]. An experiment conducted
in tungsten [16] found it to be completely defect free following irradiation. This deviation
was also explainable by the model, as the experiment was carrier out at extremely low
temperatures. At these temperatures the thermal conductivity was so high that damage was
prevented.
Two fcc metals were also investigated, nickel and copper. Both of these metals proved
to be far more resistant to damage than either of the bcc metals. Nickel was shown to be
completely defect free up to extremely high levels of electronic excitation. This is due to the
fact that at high level of electronic excitation, the electron-phonon coupling of the material
is so low that energy is essentially prevented from transferring between the electrons and
lattice. This was also verified experimentally [15]. Copper was also extremely resistant to
damage, albeit less so than nickel. Copper formed a small number of defects at the highest
levels of electronic excitations studied. The damage distribution followed a similar geometry
to iron and tungsten, a halo of isolated vacancy defects, with small clusters at the centre
of the cell. These clusters took the form of dislocation loops with various Burger’s vectors,
including b = 16 h112i Shockley dislocations, b = 16 h100i stair-rod dislocations, and b =
1
h001i Hirth dislocations.
2
An important point to take away from this work is that damage in metals is highly com-
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plex interdependence of the models electronic and lattice parameters. It is only by running
simulations can it be verified that one particular parameter is the driving force behind damage resistance / susceptibility. Also, despite the model reproducing experiments very well,
there are still a number of significant improvements to be investigated in the future. The first
is in the implementation of a more sophisticated energy deposition distribution. A Gaussian distribution in space, and exponential distribution in time are good initial estimates.
However, a more robust and physical description of the excitation of the electronic system
directly after swift heavy ion irradiation will ensure more accurate results. A more in depth
analysis of the reflected pressure wave is also required. While it is not expected to change
the results significantly, it would be important to quantify how big an influence it has on
defect creation here. Another improvement on the model could be made by incorporating a
more thorough treatment of the electronic thermal conductivity. This will be quite a difficult
task, as a physically realistic interpretation will require lattice temperature dependences (up
to the thousands of Kelvin), and electronic temperature dependences (up to hundreds of
thousands of Kelvin). The final way in which the model could be improved is by incorporating electronic temperature dependent interatomic potentials. However, these have only been
parameterised for a few materials, and will be investigated for tungsten later in this thesis.
Despite these limitations, it is not controversial to say that the results presented in this
chapter are a significant positive endorsement for the utilisation of the 2T-MD model in
describing electronic excitation in metals.
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Swift heavy ion irradiation of silicon
(i)

“The transistor will almost
certainly stimulate greater
changes in commerce and
industry than reaction motors,
synthetic fibres, or even
perhaps, atomic energy.”
Mervin Kelly

Swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation of materials is often modelled using the two-temperature
model. While the model has been successful in describing SHI damage in metals, it fails to
explicitly account for the presence of a bandgap in semiconductors and insulators. The aim
of this chapter is to investigate a method which can overcome this limitation. It involves
incorporating the influence of the bandgap in the parameterisation of the electronic specific
heat for Si. The specific heat as a function of electronic temperature is calculated using finite
temperature density functional theory with three different exchange correlation functionals,
each with a characteristic bandgap. These electronic temperature dependent specific heats
are employed with two temperature molecular dynamics to model ion track creation in Si.
The results obtained using a specific heat derived from density functional theory showed
dramatically reduced defect creation compared to models that used the free electron gas
specific heat. As a consequence, the track radii are smaller and in much better agreement
with experimental observations. A correlation is also observed between the width of the
band gap and the track radius, arising due to the variation in the temperature dependence
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of the electronic specific heat.

4.1

2T-MD model parameters for silicon

Silicon is one of the most obvious choices for a SHI investigation of band gap materials. This
is due to it being by far the most studied band gap material, thus a rich literature exists to
aid in an accurate parameterisation of the electronic and lattice subsystems.

4.1.1

Electronic system

The key parameters that determine the temperature evolution of the electronic subsystem
are the electronic diffusivity (when the material in question is a band gap materials), (De ),
the electronic specific heat capacity, (Ce ), the electron-phonon coupling, Ge , and deposition
profile of the incoming SHI, A. The biggest hurdle in utilising the 2T-MD model arises
from a lack of depth in knowledge about one or many of these parameters. While this
parametrisation is far less complete for silicon when compared to the metals investigated
previously, it is still the best possibly parameterised band gap material to date. It is again
worth recasting the electronic heat diffusion equation in a way that clearly illustrates how
the parameters that follow influence electronic temperature evolution.
A(r, t)
Ge
∂Te
= De (Te ) ∇2 Te −
(Te − Ti ) +
,
|
{z
}
∂t
Ce (Te )
Ce (Te )
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
(a)
(b)

(4.1)

(c)

The fundamental idea underpinning the physics investigated in this chapter is this ; via
an accurate parameterisation of the electronic specific heat capacity of a band gap material,
the regular 2T-MD model, which does not contain any explicit terms to account for carrier
dynamics, is capable of realistically simulating said material. The electronic temperature
dependent electronic specific heat capacity was found via finite temperature DFT using the
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package software package (VASP) [128]. Simulations employed
the semilocal Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA) functional of Perdew, Burke,
Ernzerhof (PBE) [115], and the hybrid Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE) [117] and
Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof (PBE0) functionals [116]. Each of these exchange-correlation
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functionals has a characteristic band gap, thus it was possible to discern how significantly
each characteristic Ce influenced defect creation.
For each exchange-correlation functional a 2 atom diamond silicon cell was chosen. Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudo potentials were employed with the plane wave expansion
truncated at 400 eV. This ensured convergence in each case, as the difference in energy between 400 eV and 600 eV was 0.001%, 0.003%, and 0.004% for the PBE, HSE, and PBE0
functionals respectively. A 16x16x16 Monkhorst-Pack [129] k-point grid for the integration
of the Brillouin Zone was chosen. This also ensured convergence, the difference in energy
between a 16x16x16 and 22x22x22 grid was 0.002%, 0.0025%, and 0.003% for the PBE, HSE,
and PBE0 functionals respectively. A 16x16x16 Fock exchange grid was chosen for the HSE
and PBE0 functionals and the mixing fraction of the Fock exchange for HSE was set to
0.25, with a screening parameter of 0.2 Å-1 . Results for the ground state properties of these
functionals are summarised in Table 4.1. These values are in good agreement with other
published results using these functionals [130].
Functional
PBE
HSE
PBE0
Experiment

Lattice Parameter (Å)
5.469
5.435
5.430
5.431

Band Gap (eV)
0.71
1.14
1.84
1.10

Table 4.1: Ground state DFT results of silicon compared with experiment [131, 132].
The density of states for the various exchange-correlation functionals is shown in figure 4.1.
It is evident that the density of states are extremely similar for all three functionals, with the
exception occuring around the band gap region. The band gap of PBE0 is signficantly larger
than HSE due to the inclusion of the full range HF exchange contribution. From these DOS
plots, the most significant factor which will determine differences in the occupancy between
these functionals is the size and curvature band gap. The electronic specific heat, Ce , for
each functional was calculated using,
Ce (Te ) =
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where U is the internal energy, and Te is the electronic temperature of the system. An electronic temperature was applied to the system using explicit Fermi-Dirac smearing according
to the formalism described in section 2.5.3.2, with an upper limit of 25,000 K (which is
approximately 2.15 eV). Self consistent field calculations were then carried out from 0 K
to 25,000 K in increments of 250 K, and the electronic specific heat was calculated using
equation 4.2.

(a) PBE Density of states

(b) HSE Density of states

(c) PBE0 Density of states

Figure 4.1: Density of states plots for the various silicon exchange-correlation functionals
employed. The density of states was obtained using a fine 21x21x21 k-point grid in each
case.
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Figure 4.2 shows the temperature dependent electronic specific heat for DFT simulations
employing the different exchange-correlation functionals, compared with the free electron
gas approximation. This approximation has been by far the most widely used value for the
electronic specific heat of band gap materials. It is justified by assuming that hot electrons
in a band gap material behave like hot electrons in a metal [50]. For band gap materials
this leads to an electronic specific heat Ce = 23 ne kB , where ne is the electron number density
(taken to be one electron per atom [51], as at least one needs to be excited before contributing
kinetically), and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
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HSE

PBE0
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1500000

1000000

500000
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Figure 4.2: Electronic specific heat for Si, calculated using DFT with three different functionals compared to the free electron gas model.
The DFT results show a significant dependence of the specific heat on the choice of exchange correlation functional. As the most significant divergences of the DOS occur around
the band gap region, the size of the bandgap is concluded to be the dominant factor determining the specific heat. The larger the band gap, the higher the required electronic
temperature for a non-zero heat capacity, as the electrons need to first be excited across the
band gap before they can subsequently contribute kinetically. Also, the larger the band gap,
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the lower the electronic specific heat. This can be explained by considering the DOS of our
system, for a given amount of energy, a larger band gap results in occupancy of higher energy
states, and thus a higher electronic temperature is achieved. Interestingly, at high electronic
temperatures the electronic specific heats calculated using the three different functionals
converge. At these high electronic temperatures the differences in the density of states between all the XC functionals is negligible. These results show band gap contributions can
indeed be accounted for within the 2T-MD model. It is also clear that the free electron gas
approximation for the electronic specific heat capacity will result in significantly different
temperature evolutions, as it is a constant, and completely neglects the presence of a band
gap.
The electron-phonon coupling term, Ge , was taken to be a constant in all of these simulations. This is due to the fact no electronic temperature dependent electron-phonon coupling
has been achieved for silicon to date. The methods employed by Lin et al [44] to extend
this temperature dependence in metals cannot be extrapolated to band gap materials, as the
equation contains the electron density of states at the Fermi level, which is zero in band gap
materials. This constant electron-phonon coupling term, Ge , was calculated using,
G=

3N kB
,
mV τp

(4.3)

where N is the number of atoms in the relevant ionic cell, kB is the Boltzmann constant, m is
the mass of the atomic species, V is the volume of the ionic cell, and τp is the electron-phonon
relaxation time. τp was taken to be 0.26 ps, a value obtained from femtosecond optical pump
probe reflectivity experiments [66].
The parameter most difficult to determine within the 2T-MD model for band gap materials
is the electronic diffusivity. This is due to the complex dependence that the parameter would
have on the highly non-equilibrium local lattice and electronic temperatures. A number of
different approximate estimations have been taken in the literature, and here the approach
proposed by Dufour et al [45] was taken. This is the only temperature dependent diffusivity
in the literature that has been successfully applied to band gap materials. This approach
assumes that De (Te ) = 300 De (300K)
, and saturates at the Fermi temperature. The electronic
Te
diffusivity of silicon at room temperature is 33.6 cm2 /s [59]. The spatial variation of the
electronic diffusivity and electronic specific heat were ignored.
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The parameters of the source term, A(r, t), are based on the properties of a C60 cluster
with specific energy 0.07 MeV/u. This corresponds to a mean deposition radius calculated
using Bohr’s principle of adiabatic variance.
rion =

~vion
,
2Eg

(4.4)

where rion is the mean deposition radius, ~ is Planck’s constant, vion is the velocity of the
imparting ion, and Eg is the band gap of the material it is travelling through. This mean
deposition radius was 0.74 nm in silicon. The swift heavy ion was assumed to deposit energy
via a spatial Gaussian and temporal exponential distribution with a characteristic deposition
time of 1 fs. The source term was normalised so its spatial and temporal integration equates
to the energy deposited into the electronic system (the electronic stopping power, Se ).
The diffusivity, De (Te ), the electron-phonon coupling, Ge , and the source term, A(r, t), are
all identical in the simulations conducted. Any differences in the evolutions of the electronic
temperatures are due to the differences in the parameterisation of the electronic specific
heat capacities, Ce (Te ). Thus, via (c) in equation 4.1, PBE, which has the highest electronic
specific heat capacity for the temperatures investigated, is expected to attain the lowest peak
electronic temperature, with PBE0 reaching the highest initial electronic temperature.
Equation 4.1 (b) determines the rate of energy exchange between the electronic and lattice
subsystems. As PBE has the lowest specific heat (and all having the same e-p coupling Ge ),
the rate of energy exchanged between the electrons and lattice will be slowest, followed
by HSE, and then PBE0. Despite this information, it is still difficult to predict whether
PBE (and by extension a smaller band gap) will be more or less susceptible to damage. If
the diffusivity value is high enough PBE could be less prone to damage, as the energy is
diffusing throughout the electronic subsystem before it can be transferred to the lattice. If
the diffusivity value is low, the slower rate of exchange of energy with the lattice may lead
to a wider region of the lattice reaching peak temperatures, causing PBE (and thus the
lower band gap) to be more susceptible to damage. As has been mentioned before, it is a
complex interdependence on the electronic and lattice parameters. The only way to know is
to empirically run the simulations.
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4.1.2

Interatomic potential properties

The 2T-MD model also relies critically on an accurate parameterisation of the lattice. In the
case of radiation damage simulations, the most important interatomic properties to reproduce
would be the melting temperature, the latent heat of melting, and the solid to liquid density
change. This ensures that the material is melting in the correct temperature range, and also
that the resulting damage distribution is representative of experimental observations. This
is particularly important in silicon, as its density increases when it melts. The modified
Tersoff (MOD) potential (described in detail in section 2.1.3.3) was chosen as it is by far the
best potential at reproducing the above characteristics. It is also a potential that has been
parameterised with an explicit electronic temperature dependence (something which will be
investigated later in this thesis). Table 5.2 illustrates these thermodynamic properties of the
MOD potential and their experimental counterparts.
Property
Melting temperature
Latent heat of melting
Density change : crystal to amorphous
Amorphous density
Crystalline specific heat capacity
Liquid specific heat capacity

Unit
K
kJ mol-1
%
g cm-3
J g-1 K-1
J g-1 K-1

MOD
1681
33.7
14
2.311
1.02
1.17

Experiment
1683
50.6
10
2.05 - 2.52
1.04
1.04

Table 4.2: Interatomic potential properties of MOD potential [133] compared with experiment [134]

4.2
4.2.1

2T- MD swift heavy ion irradiation of silicon
Simulation setup

The simulations were run using a 200,000 atom supercell measuring 271.99 x 271.99 x 54.4 Å3
dimension (corresponding to an 8 atom cubic unit cell multiplied by 50x50x10). This MD
cell was periodic in all directions to simulate a bulk crystal, and was subdivided into a grid
of 25x25x5 coarse grained ionic temperature voxels (each ≈ 10.86 Å3 ). A 75x75x5 electronic
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temperature voxel grid extends over the MD cell in the xy direction, and this system was
solved using a space centred, forward in time Euler method with a timestep of 1 as. Neumann boundary conditions were used to confine the electronic energy in the z-direction. The
MD system was pre-equilibrated for 200 ps (with a 1 fs timestep) using an NPT ensemble
(300 K) Nosé-Hoover thermo- and barostats. After equilibration the MD cell was connected
to the continuum electronic system which was also set to 300 K, and the SHI irradiation was
simulated for 20 ps (with a 1 fs timestep), for stopping powers between 5 and 60 keV/nm,
repeated five times each for damage statistics.

4.2.2

Temperature evolutions

Figure 4.3 shows the evolution of electronic and lattice temperatures at the centre of a typical
SHI simulation for each Ce (Te ). In general the SHI caused the electronic temperature to reach
a maximum value in 10 fs. This energy was then transferred to the lattice, which reached
its maximum value within 0.1 ps, and both subsystems reached thermal equilibrium after a
few ps. The difference between the temperatures predicted using the free electron gas and
DFT specific heats was significant throughout. The FEG reached a much higher maximum
electronic temperature, cooled at a slow constant rate, and reached a significantly lower
equilibrium temperature after a few ps. By contrast, the differences between functionals
were less pronounced at the beginning and end of the simulation, but the regions where
they diverge had a significant impact on the dynamics of the system. PBE0 reached the
highest peak electronic temperature at the beginning of the simulation, however, it was too
small of a difference (a few thousand Kelvin) to be noticeable on figure 4.3 (a) due to the
temperatures being in the hundreds of thousands of Kelvin.
The most striking differences in the temperature profiles for the different functionals occured when the electronic temperature cools to between 20,000 K and 3,000 K. As PBE
had the highest Ce (Te ) in this range, the rate of transfer to the lattice ((b) in equation 4.1)
was lower, thus it stayed at a significantly higher electronic temperature throughout this
period. The sharp change in shape of electronic temperature at roughly 0.1 ps is due to the
saturation of the electronic diffusivity, which has an lower bound of 2 cm2 /s at the Fermi
temperature.
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Figure 4.3: Temperature evolutions at the centre of the simulation cell using electronic
specific heats calculated with different functionals, during a 25 keV/nm SHI event.
Despite PBE having this lower electron-phonon coupling strength, there was no clearly significant observable difference between the lattice temperatures at the centre of the cell when
using the specific heat derived via ab initio methods. Therefore any significant differences
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in track radii were more readily understood by looking at the cross-sectional electronic and
lattice temperatures for each Ce (Te ) at various times during these simulations. Figure 4.4
shows these electronic temperature cross-sections.
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Figure 4.4: Cross-sectional electronic temperatures with various electronic specific heat during a 25 keV/nm SHI event.
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Once again the FEG approximation showed the most disparate behaviour when compared
to the DFT functionals. It reached the highest electronic temperature at the beginning of
the simulation (consistent with figure 4.3 (a)) However, due to the constant electron-phonon
coupling strength, energy diffused very quickly (spatially and temporally), resulting in the
electronic system being at thermal equilibrium at 5 ps. It was clear from figure 4.4 that
the electronic temperatures between the various functionals at each time shown were not
significantly different. The key difference was due to the electron-phonon coupling strength
confining energy in the electronic system for the functionals with a higher specific heat for
longer. So PBE had a wider area of its cell at a higher electronic temperature than HSE
(and correspondingly HSE had a wider area of its cell at a high temperature compared to
PBE0).
Figure 4.5 shows the corresponding cross-sectional lattice temperatures. A similar pattern
emerges, as the peak lattice temperatures that occured at each time-step were the same for
the various Ce (Te ) (consistent with figure 4.3 (b)), but the area over which each exceeded
the melting temperature was significantly different. For a large electronic specific heat, the
electron-phonon coupling strength was reduced, meaning energy diffused more widely in the
electronic system before being deposited into the lattice. Thus when energy was exchanged
to the lattice a wider area ended up reaching these high temperatures, leading to a larger
ion track. From these data it was expected that the larger the band gap of a material, the
more resistant that material was to damage (assuming the other parameters in the model
remained constant). Conversely, a larger band gap led to a lower Ce (Te ), thus the rate of
transfer of energy to the lattice was higher, and thus the spatial region where the lattice
temperature exceeded the melting threshold was more localised, leading to smaller track
radii.
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Figure 4.5: Cross sectional lattice temperatures with various electronic specific heat during a
25 keV/nm SHI event. The dashed line represents the melting temperature of the interatomic
potential. The dashed line in each plot corresponds to the melting temperature of the
interatomic potential.

4.2.3

Defect evolutions

In a typical simulation a defect population was established within 0.1 ps. The number of
defects increased as energy diffused through the cell, reaching a maximum value at 1 ps.
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The lattice then cooled, recrystallised, and a final defect distribution was established within
5 ps. Figure 4.6 (a) - (d) shows the evolution of local structure following SHI irradiation.
Initially all atoms exhibited a perfect diamond structure (light blue), however, 0.1 ps after
initialisation of the SHI there was a localised amorphous region at the centre of the simulation
cell. The darker blue represents a denser region of cubic diamond which was due to the
rapid expansion of the cylinder of atoms at the core. The black region is a small halo where
diamond structure only extended out to the 1st and 2nd nearest neighbours. After 1 ps
these compressed regions relaxed, and by 5 ps the final defect distribution was observed.
The Wigner-Seitz defect evolution at the corresponding times are shown in figure 4.6 (e) (h). The Wigner-Seitz defects were calculated using Voronoi cell analysis [120]. If an atom
moved from its original Voronoi cell a vacancy was formed, and if an atom moved into an
occupied Voronoi cell an interstitial defect was formed.
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(a) 0.0 ps

(b) 0.1 ps

(c) 1.0 ps

(d) 5.0 ps

(e) 0.0 ps

(f) 0.1 ps

(g) 1.0 ps

(h) 5.0 ps

Figure 4.6: [001] ion track morphology at various times during a 25 keV/nm SHI simulation
using the HSE functional. (a) - (d) are coloured according to local structure : light blue
represents diamond structure, the darker blue is a region of compressed cubic diamond, black
is 1st and 2nd neighbour diamond, and grey amorphous structure, determined via common
neighbour analysis. (e) - (h) are Wigner-Seitz defects, blue representing vacancies and red
representing interstitials. Both sets of images were created using OVITO [119].
Figure 4.7 shows the typical evolution of Wigner-Seitz defects for a low, middle, and high
value of electronic stopping power. Each case displays the same qualitative behaviour, the
number of defects reached a maximum within 1 ps, after which about 10 % of the defects
recombined, and the final defect distribution was formed within 5 ps. This highlights a
significant difference in the behaviour of defect formation between metals and silicon. In
a metal, the most of the defects that are initially formed by the SHI end up recombining,
whereas a very small fraction recombine in silicon. Thus one could arguably say that ion
tracks only form in band gap materials, as the defect distributions formed in metals can not
be easily described as a cylindrical amorphous region adjacent to the swift heavy ions path.
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of Wigner-Seitz defects with time for various stopping powers using
the electronic specific heat derived with the HSE functional
A number of simulations were performed to determine the relationship between the size
of the ion track and the energy deposited by the SHI (quantified by the electronic stopping
power, Se ) for each Ce (Te ). The track distributions were analysed in two different ways,
via track radius, and number of Wigner-Seitz defects. The track radius was determined by
calculating the atomic density of each particle as a function of distance from the centre of
cell using Voronoi cell analysis. Two distinct track radii profiles were observed, depending
on the amount of energy deposited. At relatively low stopping powers the track consisted
of an overly dense amorphous region, corresponding to the blue line, which is an ion track
of ≈ 18 Å. This is consistent with a mechanism whereby an overdense liquid core is created
and subsequently quenched to form overdense amorphous Si. By contrast, at higher stopping powers the energy deposition was large enough to eject atoms from the centre of the
core. This resulted in an underdense core, surrounded by an overdense amorphous outer
track region (shown by the red line in figure 4.8, which is an ion track of ≈ 50 Å). These
different track signatures may be observable in future small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
experiments on crystalline silicon. Previous SAXS experiments, and the corresponding MD
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simulations, that have characterised the damage resulting from SHI irradiation of amorphous
Si [13] show an overdense core similar to our low stopping power result in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Relative atomic density as a function of distance from the centre of the simulation
cell. The black dotted line corresponds to the ion track radius. Blue and red lines show
the results from a 10 keV/nm and 25 keV/nm SHI simulations, using the PBE0 and PBE
electronic specific heats respectively. The dotted vertical line marks the track radius of 18 Å
for the low stopping power and 50 Å for the high stopping power.
Figure 4.9 shows how the electronic specific heat leads to significantly different final defect
distributions and track radii. At 5 keV/nm an ion track with a radius of 16.9 Å was predicted
using the specific heat determined by the free electron gas model. By contrast, no continuous
ion tracks were formed when the specific heats from DFT were used, but there were some
isolated vacancy and interstitial defects. Simulations using the free electron gas approximation were only carried out to an Se of 25 keV/nm as higher stopping powers resulted in defect
distributions that approached the boundary of our MD cell. For all stopping powers tested
the number of defects and the resulting track radii calculated using Ce (Te ) from the free
electron gas model are substantially greater than when using Ce (Te ) determined via DFT.
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Figure 4.9b suggests that when DFT is used to parameterise the specific heat, the change
in the track radius as a function of stopping power is consistent with the profiles observed in
experimental studies of other semiconductors [8, 135, 13] and insulators [136, 5, 58]. Traditionally, this effect was explained by the velocity effect [70], where ions with a greater velocity
deposit more localised energy into the electronic subsystem. These simulations neglect the
velocity effect completely, but show a similar relationship. Thus both the electronic specific
heat, and the profile of the deposited energy contribute to the experimentally observed correlation. The free electron model, on the other hand, showed a linear relationship between
track radius and electronic stopping power. This is because the rate of energy transfer from
the electrons to the lattice was constant regardless of electronic temperature, thus the spatial region of atoms which had a temperature higher than the melting threshold increased
proportionally to the electronic stopping power.
A clear relationship was observed between the sensitivity of ion track radii with different
electronic specific heats, each with a characteristic density of states (and hence band gap).
The larger the band gap, the more resistant the material was to damage (assuming all the
other parameters in the model remained the same). An apparent relationship between the
threshold stopping powers and the band gap of a semiconductor has been noted previously
from experimental observations [59]. This was attributed to an inverse relationship between
the electron mean free path and the band gap, although no physical justification was offered.
These results suggest it was the electronic specific heat, as opposed to the mean free path,
that was related to the band gap, and the modified relaxation time for the electron ion energy
transfer affected the track radii.
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Figure 4.9: Defects vs electron stopping power. (a) is the total number of Wigner-Seitz
defects as a function of stopping power. (b) is the track radius as a function of stopping
power. Each data point is the mean value of five repeated simulations, and the error bars
correspond to the standard error.
The HSE functional predicted a bandgap in excellent agreement with the experimental
value of 1.11eV [132]. The track results with this functional also agreed well with experimental tracks observed via the irradiation of silicon using C60 fullerenes [137, 138]. The
threshold for track creation was lower than experimental observations [9, 139], but this may
be explained by the fact that fast monatomic ions deposit energy more widely amongst the
targets electrons (the so called velocity effect, which is analagous to increasing the mean absorption radius of the source term in equation 1.17), leading to less damage. It is also worth
noting that the inclusion of changes in the interatomic interactions due to electronic excitation [39, 111, 38], which may influence the results were also not investigated. The effects
of these modified interactions will be investigated, using electronic temperature dependent
potentials, in the final chapter of this thesis.
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4.3

Conclusion and summary

Ion track formation resulting from swift heavy ion irradiation in silicon was modelled, using
the two-temperature molecular dynamics model, for a range of stopping powers. The defect
distribution formed in all these silicon simulations show distinct behaviour to the defects
presented in the preceding chapter on metals. The vast majority of initial defects formed
in metals ended up recombining, whereas in silicon only 10% of the initially formed damage
recrystallises. Thus ion tracks, classified as cylindrical defect rich regions formed around the
path of a SHI, formed in silicon, but not in any of the metals investigated.
A clear difference in track morphology for low stopping powers was observed, where the
track had an overdense core, and high stopping powers, where the tracks had a core shell
structure with an underdense core and an overdense shell. This may be an important signature to look out for in future SAXS experiments. The temperature dependence of the
electronic specific heat was calculated, an important parameter of the 2T-MD model, using
DFT with different functionals. The most significant divergence in the density of states of
each of these functionals was due to the characteristic band gap. This in turn lead to distinct
temperature dependent specific heats. The lower specific heat associated with larger band
gaps resulted in a shorter relaxation time for the electron lattice energy transfer and corresponding smaller track radii. The higher specific heat associated with the smaller band gap
functions resulted in energy spreading more widely in the electronic system. This in turn
caused a larger area of the lattice to exceed the melting temperature, resulting in larger track
radii. This provides an explanation for the observed dependence of threshold stopping power
on the band gap, which had previously been attributed to the mean free path. Simulations
using the specific heat with the most accurate band gap give track radii closest to the those
observed in experiment.
While these results highlight a significant advance for the 2T-MD model in band gap
materials, it is worth discussing a number of limitations that still exist in the model. Firstly,
the parameterisation of the electronic subsystem is nowhere near as comprehensive as what is
possible for metals. An electronic temperature dependent electron-phonon coupling will have
a huge influence on the final defect distributions formed. Also, a more accurate electronic
diffusivity and energy deposition profile [73] are paramount to the model’s success. However,
despite these short comings in the model, the results presented in the chapter do highlight
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that bandgap effects can be introduced into the two temperature model by an accurate
representation of the temperature dependence of the electronic specific heat. These results
also highlight an important consideration for all future and past work in applying the 2TMD model to band gap materials; not only is it important to utilise a Ce (Te ) derived via
ab initio methods, it is also important to highlight how far from experimental values the
DFT functional deviates from experimental band gap values. It is easy to underestimate
the band gaps of semi-conductors and insulators by 20 - 30 % or more using the most
common exchange-correlation functionals, and these differences will significantly skew track
radii when comparing to real experimental results.
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“Nothing happens until
something moves.”
Albert Einstein

This chapter investigates ion track creation in silicon using the extended two-temperature
molecular dynamics model, the atomistic version of the extended inelastic thermal spike
(eiTS) model. Similarly to the regular 2T-MD model, the atoms evolve according to an
augmented version of molecular dynamics. However, the difference arises in modelling the
carriers (as now electrons and holes are considered). These carriers evolve according to Boltzmann transport equations. The model has significantly more parameters than the traditional
formulation of the two-temperature model. Thus silicon was chosen as it is the most studied
band gap material, with good equilibrium data for most parameters in the model. While the
original model tracked the evolution of electronic temperature, this model tracks the evolution of carriers (and their associated energy), with temperature being calculated afterwards.
This marks a significant departure from the original formalism, thus this chapter aims to
achieve detailed comparison between 2T-MD and extended 2T-MD for ion track creation in
silicon. The most important conclusion from this analysis is whether the added complexity
of the extended model (while sacrificing temperature dependent parameterisations) leads to
physics that cannot be explained by the regular model. As the majority of materials that
are sensitive to ion track creation are band gap materials, any advance in the accuracy of
methods to model these interactions will be beneficial to the wider community.
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5.1
5.1.1

Extended 2T-MD model parameters for silicon
Carrier System

The carrier system in the extended implementation of the 2T-MD model is significantly
more complex than the conventional model. The parameters include the recombination terms
(Auger and impact ionisation coefficients), electron and hole thermal conductivities, electron
and hole mobilities, the electron-phonon coupling, ambipolar diffusivity, the source term, and
electron-hole specific heat capacity. Like the conventional two-temperature model, a number
of these parameters will have complicated lattice and carrier temperature dependencies.
The model was assumed to be charge neutral, by constraining the electrons and holes to
exist as bound pairs. Thus the individual carrier thermal mobilities, and thermal conductivities, were simplified to effective bound electron-hole contributions, respectively. Based
on the Wiedemann-Franz law, the thermal conductivity of this bound electron-hole pair has
the form,


κe−h (Te ) =

5
−p
2



kB
q

2
q µe−h N Te

(5.1)

Te is the carrier temperature (assumed to be the same for both electrons and holes), q
is the charge, p is a correction factor to account for the non-parabolic relationship between
the carrier energy and carrier momentum, µe−h is the electron-hole mobility, and N is the
carrier density. It is worth noting this formulation was based on method developed for
metals, however no better formulation currently exists for band gap materials. The reduced
electron-hole mobility is,

1
µe−h = (µe + µh )
2

(5.2)

Here µe and µh are the individual electron and hole mobilities for silicon. These values are
well characterised at room temperature and lower [140, 86], however no data exists for large
temperatures (especially not for different lattice and carrier temperatures). The temperature
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dependence proposed by Baccarani et al [89], which equates the thermal conductivity in
equation 5.1 to the thermal conductivity term in the Einstein–Smoluchowski relation, was
used,

µe−h (Te ) = µ0

Ti
,
Te

(5.3)

where µ0 is the bound electron-hole carrier mobility at room temperature, and Ti is the
lattice temperature. The ambipolar diffusivity (the diffusivity of a bound electron-hole pair),
is also known at room temperature [141] (19 cm2 /s), and has been observed to decrease with
increasing carrier concentration and lattice temperatures [141, 142]. The same temperature
,
dependence as the conventional 2T-MD model was assumed [45] : D(Te ) = 300K D(300K)
Te
where D is the ambipolar diffusivity, saturating at the Fermi temperature.
The electron-phonon coupling term used in the model was also the same as the regular 2TMD model, a constant value of 0.26 ps, based on femtosecond optical pump probe reflectivity
experiments [66]. The impact ionisation and Auger recombination coefficients have been well
characterised for silicon [143, 144]. Due to the nature of the extended model’s implementation, a prior knowledge of the electron-hole specific heat capacity, Ce−h , is not required. It
can be derived from the fundamental equation governing how energy is distributed amongst
the carriers,
U = N Eg + 3N kB Te ,

(5.4)

Here U is the total energy, and Eg is the band gap. The electron-hole specific heat is thus,
Ce−h =

∂Eg
∂U
=N
+ 3N kB
∂Te
∂Te

(5.5)

Spatial variations in the band gap were neglected, as this quantity is highly dependent on
the local atomic configuration, and thus the complexity involved is beyond the scope of this
thesis. Electronic temperature variations were also neglected, thus Ce−h ≈ 3N kB . Thus a
linear relationship between carrier density and the electron-hole specific heat was assumed,
similar to the linear approximation used in the 2T-MD model by Dufour et al [45]. The pa-
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rameters of the source term, A(r, t), were also the same as described in the previous chapter.
Table 5.1 contains a summary of the relevant parameters for the carrier subsystem in the
extended 2T-MD model, including their respective temperature dependencies if relevant.
Quantity
Auger coefficient [144]
Impact ionisation coefficient [143]
Electron mobility [140]
Hole mobility [140]
Ambipolar diffusivity [141]
Electron-phonon relaxation time [66]

Unit
cm6 /s
s-1
cm2 / Vs
cm2 /Vs
cm6 /s
ps

Symbol
δ
γ
µe
µh
D
τep

Value
3.8x10-31
g
)
3.6x1010 exp( −1.5E
kB Te
1400
450
19 (300/Te )
0.26

Table 5.1: Parameters characterising the carrier subsystem for silicon in the extended twotemperature molecular dynamics model.

5.1.2

Interatomic potential properties

The interatomic potential used for the augmented molecular dynamics portion of the extended 2T-MD was also the same as described in the preceding chapter. Table 5.2 illustrates
the most important properties of this MOD potential, and compares them to the relevant
experimental values.
Property
Melting temperature
Latent heat of melting
Density change : crystal to amorphous
Amorphous density
Crystalline specific heat capacity
Liquid specific heat capacity

Unit
K
kJ mol-1
%
g cm-3
J g-1 K-1
J g-1 K-1

MOD
1681
33.7
14
2.311
1.02
1.17

Experiment
1683
50.6
10
2.05 - 2.52
1.04
1.04

Table 5.2: Interatomic potential properties of MOD potential [133] compared with experiment [134]
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5.2

Extended 2T- MD swift heavy ion irradiation of
silicon

5.2.1

Simulation setup

The simulations were run using a 200,000 atom supercell measuring 272 x 272 x 54 Å3
dimension (corresponding to an 8 atom cubic unit cell repeated 50x50x10 times). This MD
cell was periodic in all directions to simulate a bulk crystal, and was subdivided into a grid
of 25x25x5 coarse grained ionic temperature voxels (each ≈ 10.86 Å3 ). A 50x50x5 electronic
temperature voxel grid extends over the MD cell in the xy direction, and this system was
solved using a space centred, forward in time Euler method with a timestep of 1 as. The
reduction in the size of the electronic temperature cells compared to the regular 2T-MD
implementation was due to the added complexity in the solver for the carrier subsystem.
Neumann boundary conditions were used to confine the electronic energy in the z-direction.
The MD system was pre-equilibrated for 200 ps (with a 1 fs timestep) using an NPT ensemble
(300 K) Nosé-Hoover thermo- and barostats. After equilibration the MD cell was connected
to the continuum electronic system which was also set to 300 K, and the SHI irradiation was
simulated for 40 ps (with a 1 fs timestep). Due to the complexity of the solver, the MD cell
and the carrier continuum system were disconnected after a period of time which ensured
most of the energy was transferred from the carriers to the lattice. After 3.5 ps, 99.99% of
energy had been transferred in the case of a high energy swift heavy ion. Thus 4.0 ps was
chosen as the decoupling time. After this decoupling, energy had no means of leaving the
lattice (as this traditionally happened in the electrons). Thus a number of different Langevin
thermostats were added to the boundaries (with a thermostat relaxation time of 1 ps, 2 ps,
and 3 ps investigated). There were no significant differences in the defect evolutions between
either of these three thermostats, and all results presented in this thesis utilised this 2 ps
pseudo-Langevin thermostat at the lattice boundaries.

5.2.2

Carrier and temperature evolutions

The key difference between the extended and regular implementation of the 2T-MD model is
that the extended model tracks carrier dynamics, and the regular model tracks the evolution
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of electronic temperature. Thus the evolution of carriers in silicon following swift heavy
ion irradiation is as follows : a proportion of the SHI’s energy excites electrons across the
band gap, with the remaining energy going into the kinetic energy of the excited electron-hole
pairs. These excited carriers combine via Auger recombination, and can be further generated
via impact ionisation. The temperature gradient in the carrier system causes the carriers
to diffuse into regions of lower temperature, and energy from the carriers is transferred to
lattice in a manner that is proportional to both the temperature difference between the two
subsystems, and the number of excited carriers in that local region.
Thus the first important aspect of the model investigated was how the carrier conservation
terms (the Auger and impact ionisation coefficients) influenced defect creation in silicon.
This is important as these key physical processes can not be accounted for within the regular
implementation of the two-temperature model. Impact ionisation did not have any significant
influence on the carrier evolution, as is shown in Figure 5.1(a). Thus throughout the rest of
the simulations this effect was neglected, in order to simplify the differential solver.
Figure 5.1 (b) illustrates how the inclusion of Auger recombination affects the evolution of
carrier concentration and temperature following swift heavy ion irradiation. Figure 5.1 shows
the evolution of carrier concentration in a typical extended 2T-MD simulation. All regions
other than the centre of the cell had an initial increase in carrier concentration immediately
following SHI irradiation, implying carriers diffused from the excited centre of the cell into
the bulk at the edges of the carrier system. Although less significant than diffusion, Auger
recombination also contributes to a decrease in carrier concentration. For both cases, the
carrier concentration tends to decrease to equilibrium values between 2 ps and 3 ps (a longer
value was observed without Auger recombination, as more carriers needed to diffuse). Figure 5.2 (a) illustrates the respective evolution of carrier temperature in the model. Here the
impact of Auger recombination was clearly evident, as when an electron and hole recombine,
energy is transferred to an already excited electron, increasing the overall kinetic energy
in the carrier subsystem (demonstated by larger carrier temperatures). This difference in
temperature is most pronounced between 20 fs and 100 fs, however it remained significantly
different throughout the time that the carrier system is connected to the lattice. Both scenarios reach room temperature in under 2 ps. This difference in carrier temperature did not
translate into a significant effect on the evolution of corresponding lattice temperatures, as
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shown in figure 5.2 (b). For all simulations tested, the lattice temperatures with and without
Auger recombination were roughly the same, and in turn ion track radii had no discernible
differences.
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(a) Carrier concentrations without (solid) and with
(dashed) impact ionisation 35 keV/nm swift heavy ion.
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(b) Carrier concentrations with (solid) and without
(dashed) Auger recombination following a 30 keV/nm
swift heavy ion.

Figure 5.1: The influence of impact ionisation and Auger recombination on carrier concentration in Si using the extended 2T-MD model. The influence of impact ionisation is so
insignificant that it is difficult to discern between the solid and dashed lines. The corresponding influence of Auger recombination on the carrier concentrations is far more pronounced.
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Figure 5.2: The influence of Auger recombination on carrier and lattice temperature in Si
using the extended 2T-MD model, following irradiation by a 30 keV/nm swift heavy ion. The
dashed lines in (b) correspond to simulations neglecting Auger recombination, and the solid
lines correspond to its inclusion. The horizontal line corresponds to the melting temperature
of Si using the MOD interatomic potential. No ion tracks were formed by this SHI.
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This is due to the fact that the electron-phonon coupling in the extended model is not
only proportional to the temperature difference between both the subsystems, but also the
local carrier concentration, so this excess carrier temperature is negated by the lower number of carriers due to recombination. It is worth stressing that this does not mean Auger
recombination will not have a significant impact on ion track formation within the context
of this extended 2T-MD implementation. In fact, it is quite likely that when incorporating an electronic temperature dependent electron-phonon coupling (which should increase in
strength with increasing electronic temperature), these increased carrier temperatures due
to Auger recombination will lead to greater lattice temperatures, and subsequently larger ion
tracks. Figure 5.2 (b) also demonstrates the benefit in utilising a hybrid continuum-atomistic
approach, namely that despite the central of the MD exceeding the interatomic potential’s
melting point, no ion tracks were observed. This physics is impossible to simulate with a
continuum model alone.
Now that the characteristics of the model are established, the next important area to
address is whether the vastly more complicated solver leads to significantly different thermodynamic evolutions when compared with the regular 2T-MD implementation. All regular
2T-MD model results presented utilised an electronic specific heat derived using the HSE
hybrid functional (as this band gap is closest to the experimental value in silicon), and
the same choices for the other parameters as described in the previous chapter. Figure 5.3
illustrates the temperature evolutions in both the extended and regular 2T-MD model at
the centre of the MD cell following irradiation by a 30 keV/nm swift heavy ion. The regular model achieved much higher electronic and therefore lattice temperatures, with both
subsystems coming into thermal equilibrium within 1 ps, and cooling towards room temperature much more rapidly. The corresponding carrier temperature at the centre of cell was
nearly an order of magnitude lower than the regular model initially, but carrier diffusion and
electron-phonon coupling drove the carriers to room temperature much more rapidly (within
1 ps). The lattice also cooled more gradually. After 50 ps the lattice was still about 900 K.
These thermodynamic evolutions resulted in the observation of significantly different defect
distributions, the extended model was defect free, and the regular model had an ion track
radius of 37 Å.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of temperature evolutions in the extended and regular 2T-MD model
when irradiatied by a 30 keV/nm SHI. The dotted line represents the electronic (or carrier)
subsystem, and the solid line represents the respective lattice subsystems. The horizontal
black dashed line is the melting temperature for Si using the MOD interatomic potential.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the key difference between the extended and regular two-temperature
model, namely that electronic temperature is the key quantity in the regular model, while
carrier density is key in the extended model. Figure 5.4 (b) shows the carrier temperature
at various distances from the centre of the MD cell. The carriers all converge to the same
excited temperature rapidly (within tens of fs), regardless of the location in the cell. This
high temperature only applies to the carriers that have been excited, and figure 5.4 (a) shows
that the further away from the centre of the cell, a smaller concentration of carriers were
excited, so despite these carriers having extremely high temperatures, there were not enough
present to significantly transfer energy to the lattice. As the electronic temperature is the
key parameter in the regular 2T-MD model, the Te evolutions in figure 5.4 (b) (described
by the dashed lines) evolved similarly to carrier concentration in the extended model : they
decreased as the distance from the centre of the cell increased.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of carrier dynamics in regular and extended 2T-MD models, at
various distances, following irradiation by a 30 keV/nm swift heavy ion. The dashed lines
correspond to simulations using the regular model, and solid lines correspond to the extended
model.
The complementary lattice temperature evolutions are shown in figure 5.5. As described
previously, the lattice temperature towards the centre of the cell was much higher in the
regular model (an order of magnitude greater), which was the most significant contributor
to the defect creation. The extended model had much lower temperatures towards the centre
of the cell. This may be due to the fact that the electron-phonon coupling was proportional
to the carrier concentration, and as this concentration quickly diffused throughout the cell,
the energy transferred from the carriers to the lattice was more spatially homogeneous (while
also being lower in overall magnitude). This also results in higher lattice temperatures at the
edges of the cell during the very initial stages of temperature evolution (0.5 ps). The lower
amount of energy transferred from the carriers to lattice was the most significant reason for
a lack of observed damage at 30 keV/nm using the extended model. This result is further
highlighted in figure 5.6, which contains the cross sectional lattice temperatures at various
times in both models. Thus it is clear to see that the extended model will lead to significantly
less defects when compared to the regular model.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of lattice temperature evolutions in the extended and regular 2TMD model when irradiatied by a 30 keV/nm SHI. The dotted line represents the regular
model, and the solid line represents the extended model. The horizontal black dashed line
is the melting temperature for Si using the MOD interatomic potential.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the lattice temperature cross-sections in the regular and extended
two-temperature MD model. A wider region of the lattice exceeded the melting temperature
in the regular model, however temperature across the extended cell remained higher for a
more sustained period of time (facilitating recrystallisation). The horizontal dashed line
corresponds to the melting temperature of the Si potential.
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5.2.3

Defect evolutions

In addition to the evolution of carrier and lattice temperatures being significantly different
in the regular and extended models, ion track formation was also strongly modified when
explicit carrier dynamics were taken into account. In the regular model, the ion track was
established extremely quickly, this process takes significantly longer in the extended model.
This is illustrated in figure 5.7 (b), where the initial disorder did not quickly amorphise
the centre, but first disordered the structure to short ranged diamond structure. Comparing
figure 5.7 (c) and (d) to the corresponding plots in the previous chapter also strongly suggests
that there is a more significant proportion of recrystallisation in the extended model.

(a) 0.0ps

(b) 0.5ps

(c) 5ps

(d) 50ps

Figure 5.7: [001] ion track morphology at various times during a 35 keV/nm SHI simulation
using the extended 2T-MD model. Atoms are coloured according to local structure : blue
atoms represent perfect diamond, black are 1st or 2nd nearest neighbours to diamond, and
grey represents unstructured amorphous regions.
Figure 5.8 quantifies this defect evolution. Defects were identified according to a WignerSeitz analysis of the MD cell (described in detail in the previous chapter). In the regular
model, the maximum defect distribution was established within a picosecond, in the extended
model, this occured around 5 ps. Also, while only 10% of defects recombined in the regular
model, over 50% recombined with the extended implementation. The rate at which this
final distribution was established also differed. This happened within 5 ps for the regular
model, but was closer to 40 ps for the extended model. These discrepancies are extremely
significant, and emphasise another key difference between the extended and regular 2T-MD
model when applied to the study of band gap materials. This high level of recombination
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(compared to the regular model) may be explained by the more homogeneously distributed
lattice temperature profile. These homogeneously distributed temperatures may have more
easily facilitated the recrystallisation of defects back to their original diamond structure. It
is also interesting to note that the differences in the number of residual defects observed with
and without a boundary thermostat (Langevin thermostat with 2 ps relaxation time) applied
to the lattice system was minimal, implying the thermostat is not significantly driving the
creation or recombination of defects.
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of Wigner-Seitz defects in silicon when irradiated by a 35 keV/nm SHI
using the extended 2T-MD model with and without applying a thermostat to the boundary of
the lattice. Over 50% of the defects created end up recombining by the end of the simulation
in both cases, with a similar final distribution observed.
One area where both implementations of the model did agree, was on the profile of the
track created after irradiation. Two distinct track profiles emerged, at low electronic stopping
powers, the track consisted of an overly dense amorphous region. As this deposited energy
increased, the track profile was an initially overdense region, with an underdense core. This
is consistent with the melting properties of silicon, whose amorphous density is greater than
its diamond structure (see previous chapter).
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The final comparative analysis between the two incarnations of the two-temperature model
was the determination of ion track formation for a variety of electronic stopping powers. The
values presented for the extended model utilised the pseudo-thermostat described previously
(however the differences in the final track radii observed in both were negligible). All of
the evidence presented thus far predicts that fewer defects are produced by extended model
simulations. However, the results did not turn out to be so simple. Figure 5.9 reveals the
differences in ion track formation between both models. Ion track formation did not occur
at 30 keV/nm with the extended model, and at 35 keV/nm, the extended model produced an
ion track radius more than three times smaller than its regular counterpart. This difference
decreases with increasing stopping power, and at 60 keV/nm the extended model generated a
larger ion track. This linear increase in the track radii in the extended model differs from both
the regular 2T-MD (when a specific heat derived from density functional theory is utilised),
and experiment observations of track radii in band gap materials [8, 135, 13, 136, 5, 58].
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Figure 5.9: Sensitivity of ion track formation vs electronic stopping power in the regular and
extended two-temperature molecular dynamics model.
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This discrepancy lies in how this implementation of the extended model treats the carrierg
specific heat capacity, Ce−h ≈ 3N kB (as dE
is assumed to be zero in the first iteration of this
dTe
model implementation for simplicity), a linear proportionality with carrier concentration.
In contrast, the electronic-specific heat derived with DFT is far from linear (see previous
chapter). So as the electronic stopping power increases (ie - more energy deposited into the
electronic subsystem), the translated temperature increase of the electrons saturates, causing
a non linear relationship between stopping power and track radii. A way of improving the
model would be to relate this carrier specific heat, with the previously derived specific heat
from DFT. This will impose a limit on the generation of carriers following irradiation, and
is described by Shokeen et al [99]. Thus in utilising the extended 2T-MD model, a number
of significant differences are observed when simulating band gap materials.

5.3

Conclusions and summary

In this chapter the analysis of ion track formation in silicon was examined, within the context
of a hybrid atomistic-continuum extended two-temperature model formalism. A comparison
with the regular 2T-MD model was highlighted throughout, as this version of the model is
by far the most widely adopted within the swift heavy ion community. The extended implementation expands on the regular two-temperature model by explicitly accounting for carrier
generation (and subsequent conservation). First, the influence of the carrier recombination
terms, impact ionisation, and Auger recombination were investigated. Impact ionisation was
observed to have no influence on the number of carriers in a simulation, thus it had no impact on the formation of ion tracks. Auger recombination was shown to influence the carrier
concentration (decreasing the total number of carriers), this translated to an increase in the
kinetic energy of the carrier system. This increase in carrier energy did not translate to an
appreciable difference in lattice temperature, as the electron-phonon strength is determined
by both the local temperature of carriers and their concentration. Thus it appeared that a
significant part of the extended model (processes that produce and destroy excited carriers),
plays no part in the formation of ion tracks. This does not negate their importance though,
as it is plausible that an accurate temperature (or specifically carrier density) dependent
electron-phonon coupling will make these processes more pronounced.
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Next the key dynamics that drive both models were explored. This highlighted the central
difference between the models, namely that the extended model is concerned with tracking
the evolution of carriers. This is manifested in a comparison of the carrier (or electronic)
temperatures. In the regular model, the energy of the electrons (described by Te ) is the
evolved quantity. However when this is compared to the extended model, the corresponding
carrier temperatures seem too high. This is because the carrier temperatures in the extended
model only describe carriers that have already been excited, not the entire local cell. Thus
an excited carrier temperature of 10 000 K at the edges of the MD cell correspond to such a
low carrier density that they do not transfer any appreciable amount of energy to the lattice
via electron-phonon coupling, and thus are exempt of contributing to track formation. This
was verified in the corresponding lattice temperatures at the edges of the cells, they never
reached anomalously high values.
Finally the morphologies and creation of tracks were compared in both models. While
the final ion track morphologies in both models are the same (a characteristic that may be
identified in future SAXS experiments), the path to formation differed significantly. In the
extended model, the track takes five times longer to reach a maximum number of defects,
and also nearly five times longer to relax to a final distribution. Over 50% of the defects also
annihilated in this time frame. For low and medium range electronic stopping powers, the
track radii formed in the extended model are appreciably lower than their regular analogue.
However, due to the linear relation of the carrier-specific heat and carrier concentration
(Ce−h ≈ 3N kB ), at higher stopping powers the extended model predicts larger track radii.
This also contradicts experimentally observed track radii measurements, but can be rectified
via the incorporation of a carrier-specific heat derived from density functional theory [99].
Following this summary, and the main research motivation behind studying this more
complicated model, poses the question : does the use of this extended model lead to significantly different physics that cannot be captured by the regular model? The answer is
yes, however there is a big caveat, and that is the model requires further development. The
disadvantages include all of the same disadvantages as the regular model, namely that the
parameterisation is difficult, as all the parameters (of which there are now significantly more)
will have a complex temperature dependence. This work also showed that the terms which
contributed to carrier concentration had no impact on the track formation. The implemen-
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tation of the solver for the carrier subsystem is also significantly more complicated, as there
are two conserved differential equations. This computational complexity meant the carrier
subsystem and lattice being disconnected after 4 ps. This is another key difference with the
regular model, as a pseudo-thermostat (an extra tunable hyperparameter) had to be applied
to the boundaries of the lattice so as to not confine energy indefinitely. Finally, and possibly
most significantly, it is highly unlikely that even the ground state parameters of the model
will be available for a wide array of band gap materials in the near future, so the possibility
of applying the model to the most easily damaged insulators is unlikely for now. The main
advantage of the model is that it is a physically realistic representation of the dynamics that
occur following electronic excitation in band gap materials. In theory, it makes no naive
approximation of how carriers behave. This work also shows that despite the numerous
approximations in the parameterisation, there is a significant difference between the track
sizes found using both models, which is an important result.
Ultimately the answer to the question will be highly material dependent. If one is researching a well characterised semiconductor (eg - silicon or germanium), the extended model’s
ability to capture more accurate swift heavy ion physics means it is more physically realistic. For other materials, the less complicated regular 2T-MD model, with well characterised
electronic-specific heats, and electron-phonon couplings may capture enough of the essential dynamics to provide an important simulation tool in the modelling of swift heavy ion
irradiation of band gap materials.
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6

The influence of Te dependent
interatomic potentials

“Physics is actually too hard for
physicists.”
David Hilbert

Recent ultrafast laser irradiation experiments have shown that certain materials undergo
significant structural modifications in regions of high electronic excitation, on timescales
which cannot be accounted for by electron-phonon coupling in the two-temperature model.
This is due to the change (softening or hardening) of phonon modes in a material, caused
by a modified electron density. These non-adiabatic forces may prove important in swift
heavy ion simulations, and while they can be accounted for in ab initio simulations, the
dimensions required for meaningful results are impossible to simulate with current computational resources. While these may still suffer from the same shortcomings as other high
temperature DFT methods, their inclusion has never investigated in the context of swift
heavy ion simulations. The most natural way to account for these effects would be in the
creation of a dynamic empirical MD potential, which is parameterised according to electronic
temperature, instead of utilising the ground state potential.
The vast majority of published research on radiation damage simulations that cause significant levels of electronic excitation (including all studies on swift heavy ions), within the
context of molecular dynamics, completely neglect how these interatomic forces are modified
due to this excitation. This oversight is due to the difficulty in deriving electronic temperature dependent interatomic potentials. In fact only a handful exist today [39, 38, 40, 41].
This chapter hopes to address how significantly these non-adiabatic forces modify the ther-
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modynamics of swift heavy ion irradiation, and whether they contribute to track formation
in two materials : tungsten and silicon.
Tungsten was the first material chosen for investigation. Firstly this was motivated by
past research which predicted the possiblity of a solid-solid phase transition (bcc to fcc) in
Tungsten for an electron temperature between 1.7 eV and 4.3 eV [145]. This prediction was
based on the calculation of phonon modes for various tungsten structures (fcc, bbc, and
hcp) at a range of electronic temperatures. Fcc tungsten was found to be more stable in the
previously mentioned temperature range than bcc, hence the prediction of an adiabatic phase
change. These electronic temperatures are easily achieved in swift heavy ion simulations. The
second important motivation was that these Te -dependent interatomic potentials actually
exist for tungsten [40, 38]. Finally, previous work in this thesis addressed the how the regular
2T-MD capably accounted for the defects observed in metallic systems, the incorporation
of these dynamic interatomic potentials will mark another significant step forward, at least
in the context of the two-temperature formalism. The graphs produced for tungsten in this
chapter were produced by Oscar Knagg, an undergraduate student that I supervised for his
final year research project.
Silicon was the other material investigated. Recently electronic temperature dependent
potentials [39] were implemented using the ground state MOD potential [109], a potential
that reproduces the bulk properties of silicon most relevant to SHI irradiation well. This
allowed for a thorough exploration of how significantly these dynamic potentials contribute
to, not only a band gap material, but a band gap material that increases in density as it
melts. This latter point is important, as recent research suggests that the influence of these
non-adiabatic forces resulting from strong electronic excitation are only able to be physically
manifested in materials that adhere to this density increase on melting [146]. Thus the
study of a metal and semi-conductor, both with distinct melting characteristics, allows for
an analysis of how critical these non-adiabatic forces are to defect formation following high
levels of electronic excitation. A number of studies have shown that the melting temperature
of certain materials is hugely decreased by electronic excitation, whether this proves to be the
case on the timescales relevant for SHI irradiation could prove important for future materials
engineering.
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6.0.1

Electronic system

The key parameters that determine the temperature evolution of the electronic subsystem
in metals are the electronic thermal conductivity, κe , the electronic specific heat capacity,
Ce , the electron-phonon coupling, Ge , and deposition profile of the incoming SHI, A. The
thermal conductivity was taken to be a constant, and the electron-phonon coupling and
electronic specifc heat capacity have an explicit electronic temperature dependence. The
spatial variation of the thermal conductivity and electronic specific heat in equation 6.1
were ignored.
∂Te
κe (Ti ) 2
Ge (Te )
A(r, t)
=
∇ Te −
(Te − Ti ) +
,
∂t
Ce (Te )
Ce (Te )
Ce (Te )
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
(a)

(b)

(6.1)

(c)

(a) in equation 6.1 dictates how quickly temperature diffuses throughout the electronic
subsystem, (b) is the electron-phonon strength, and dictates the rate of energy exchanged
with the lattice subsystem, and (c) dictates how excited the electronic subsystem becomes
subsequent to SHI irradiation. The electronic temperature dependence of Ce and Ge n W
was obtained from previous work carried out by Lin et al [44]. The constant electronic
thermal conductivity was taken to be 106 Wm-1 K-1 from experimental value of material at
1600 K [122]. This experimental value corresponds to the total thermal conductivity (made
up of a lattice and electronic component), however, in metals the electronic component dominates, so this was a reasonable assumption. The source term, A(r, t), had a characteristic
spatial Gaussian deposition with a standard deviation of 1 nm, and temporally decaying
exponential with a decay time of 1 fs. The source term was normalised so its spatial and
temporal integration equates to the energy deposited into the electronic system (the electronic stopping power, Se ).
The parameters governing the silicon simulations were also described previously in chapter
5, and are summarised below.
Ge
A(r, t)
∂Te
= De (Te ) ∇2 Te −
(Te − Ti ) +
,
| {z }
∂t
Ce (Te )
Ce (Te )
| {z }
| {z }
(a)
(b)

(6.2)

(c)

The parameterisation of the electronic system for silicon was the same as described in chap-
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ter 4. The electronic temperature dependent specific heat capacity was derived from finite
temperature density functional theory, and utilised the HSE hybrid functional. The electronphonon relaxation time (the key parameter in governing the electron-phonon coupling) was
taken to be 0.26 ps, a value obtained from femtosecond optical pump probe reflectivity experiments [66]. This quantity was assumed to remain constant throughout the simulations. The
temperature dependent diffusivity also followed the previously described model by Dufour
et al [45]. the source term was based on the properties of a C60 cluster with specific energy
0.07 MeV/u : a Gaussian deposition with a standard deviation of 0.74 nm, and temporally
decaying exponential with a standard deviation of 1 fs.

6.0.2

Interatomic potential properties

Up until this point, all of the swift heavy ion irradiation results presented in this thesis
utilised a ground state interatomic potential, which remained fixed regardless of the level of
electronic excitation. This chapter aims to investigate how signficantly structural dynamics
are affected by Te dependent MD potentials. Electronic temperature dependence was built
into the tungsten cell via the method described by Murphy et al [38] and was achieved by
modifying the embedding term in the extended Finnis-Sinclair [106].
N

F (ρi , Te ) = ADF T (ρi , Te ) + dE(Te ) −

N

1 XX
Vij (rij )
2 i=1 j6=i

(6.3)

F (ρi , Te ) is new embedding term, dependent on the local density, ρi , and the electronic
temperature, Te . ADF T is the free energy calculated via DFT, dE is the constant energy
shift at each electronic temperature so the energy splines to zero at infinity, and Vij is
the repulsive potential between atoms i and j. Thus, via the use of finite temperature
density functional theory, a temperature dependent embedding term is fit to the free energy
volume curves, yielding a Te dependent potential. As the electronic temperature is increased,
tungsten exhibits a number of structural modifications, the lattice parameter increases, and
the melting temperature decreases. The potential turns completely repulsive at 30 000 K [38].
The decrease in melting temperature is highlighted in figure 6.1.
The silicon Te dependent potentials [39] are constructed such that the functional form of
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the empirical potentials reproduce the DFT cohesive free-energies for the diamond, fcc, bcc
and simple cubic structures at several different volumes. The functional form of the potential
is assumed to remain unchanged under this electronic excitation, with each constituent
parameter varying as a sixth order polynomial;
Ψ(Te ) =

6
X

an (kB Te )n

(6.4)

n=0

Here Ψ represents any of the default MOD parameters, and an is the polynomial coefficient.
Silicon, similarly to tungsten, exhibits a gradual decrease in melting point when subjected
to significant levels of electronic excitation. This is highlighted in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Melting point of W and Si as a function of the electronic temperature [38, 111],
calculated using the moving interface method [147].

6.0.3

Simulation setup

Two different tungsten cells were constructed, one for lower stopping powers (≤ 60 keV/nm),
and one for high stopping powers. Both were constructed from a two atom basis, the small
consisted of 204,800 atoms (made of 80x80x16 repetitions of the basis), and the large con-
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sisted of 460,800 atoms (120x120x16). These cells were initially equilibrated using an NPT
ensemble, at 300 K and 1 atm for 200 ps. This ensured the equilibrium structure was obtained, with resulting cell dimensions of approximately 250x250x50 Å3 and 370x370x50 Å3 ,
with periodic boundary conditions. For the 2T-MD implementation the lattice was discretised into coarsed grained ionic temperature cells (CIT), each with a volume of roughly 1000
Å3 , resulting in 25x25x5 and 37x37x5 CIT cells for the small and large cell respectively. The
coarse grained electronic temperature cells (CET) had the same dimension, but extended
three times further in the x and y directions, thus the number of CETs were 75x75x5 and
111x111x5. The extension of the CET cells beyond the CIT cells provides a mechanism for
the transport of electronic energy out of the central cell. As the swift heavy ion travelled
perpendicularly through the centre of the cell, electronic energy was confined via Neumann
boundary conditions in the z-direction. The halo region of the extended electronic cells in
the x and y direction were governed by Robin’s boundary conditions which converged to 300
K. A variable timestep was chosen for the electronic finite difference solver, and 1 fs timestep
was chosen for the molecular dynamics timestep. No thermostat was placed at the boundary
of the MD cell, thus energy could only escape through the electronic subsystem. Simulations
were run for 60 ps. The silicon cell contained the exact same number of atoms as the small
tungsten cell (and thus same number of CIT and CET), resulting in a supercell measuring
271.99 x 271.99 x 54.4 Å3 .
One significant issue that was not resolved in this work was energy conservation. While
utilising the ground state potential, the electrons and lattice form a closed system. However,
the interatomic forces change during the initial stages of electronic excitation when utilising
Te dependent potentials. This was not resolved for the work presented in this chapter,
but recent research has overcome this limitation via the derivation of a modified electronphonon coupling from a Hamiltonian that explicitly includes a Te dependent potential energy
function. However, despite this limitation, the forces are unaffected, so the proceeding results
do capture new physics.

6.0.4

Temperature evolutions

The first areas investigated were the temperature evolutions of the respective simulation
cells, with and without temperature dependent potentials, of which the results are presented
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in figure 6.2. Both materials, using the ground state potential, and Te dependent potentials,
obey the typically established trends described already. The SHI deposited energy into the
electrons, causing an initial dramatic increase in the electronic temperature, followed by energy flow to the lattice by electron-phonon coupling. In tungsten the electronic temperature
dipped significantly below the lattice, for tens of picoseconds, until both systems reach ambient levels after roughly 50 ps. The electrons and lattice reached thermal equilibrium much
faster in silicon, cooling to ambient temperatures together. Figure 6.2 clearly shows that
there was no significant differences between the ground state and Te dependent potential in
tungsten, as both the electrons and lattice follow a seemingly identical trajectory. However,
the case is dissimilar for silicon, where the Te dependent potential attains a slightly larger
lattice temperature, subsequently causing the cell to cool to a higher temperature after 40 ps.
This can be explained by considering the change in interatomic forces proceeding electronic
excitation, as the bonds weaken, the atoms are more excited than in comparison to the
ground state potential. The electronic temperatures reached by tungsten (which are much
lower than in silicon) result in significantly smaller changes in the interatomic forces. This
may imply Te dependent potentials are less influential in W than Si.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of temperature evolutions at the centre of a Si and W cell using
both the standard ground state potential, and Te dependent potentials, following irradiation
by a 30 keV/nm swift heavy ion.
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While it is not obvious from figure 6.2 whether the Te dependent potential will significantly alter defect creation in tungsten, it appears probably that the same effect will be
important in silicon. A look into the cross sectional temperatures (electronic and lattice)
showed no noticeable difference between the ground state and temperature dependent case
at any moment in the tungsten simulations. There is a much clearer difference is observed
for silicon, with figure 6.3 highlighting that although there seems to be a negligible difference
in the electronic temperatures with and without the temperature dependent potentials at
the beginning of the simulation, the width of excitation is greater in the Te dependent case.
As the simulation runs on, the electronic temperatures at the centre of the Te dependent
simulation also end up exceeding those of the ground state case. This is a very significant
difference between the ground state and Te dependent case. The corresponding lattice temperature cross sections are highlighted in figure 6.4, with same key trends were observed : a
wider region of the MD cell is excited. A similar trend verified in the atomic displacements,
at the start of the simulation the atoms under the influence of the Te dependent potentials
experienced a far larger proportion of displacements. Thus there is a clear difference in
the temperature profiles and lattice displacements of silicon when taking into account these
non-adiabatic forces. This indicates that non-adiabatic forces will play a major role when
irradiating silicon with SHIs (when using this potential).
After 20 ps, when each lattice is roughly homogenously excited, the Te dependent lattice
temperature is about a thousand Kelvin, whereas the ground state simulation has already
cooled to ambient temperatures. These cross sections again highlight that non-adiabatic
forces will definitely contribute significantly to defect formation in silicon when it is irradiated
by swift heavy ions.
Plots of temperature evolutions on their own are limited, as the melting characteristic of
each material (when utilising Te dependent potentials) is significantly influenced by the local
electronic temperature. Thus a good method of highlighting the differences of the ground
state and Te dependent potential, is to plot the degree of overheating (Ti /Tm ), for a one
dimensional slice of the ionic grid, where Ti is the lattice temperature of the grid point,
and Tm is the melting temperature (which will dynamically vary for the Te dependent case).
Figure 6.5 illustrates this degree of overheating for tungsten. Initially there was a clear
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of electronic temperature cross section at various times during a
30 keV/nm swift heavy ion irradiation.
difference between the two types of interatomic potential, as after 0.1 ps, a 6 nm region of
the Te dependent lattice exceeded the melting temperature, contrasted with only 1 nm for the
ground state. However, as the simulation proceeded, this larger level of overheating begins
to decrease, and from 1.0 ps onwards, there is very little difference between both cases.
The equivalent plots for silicon are shown in figure 6.6. Firstly the rate at which the lattice
exceeded the melting temperature is much faster in silicon when compared to tungsten. This
has been highlighted in previous results chapters for the ground state case, but this trend is
accentuated in the Te dependent case. There is also the same initial wider region of melting
when comparing the Te potential to the ground state (15 nm vs 12 nm after 0.1 ps). However,
as the simulations proceeded, this degree of overheating actually begins to increase for the
Te dependent silicon case. In both materials, at the very early stages of the simulation, the
electronic temperatures at the core of SHI track become sufficiently high that the potentials
become completely repulsive and the melting points decrease to zero. This overall repulsion
is somewhat reminiscent of the Coulomb explosion model, except that the atoms remain
neutral. The reduction in the melting point means that the Ti /Tm exceeds unity more quickly
at the heart of the ion track, hastening the disorder. However, as the simulation proceeds
this degree of overheating becomes indistinguishable between both types of potential in
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of lattice temperature cross section at various times during a
30 keV/nm swift heavy ion irradiation.
tungsten, whereas there are huge differences in silicon throughout the simulation. These
results imply that Te dependent potentials will have a pronounced effect in silicon, while
being less noticeable in tungsten.

(a) Degree of overheating using the ground state
potential for W.

(b) Degree of overheating using the Te dependent
potential for W.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of degree of overheating as a function of time following a 30 keV/nm
swift heavy ion irradiation in tungsten. Each coarse grained ionic voxcell (CIT) has a 10 Å
diameter.
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(a) Degree of overheating using the ground state
potential for Si.

(b) Degree of overheating using the Te dependent
potential for Si.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of degree of overheating as a function of time following a 30 keV/nm
swift heavy ion irradiation in silicon. Each coarse grained ionic voxcell (CIT) has a 10 Å
diameter.

6.0.5

Defect evolutions

While the temperature evolutions, and extent to which overheating occurs in the lattice
are good indicators of the dynamics of the cell, the explicit defect evolutions are the most
important measure of whether these Te dependent potentials modify ion track formation.
Figure 6.7 illustrates how ion track formation in tungsten evolved for both types of potentials
by tracking radius of the molten region. This molten radius was calculated as follows, the
local structural environment of each atom at every recorded timestep was determined by
common neighbour analysis in OVITO [119, 148], resulting in a categorisation of either bcc
or molten. Secondly, the fraction of molten atoms in cylindrical shells at various radial
distances from the ionic trajectory was counted and the outer radius of the outermost shell
containing greater than 90% molten atoms was taken to be the radius of the defect region.
The same trend was observed when irradiating the ground state and Te dependent potential
in W : immediately proceeding irradiation a highly disordered region at the centre of the
MD cell was observed, and as time evolved the majority of this disorder recrystallised.
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of disordered radius in tungsten when irradiated by a 60 keV/nm SHI.
Significant levels of recrystallisation were observed in both. The level of disorder is consistently greater for the Te potentials, but over 99% of the defects recrystallise, no difference is
observed by the end of the simulation.
While the radius of the Te dependent case is greater, by the end of the simulation the
recrystallisation resulted in no discernible difference in the number of residual defects. This
result implies that while there are modifications to the bonding characteristic in tungsten by
these non-adiabatic forces, but they do not end up contributing to the residual defects formed
over tens of picoseconds. This may be due to the shape of the interatomic potentials at these
elevated electronic temperatues, where for the majority of the simulation the potential well
has not changed significantly enough to impact on the defects created. The morphology of
the residual defect distribution was also the same when utilising Te dependent potentials
in tungsten : an outer halo of mainly isolated vacancies (with a few vacancy clusters),
surrounding a core made up of interstitial clusters. At stopping powers of 50 keV/nm these
interstitial clusters formed dislocation loops with Burger’s vectors b = 12 h111i and b =
h100i. The sensitivity of tungsten to form Wigner-Seitz defects for a variety of electronic
stopping powers is highlighted in figure 6.8. The data clearly illustrates that there is no
discernible difference in the residual defect distributions formed in tungsten for the ground
state extended Finnis Sinclair potential, and the Te dependent potential. This suggests that
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non-thermal effects are effectively negligible for tungsten. This agrees with recent findings
by Hu et al [146], in which these non-adiabatic forces are unable to manifest themselves
significantly in materials which decrease in density upon melting.
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Figure 6.8: The sensitivity of defect creation in tungsten at various electronic stopping
powers. The red points highlight defects formed with the Te dependent potential, and the
blue shows results from the ground state potential.
The scenario for silicon is entirely different. Figure 6.9 demonstrates the evolution of
Wigner-Seitz defects in a 30 keV/nm SHI simulation in silicon. Firstly there was a huge
increase in the overall damage when comparing the Te dependent potential to the ground
state (between 4x and 5x the number of defects depending on where in the simulation you
compare). This emphasises the Te dependent potential causes the bonds to break more easily.
The other deviation was in the level of recrystallisation. Earlier it was shown that for the
ground state MOD potential, regardless of the energy deposited by the SHI, the same level
of recrystallisation occurs in a simulation (roughly 10%). This was again observed for the
ground state in figure 6.9. However, there is a much more significant level of recrystallisation
for the Te dependent potential, roughly 25%. This added proportion of recrystallisation can
be explained by a wider spatial region of the lattice reaching high temperatures, similarly to
the results presented for the extended model.
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of WS defects in silicon when irradiated by a 30 keV/nm SHI. Significant levels of recrystallisation were only in the Te dependent case. The level of disorder is also
far greater for the Te potentials. This highlights how significantly the bonding characteristics
of silicon are modified in region of high electronic excitation.
Thus the influence of a Te dependent potential potential in silicon has two key influences
following SHI irradiation (when compared to the ground state), firstly, the temperature
evolution of the material is highly altered due to the weakened interatomic forces. Secondly,
although silicon will be more susceptible to damage overall, during the cooling phase there
is also a higher proportion of recrystallisation. The fact that these non-adiabatic forces have
such a significant effect in silicon is due to its phase diagram, as silicon contracts when it
melts, this effective inward pressure is not inhibited by the lattice, allowing the material to
melt (in contrast to W). This postulate has been verified for a number of other materials
with this phase behaviour, and is summarised well by Hu et al [146].
The final step was to quantify how much more susceptible silicon was to damage with these
non-adiabatic forces, for a variety of electronic stopping powers. Figure 6.10 summarises
these findings. Both plots illustrate how significantly more residual defects are created when
non-adiabatic forces are accounted for in silicon. The number of Wigner-Seitz defects created
were up to 10x greater at the low stopping powers, and up to 4x times greater for the higher
stopping powers. The corresponding track radii are 3x larger for low stopping powers, and
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1.75x for high stopping powers. While the results from Te dependent potentials overestimate
track radii in comparison to experiment, it is important to remember that there are still a
number of simplifications in the models, with the most important being a constant electronphonon coupling. The inclusion of more sophisticated temperature dependent electronic
parameters may affect these results significantly.
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Figure 6.10: The sensitivity of defect creation in silicon for a variety of stopping powers.
The influence on non-adiabatic forces hugely influenced the residual defect observed.
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6.1

Conclusion and summary

Ion track formation resulting from swift heavy ion irradiation in tungsten and silicon was
modelled, using the two-temperature molecular dynamics model, including the effects of non
adiabatic forces (via the incoporation of Te dependent interatomic potentials), for a range of
stopping powers. The influence of Te dependent potentials in tungsten was negligible. Some
added disorder was observed during the initial stages of irradiation (manifested by a larger
track radius in figure 6.7), but over the course of a whole simulation this all recrystallised.
While non-adiabatic forces do lead to differences in defect (and temperature) evolutions over
the course of a SHI irradiation simulation, they did not manifest in a difference in final
observed residual defect morphology.
The evolution of ion track formation in silicon is far more distinct when accounting for
non-adiabatic forces. Two properties are observed, with both stemming from the softening
of phonon modes in regions of high electronic excitation. Firstly, these non-thermal effects
cause a greater number of lattice displacements at the very beginning of the simulations,
something that cannot be explained by thermal energy transfer from the electrons to the
lattice. Secondly, as the simulations evolve, a much wider region of the electronic system
attains high temperature values, which causes the lattice to be more homogeneously excited.
These non-adiabatic forces in turn cause much higher levels of residual defects to form.
However, there is also a higher level of recrystallisation of defects throughout the cooling
phase of the irradiation, which is more than likely due to the more homogeneously excited
lattice.
The major conclusion from this work is that when simulating swift heavy ion irradiation,
non-adiabatic effects can be ignored in tungsten, but not in silicon. However, this work
is still incomplete, as energy was not properly conserved during the application of these
non-adiabatic forces. This is left to future research, as a solution is now known.
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“Nor must we forget that in
science there are no final
truths.”
Clause Levi-Strauss

In summary, via the use of various different implementations of the two-temperature
model, swift heavy ion irradiation of metals and band gap materials was investigated in
numerous ways. Chapter 3 specifically deals modelling in binary metallic systems. This is
an area where the overlap between simulations and real experimental results are closer than
for any other materials. This is due to the fact that the 2T-MD model contains accurate
non-equilibrium parameterisations for the electronic subsystem. Two bcc metals (iron and
tungsten) and two fcc metals (copper and iron) were considered. Distinct dynamics occur
in each case, with the underlying causes highlighting the strengths of having accurate computational simulations. In both bcc metals, damage resulted in the formation of interstitial
dislocation loops at the centre of the cell, surrounded by a cloud of isolated vacancies. In
both cases experimental and simulation results agreed extremely well. This was also true
for the fcc metals, which remained defect free, but for two different explainable reasons (due
to signficantly different electronic parameterisations). The most exciting result from this research was not necessarily the discovery of novel structures after irradiating bcc metals, but
the fact that this formalism of the two-temperature model was capable of accurately describing a variety of different physical effects. The two-temperature model still has its critics, but
the results in this chapter are a significant positive endorsement for its ability to model SHI
irradiation (and more generally electronic excitation) in metals. Looking towards the future,
the most exciting prospect is the application of the model to more exotic alloy structures,
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which could lead to the engineering of metals that exhibit invaluable physical characteristics.
The main obstacle in this research is the accurate parameterisations of the electronic and
lattice system. Robust DFT pseudopotentials for these complex metallic mixtures would be
the first step in aiding this progression.
Chapter 4 aimed to explore how well the initial 2T-MD model (developed for metals)
could explain SHI excitations in band gap materials. This is important as the vast majority
of materials irradiated with SHI for engineering and industrial applications are materials
with band gaps. Si was chosen as it is the most accurately parameterised semi-conductor.
The fundamental premise of the work is that band gap effects can be incorporated if using a
robust temperature dependent electronic specific heat. The current most accurate methods of
calculating these are emplot DFT, however traditional DFT pseudopotentials are notorious
for over or under predicting the band gap of Si. Thus three pseudopotentials (one that
overestimated, one that underestimated, and one that accurately estimated) the band gap
of Si were used to derive the electronic-specific heat. The defect distribution observed using
the most accurate Ce agreed well with the little experimental data that exists. However,
these did not include rigorous non-equilibrium parameterisations of the diffusivity, electronphonon coupling, and interatomic potential. The two most significant findings of the work
were, firstly, that the incorporation of well parameterised Ce does indeed capture band gap
effects (whether this is sufficient to be accurate is a question for the future). The trend being
that the larger the band gap, the more resistant the material is to defect creation (given the
other parameters remain the same). Secondly, as this relationship between band gap and
defect creation is observed, caution must be exercised when using a Ce derived from DFT.
The over or underestimation of the band gap will cause a significant deviation from the real
physical results.
Chapter 5 attempted a similar evaluation for Si, this time using the extended 2T-MD
model. This model expands on the original formalism to account for the band gap and
carrier dynamics explicitly. However, this is accounted for by the addition of a significant
amount of extra complexity, both from a parameterisation and computational stand point.
The inclusion of this extra physics led to different results when compared to the regular
model, namely that for most stopping powers, the extended model resulted in less residual
defects. However, a like for like comparison is difficult to make, as the extended model has
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much less well established non-equilibrium parameters. Short term beneficial research should
centre on making the model more computationally efficient, followed by attempts at more
robust parameterisations in the longer term. Before beginning this research, a key question
centred on whether the extended model is actually better than the regular version for band
gap materials. Unfortunately there is no satisfying definitive answer to this question. It
all comes down to what is needed (and expected). While the extended model explicitly
captures carrier physics, in the near future it is hard to imagine a well parameterised band
gap material other than the most conventional. However, with further development, it may
be able to overcome the criticisms levelled at the regular 2T-MD.
Chapter 6 dealt with a phenomena not yet explored within the SHI community, the effects non-equilibrium conditions have on MD interatomic potentials. Past experiments have
established that a change electronic density following excitation can lead to significant structural changes in the lattice of materials. This effect was explored for a metal (tungsten)
and a semiconductor (silicon), as these are some of the few materials in which Te dependent interatomic potentials actually exist. While slightly different defect evolutions were
observed in tungsten over the duration of a simulation, the final residual defect structures
were indistinguishable. The effects were much more pronounced in silicon, with larger atomic
displacements observed at the start of the simulation (due to weakening of the interatomic
forces), and a more homogeneously excited lattice overall. This, in turn, led to a significantly higher level of residual defects, and a higher proportion of recrystallisation, proving
that non-adiabatic forces are non-negligible for silicon. The most immediate future step
would be to fix the energy conservation problem as the interatomic forces changes. This has
been solved by colleagues, and will be published shortly. However, from a more general stand
point, the most important result from this research is that these non-adiabatic forces can
play a signficant influence in SHI irradiation, something the community needs to consider
when employing ground state potentials.
While models have attempted to capture the non-equilibrium physics of SHI irradiation
for decades, it is only recently that they have become mature enough to not require fitting to
experimental ion track results. This marks a significant paradigm shift across the boundary
where enough realistic physics is baked into the models. As this progression leads to more
sophisticated models, specifically in the coming years, the 2T-MD (and it’s extended model)
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represents the best balance between capturing quantum mechanical effects accurately, and
computationally being able to simulate millions of particles over hundreds of picoseconds.
Until the expense of ab initio methods becomes tractable over this spatiotemporal range,
the 2T-MD model will play a crucial role in furthering our understanding of SHI irradiation
(and more generally any form of radiation that causes electronic excitation).
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